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Abstract
Argumentation has proven successful in a number of domains, including
multi-agent systems and decision support in medicine and engineering. We
propose its application to a domain yet largely unexplored by argumentation
research: computational linguistics. Over the past decade or so advances in
this field have commonly relied on data-driven solutions, i.e. machine learn-
ing. Recently, however, there appears to be a growing consent that, in order
to achieve significant advances in certain areas of artificial intelligence, in
general, and computational linguistics, in particular, we may need to con-
sider data-driven approaches in unison with reasoning-, logic- and rule-based
solutions. To this end we have developed a novel classification methodology
that incorporates reasoning through argumentation with supervised classi-
fiers. We train classifiers and then argue about the validity of their output.
To do so we identify arguments that formalise prototypical knowledge of a
problem and use them to correct misclassifications. We thus have at our
disposal multiple ways of incorporating knowledge in classification and are
able to integrate knowledge as it becomes available, without the need to
retrain classifiers.
We illustrate our methodology on two tasks. On the one hand we ad-
dress binary cross-domain sentiment polarity classification, where we train
classifiers on one corpus, e.g. Tweets, to identify positive/negative polar-
ity, and classify instances from another corpus, e.g. sentences from movie
reviews. On the other hand we address a form of argumentation mining
that we call Relation-based Argumentation Mining, where we classify pairs
of sentences based on whether the first sentence attacks or supports the
second, or whether it does neither. Whenever we find that one sentence at-
tacks/supports the other we consider both to be argumentative, irrespective
of their stand-alone argumentativeness. For both tasks we improve classifica-
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1. Introduction
We argue every day; we attempt to impart our views and understanding of
things on others, and we use language as the prime vehicle of doing so. Ac-
cordingly, argumentation has been studied extensively by a variety of schol-
ars, not least by philosophers and computational linguists, who, amongst
other problems, have studied the way arguments are communicated, and
how they interact in language, e.g. as in [212, 219]. The field of computa-
tional argumentation (henceforth called just argumentation), on the other
hand, has emerged as a discipline concerned with developing more formal,
logic-based accounts of arguments, e.g. as in [57, 107, 141]. Since its in-
ception in the late 1980s this stream of research on arguments has had a
substantial impact on a number of domains. This includes, but is not lim-
ited to, multi-agent systems (MAS), e.g. [30, 69], and decision support in
domains such as medicine, e.g. [68, 72], and engineering, e.g. [13, 64]. In this
thesis we study how these two treatments of arguments, in argumentation
and in computational linguistics, may be combined to benefit one another.
Over the past decade or so advances in computational linguistics have
commonly relied on data-driven solutions, as in e.g. [50, 133, 199], while
argumentation research has largely yielded knowledge- and logic-based solu-
tions, as in e.g. [57, 80]. Recently, however, as illustrated by e.g. [93, 129],
there appears to be growing consent that, in order to achieve significant ad-
vances in certain areas of artificial intelligence, in general, and computational
linguistics, in particular, we may need to consider data-driven approaches
in unison with ones that are reasoning-, logic- and rule-based. For a num-
ber of problems, both within computational linguistics and beyond, purely
data-driven approaches appear to be reaching limits in performance. For
example, Manning [129] highlights how progress in part-of-speech tagging
appears to have stalled and how the probabilistic classifiers used may be
improved upon by incorporating a set of deterministic rules.
In this spirit we propose a novel classification methodology in which we use
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argumentation, together with supervised learning, to integrate knowledge
from different sources and modes of classification into a single classification
procedure for computational linguistics problems. We consult knowledge
specific to the problem at hand to argue about the validity of class labels
proposed by a supervised classifier. Whenever we identify sufficiently strong
arguments, arguing against a class label suggested by a classifier or for a dif-
ferent label than that suggested, we overrule the classifier and instead base
our classification decision on what the arguments tell us. We build concrete
solutions based on this methodology to tackle challenges in two widely stud-
ied application areas in computational linguistics, namely sentiment analysis
and argumentation mining. Specifically, we apply our methodology to the
following two problems:
1. Binary cross-domain sentiment polarity classification
2. Relation-based Argumentation Mining (RbAM)
Below we describe these two challenges in detail. For argumentation min-
ing we propose a novel approach to identifying arguments in text, entirely
based on argumentative relations that hold between sentences. Here we not
only describe a novel methodology, we also provide a purpose-built, hand
annotated corpus of around 2, 200 sentence pairs.
1.1. Cross-domain Sentiment Polarity Classification
Sentiment analysis is generally concerned with (1) identifying opinionated
text, e.g. [12, 27, 88, 104, 182, 233, 245], and (2) identifying the polarity
of text that is deemed to be opinionated, e.g. [55, 162, 206, 217, 243].
These tasks may be defined as a three-class classification problem, classifying
instances in a single pass as positive, negative or neutral, as in e.g. [106].
Another popular approach has been to split the problem into two binary
classification problems, where we first extract opinionated text and then
classify its polarity, as in e.g. [101]. Say we want to determine the sentiment
of the following sentence:
With his constant bad temper and the endless scandals he has
proven to be entirely unelectable.
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To do so we need to (1) identify this sentence to be opinionated and (2)
identify it to be expressing negative sentiment. We focus on task (2), which
is referred to as polarity classification. More specifically we address binary
cross-domain polarity classification, where we train models on corpora that
assign sentences, or sentence-like structures, to one of two classes: positive or
negative. We then use this model to classify unseen instances from a different
domain; we may, for example, train a model on a corpus of Tweets and
then use this model to classify sentences from movie reviews. Using models
trained on data from a certain domain to classify instances from a different
domain tends to yield poor results, even for low-level processing tasks such
as parsing [195]. We refer to this lack of transferability of models to new
domains as domain dependence. This problem aﬄicts not only sentiment
analysis, but many other corpus-based computational linguistics challenges,
e.g. [46, 130]. Our methodology allows us to integrate generic knowledge
about sentiment with domain-dependent models, which, in turn, lowers the
negative impact domain dependence has on classification performance.
1.2. Relation-based Argumentation Mining
(RbAM)
Argumentation mining is generally understood as a problem of (1) identify-
ing arguments in text, as in e.g. [24, 142, 157, 163], and (2) connecting said
arguments through attack and support relations, as in e.g. [105, 163]. Con-
tinuing our above example, say we wanted to analyse the following excerpt
of a fictional news article:
With his constant bad temper and the endless scandals he has
proven to be entirely unelectable. After he himself had high-
lighted his marriage of 21 years, the latest revelations in the
yellow press have been particularly damning.
In addition to identifying our original example sentence as an argument,
to complete step (1) we would need to do the same with the sentence that
follows. In step (2) we would then set the two sentences in relation and e.g.
determine whether the second sentence attacks or supports the preceding
sentence, or whether it does neither.
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With Relation-based Argumentation Mining (RbAM) [42] we propose an
alternative view, in which we focus solely on (2). We create sentence pairs
without classifying individual sentences and directly classify the pairs as
belonging to one of three classes, Attack, Support or Neither, where Neither
denotes everything other than an attack or support relation. Whenever
we identify a sentence as an attack or support on another, we consider both
sentences to be argumentative, irrespective of their individual argumentative
quality. With our approach we thus forego the initial classification and
instead classify the sentence together with another sentence according to
how one relates to the other.
As part of our work on argumentation mining we need to reflect on what
type of text we consider to be an argument, and on what level of granularity
we want to analyse text. Take the following definition of an argument from
the Oxford online dictionary1:
An argument is a reason or set of reasons given in support of
an idea, action or theory.
We are provided with the two main components of an argument, a set of
reasons, which we shall refer to as premises, that support an idea, action or
theory, which we shall call the conclusion. To illustrate consider again our
example sentence, which states that some person (he) is unelectable, and,
conveniently enough, gives two reasons why this is so. Below we restate the
sentence, marking the premises (p) and the conclusion (c) within brackets:
With p[his constant bad temper] and p[the endless scandals]
c[he has proven to be entirely unelectable].
To the dismay of computational linguists and argumentation researchers
alike, arguments in natural language are commonly not as neat and well
structured as the one in our example. Arguments may stretch across sen-
tences or a single sentence may contain multiple arguments. In either of
these situations, an analysis in which we attempt to identify arguments
within sentences will prove rather difficult.
Another common problem is the use of enthymemes in language, infor-
mation that is left implicit and for a reader or listener to infer (see e.g.
1www.oxforddictionaries.com
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[227]). Text written or spoken by humans commonly contains a plethora
of such enthymemes and, many times, humans have little trouble inferring
the implicit information. We are able to do so because we have access to a
vast array of common sense knowledge (or world knowledge), and we often
have some sort of common ground with the person who has written a text
or who we are speaking with. Machines, however, are generally not privy
to that same knowledge. Though work has progressed significantly in this
area, as illustrated by e.g. [33, 197], no knowledge base today is able to
model human grasp of this common sense knowledge. Additionally, as these
knowledge bases grow, so does the computational burden of working with
them.
Based on these issues, trying to identify neatly formed arguments, each
comprised of premises and a conclusion, can be a daunting task. Because
our focus lies on the identification of relations between texts we have opted
to take a view of arguments and their relations in natural language that is
akin to that of abstract argumentation [57]. Abstract argumentation treats
arguments as black boxes, making no claims as to how individual arguments
ought to be structured or what components they should be made up of.
Instead, it focuses on the way arguments interconnect, and on determining
the impact arguments have on each other through the relations that hold
between them. By not attempting to accept only fully fledged arguments
and avoiding the classification of individual sentences we both simplify the
problem at hand to a more manageable one, as we do not deal with the
internal structure of arguments, and we are able to consider a more varied
selection of sentences to be argumentative. In addition we analyse text at
sentence level. This is a further simplifying assumption, which we discuss
further in section 7.1.3, that allows us to focus on identifying relations be-
tween clearly defined text spans. We discuss our approach to doing so in
detail in chapter 5.
1.3. Main contributions
The main contribution of the work described in this thesis is fourfold:
1. We introduce Classification enhanced with Arguments (CleAr), a clas-
sification methodology for corpus-based computational linguistics prob-
lems that uses argumentation in unison with supervised learning. We
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take a supervised classifier, such as random forests [28], and use ar-
gumentation to enhance its performance. As a first step we classify
an instance, using the model built by the classifier, e.g. determining
a sentence to exhibit negative or positive polarity. We then use ar-
gumentation to argue on the validity of this class label. We do this
by consulting a collection of arguments, an argument base, to identify
arguments applicable to the instance in question.
2. We propose Relation-based Argumentation Mining (RbAM), an ap-
proach to identifying argumentative sentences and relations between
them. Instead of attempting to identify individual arguments, and
then relating them, we classify sentence pairs according to a directed
relation that holds from one sentence to another. Whenever this rela-
tion is classified to be an attack or support we consider both sentences
to be argumentative, irrespective of their individual argumentativeness.
3. We provide a hand-labeled corpus of around 2, 200 sentence pairs,
based on which we can build RbAM solutions.
4. We build instantiations of CleAr for sentiment polarity classification
and RbAM. To study the usefulness and effectiveness of CleAr we have
tested our instantiations, combining a variety of classifiers, argumen-
tation semantics and corpora. We have also developed different argu-
ment bases for each instantiation, formalising prototypical knowledge
for both polarity classification and RbAM. Based on these parameters
we have conducted extensive experimental studies on both instanti-
ations of CleAr, and we show that the application of CleAr yields
improvements across the board compared to using classifiers, only.
1.4. Thesis structure
The thesis is structured as follows. We first provide relevant background
on argumentation and corpus-based computational linguistics, as well as
Rhetorical Structure Theory, in chapter 2. In chapter 3 we describe how
we join argumentation and corpus-based computational linguistics to form
CleAr. One of the two challenges for which we instantiate CleAr is cross-
domain sentiment polarity classification. We describe how we apply our
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methodology to this problem in chapter 4. Secondly we discuss RbAM and
how we instantiate CleAr to be applied to this challenge in chapters 5 and
6, respectively. We conclude the thesis with a discussion of our work, as well
as some pointers towards future challenges, in chapter 7.
1.5. Publications
Part of this thesis has been published, or is under review, as follows:
This paper summarises the main ideas described in chapters 4
to 6: Lucas Carstens & Francesca Toni - Using Argumentation
to improve classification in Natural Language problems (under
review for ASM ACM TOIT 2017 : Argumentation in Social
Media)
This paper describes part of chapter 4: Lucas Carstens &
Francesca Toni - Improving out-of-domain Sentiment Polarity
Classification using Argumentation, Proceedings of the 5th ICDM
Workshop on Sentiment Elicitation from Natural Text for Infor-
mation Retrieval and Extraction (SENTIRE), 2015 [40]
This paper describes preliminary work for chapter 4: Lucas
Carstens & Francesca Toni - Enhancing sentiment extraction
from text by means of arguments. Proceedings of the Second
International Workshop on Issues of Sentiment Discovery and
Opinion Mining (WISDOM), 2013 [39]
This paper conceptually introduces the methodology described
in chapter 5: Lucas Carstens & Francesca Toni, Valentinos Evripi-
dou - Towards Relation-based Argumentation Mining, Proceed-
ings of the 2nd Workshop on Argumentation Mining, 2015 [41]
This paper describes the application in which we first intro-
duced the analysis of sentence pairs, as in chapter 5: Lucas
Carstens, Francesca Toni & Valentinos Evripidou - Argumen-
tation Mining and Social debates (Demonstration), Proceedings
of the 5th International Conference on Computational Models of
Argument (COMMA), 2014 [42]
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The following two papers put our work on argumentation mining in broader
context:
Lucas Carstens, Valentinos Evripidou & Francesca Toni - Ab-
stract argumentation and social networks (to appear in Arguing
on the Web: Theory, Analysis, and Applications, 2016 )
Lucas Carstens, Xiuyi Fan, Yang Gao & Francesca Toni - An
overview of Argumentation Frameworks for Decision Support,
Proceeding of the 4th International Workshop on Graph struc-
tures for Knowledge Representation and Reasoning (GKR), 2015
[38]
1.6. Statement of Originality
I declare that this thesis was composed by myself and that the work it
presents is my own, except where otherwise stated.
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2. Background
Our work draws primarily on argumentation and corpus-based computational
linguistics and here we elaborate on relevant background from the two fields.
In section 2.1 we discuss relevant argumentation background, particularly
abstract argumentation [25, 107, 223], bipolar argumentation frameworks [5,
44, 43] and the Argument Interchange Format (AIF) [19, 47, 176, 179].
In section 2.2 we discuss relevant background from the field of corpus-
based computational linguistics. We start by describing common prepro-
cessing tasks and ways of representing text numerically in sections 2.2.1
and 2.2.2, respectively. In section 2.2.3 we describe challenges that domain
dependence in computational linguistics entails. Additionally we review
Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST) [127] in section 2.3, a popular frame-
work for representing relations in text. We conclude in section 2.4 with an
outlook on where certain aspects of the background discussed are of par-
ticular relevance. We review more related work throughout the remaining
chapters where appropriate, i.e. for the consolidation of argumentation and
machine learning in section 3.3, for sentiment analysis in section 4.4 and for
argumentation mining in section 5.7.
2.1. Argumentation
From philosophers, musing on how we argue and on argumentation’s prereq-
uisites, e.g. [167], to linguists, developing formalisations of argumentative
structure, e.g. [212, 219], argumentation has been the focal point of much
research. While aspects of natural language arguments have often been
the subject of choice, a more formal interpretation has emerged over the
past decades to form the field of (computational) argumentation see e.g.
[57, 107, 141]. Broadly, argumentation is concerned with the development
of semantics under which we may create, use and evaluate arguments in ar-
gumentation frameworks (AFs). These may be graphs of arguments linked
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through attack relations [57], or through attack and support relations, as
in e.g. [5, 43]. Below we discuss those frameworks that have been particu-
larly relevant to our work. Additionally, in section 2.1.3 we provide a brief
overview of other frameworks that have been developed, but that we did not
make use of in the context of our work.
2.1.1. Abstract Argumentation
In his discussion on the acceptability of arguments, Dung introduces the
notion of abstract AFs [57]. An AF consists of a set, whose elements are
referred to as arguments, and a binary attack relation between arguments,




and (α, β) ∈ Attack is read ‘α attacks β’. AFs may be represented as
directed graphs, where arguments constitute the nodes and the edges de-
note attack relations from one node to another. Attacks can be made, for
example, as rebuttals or by undercutting. Rebutting amounts to presenting
opposing conclusions, e.g.1
α = I admire him for his ability to keep things simple.
rebuts (and thus attacks)
β = I do not like him because his views are too simplistic.
and, vice versa, β rebuts (and thus attacks) α. Abstract argumentation
makes no claims regarding the internal structure of the arguments, them-
selves. Arguments may have any structure or syntax, so they need not be
sentences as in our examples.
1Here, and subsequently, we use natural language sentences to illustrate formal notions
of argumentation. These may or may not be full arguments, as in section 1.2, where
we show a fully fledged argument, but also describe the notion of sentences being
argumentative despite not being fully fledged arguments.
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Undercutting, on the other hand, represents asymmetric conflicts, which
may take one of two possible forms. First, a counter-argument may undercut
an argument by proving a statement that is claimed not to be provable by
the attacked argument. For example, the argument
He has no idea of foreign policy and he will never be able to
prove otherwise.
is undercut (and thus attacked) by the argument
On the Syrian crisis he has shown his foreign policy acumen.
Secondly, an argument may attack the link between premises and the
associated conclusion. For example, the argument
He is a great politician because he is knowledgable in all tasks
associated with his office.
is undercut by the argument
He is the Jon Snow of energy policy; he knows nothing!
As for arguments, AFs make no assumptions on how attacks are obtained.
There are multiple criteria for selecting winning arguments in an AF, which
are known as argumentation semantics [43, 57]. Some of these semantics
are defined as dialectically acceptable sets of arguments [57], where each
set is known as an extension. For example, for an AF < Args,Attack >,
args ⊆ Args is an admissible extension iff args is conflict-free (i.e. for any
argument α ∈ args, α is not attacked by any argument in args) and can
defend all its member arguments (i.e. for any α ∈ args, if there exists an
argument β ∈ Args \ args that attacks α, there is some argument in args
attacking β). Other, quantitative semantics, described below, instead assess
the dialectical strength of arguments numerically.
2.1.2. Bipolar quantitative Argumentation Frameworks
When extracting arguments and their relations to each other from human
interaction, we need to represent their interplay as accurately as possible. By
defining only arguments and attacks, leaving out the possibility of arguments
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supporting each other, Dung’s definition of AFs covers only part of such
human argumentation. Bipolar argumentation frameworks (BAF) [4, 5, 43]
include a support relation to complement the original definition by Dung.
Formally, a BAF is a tuple
< Args,Attack, Support >
where
< Args,Attack >
is and AF and
Support ⊆ Args×Args
is an additional binary relation compared to Dung-style AFs. BAFs can
also be represented as directed graphs, in which nodes correspond to argu-
ments and directed arcs correspond to attacks as well as supports.
We focus here on approaches to BAFs that assign strength values to argu-
ments. We do this because they offer a natural link to the numerical output
of machine learning solutions with which we seek to combine argumenta-
tion, and also because of desirable properties that these approaches fulfill
by incorporating numerical strength. This, for example, entails that adding
attacks against an argument decreases the argument’s strength [13, 175].
This focus does not imply, however, that other interpretations of bipolar ar-
gumentation, summarised in section 2.1.3, may not also offer fruitful ways of
interfacing with machine learning. The Extended Social Abstract Argumen-
tation (ESAA) framework [65], as well as the Quantitative Argumentation
Debate (QuAD) framework [13] and its extension, Discontinuity-Free QuAD
(DF-QuAD) [175], are instances of such quantitative semantics for BAFs.
They all assume that arguments are equipped with a base score, i.e. a real
number in [0, 1]. The base score amounts to an intrinsic (non-dialectical)
strength of arguments, which is then altered to give the final (dialectical)
strength, based on the (dialectical) strength of attacking and supporting ar-
guments. The resulting strength of arguments is determined by aggregating
the strength of attackers against and supporters for these arguments, for
restricted types of BAFs in the form of trees. Formally an ESAA framework
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is a tuple
< Args,Attack, Support, S0 >
where < Args,Attack, Support > is a BAF, extended with a function
S0 : Args→ [0, 1],
assigning a base score to arguments. A QuAD framework is a tuple
< Ans, Pro, Con,R, S0 >
where Ans is a set of possible answers to a question and Pro and Con
are two types of arguments, attacks and supports, respectively. A QuAD
framework can be understood as an ESAA framework by setting
Args = Ans ∪ Pro ∪ Con
and
Attack = {(X,Y )|X ∈ Con, (X,Y ) ∈ R}
Support = {(X,Y )|X ∈ Pro, (X,Y ) ∈ R}.
R is a relation between arguments as follows:
R ⊆ (Pro ∪ Con)× (Pro ∪ Con ∪Ans)
and
S0 : Ans ∪ Pro ∪ Con→ [0, 1]
is a function that associates a base score with answers and arguments.
Both approaches then define dialectical strength
S : X → [0, 1]
where X is Args in ESAA and Ans∪Pro∪Con in QuAD, assigning a score
to answers and/or arguments, taking S0, as well as supports and attacks into
account. In ESAA we may additionally ascribe positive and negative votes
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to arguments, which produce modifications of their base scores (see [38] for
details).
Let v0 be the base score of an argument α, and vatt, vsup the combined
strength of all attackers against α and supporters for α, respectively. Then
the dialectical strength of α is given by g(v0, vatt, vsup) defined as follows:
g(v0, vatt, vsup) =

vatt if vsup = nil and vatt 6= nil;
vsup if vatt = nil and vsup 6= nil;
v0 if vatt = vsup = nil;
(vatt+vsup)
2 otherwise.
Here vatt = nil/ vsup = nil if there are no attackers against/supporters
for (respectively) α or all such attackers/supporters have strength 0 (and
are thus ineffective [13]). The combined strength vatt/vsup of (the sequence
Seq of the strength of) all attacks against/supports for α is computed as
F∗(v0, Seq), for ∗ = att or ∗ = sup (respectively), defined recursively as
follows, in both QuAD and ESAA:
if Seq is ineffective : v∗ = nil
if Seq = (v) : F∗(v0, Seq) = f∗(v0, v)
if Seq = (v1, . . . , vn) : F∗(v0, (v1, . . . , vn)) =
f∗(F∗(v0, (v1, . . . , vn−1)), vn)
where in both QuAD and ESAA:
fatt(v0, v) = v0 − v0 · v = v0 · (1− v)
in QuAD:
fsup(v0, v) = v0 + (1− v0) · v = v0 + v − v0 · v
and in ESAA:
fsup(v0, v) = min(v0 + (v0 − v0 · (1− v)), 1)2
For example, given the BAF of Figure 2.1, assuming that all arguments








Figure 2.1.: Example BAF, comprised of arguments α, β and γ, represented
as a graph, where β attacks α and γ supports α
have a base score of 0.5, the dialectical strength of α is given, in both QuAD
and ESAA, by
g(0.5, fatt(0.5, vβ), fsup(0.5, vγ))
where vβ/vγ is the dialectical strength of β/γ, respectively. Since there are
no attacks against or supports for β and γ, their strength is their base score
(the third case in the definition of g applies). Thus, in both approaches, the
dialectical strength of α is given by
g(0.5, fatt(0.5, 0.5), fsup(0.5, 0.5)).
In both approaches fatt(0.5, 0.5) = 0.5 · (1 − 0.5) = 0.25. In QuAD,
fsup(0.5, 0.5) = 0.5 + (1 − 0.5) · 0.5 = 0.75. In ESAA, fsup(0.5, 0.5) =
min(0.5 + (0.5 − 0.5 · (1 − 0.5)), 1) = min(0.75, 1) = 0.75. Thus, in both
approaches, the dialectical strength of α is (0.25 + 0.75)/2 = 0.5. It is easy
to see, however, that the two approaches give different strengths in general.
DF-QuAD [175] is an extension of QuAD, which addresses certain discon-
tinuities that may arise during calculation with QuAD. Discontinuities in
QuAD arise, for example, when an argument is attacked by a large number
of arguments and has no supports. In this situation the argument’s score
may be close to zero, yet adding a single support to the argument causes
its strength to increase to a comparatively high value. An argument’s score
drops analogously when we add a single attack against an argument that has
a score close to one, prompted by a large number of supports. DF-QuAD
rectifies these discontinuities as follows. Whereas both in ESAA and QuAD
the strength of attacks (fatt) and supports (fsup) are aggregated using sep-
arate functions, DF-QuAD defines a single strength aggregation function;
given S = (v1, ..., vn), n ≥ 1
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if n = 0 : F(S) = 0
if n = 1 : F(S) = v1
if n = 2 : F(S) = f(v1, v2)
if n > 2 : F(S) = f(F(v1, ..., vn−1), vn)
where
f(v1, v) = v1 + (1− v1) · v = v1 + v − v1 · v.
Once strengths of arguments for and against an argument have been ag-
gregated using F , the dialectical strength of an argument is calculated as
follows:
g(v0, vatt, vsup) = v0 − v0 · |vsup − vatt| if vatt ≥ vsup
g(v0, vatt, vsup) = v0 + (1− v0) · |vsup − vatt| if vatt < vsup
For the example BAF in figure 2.1, we would thus have
g(v0, vatt, vsup) = 0.5− 0.5 · |0.5− 0.5| = 0.5
Refer to [175] for more detailed examples and proofs of how discontinuities
are avoided.
2.1.3. Other Argumentation Frameworks
Beyond BAFs and quantitative semantics, many extensions to abstract ar-
gumentation have been proposed. The below treat arguments qualitatively
instead of quantitatively, as is done e.g. in ESAA or DF-QuAD. Value-based
AFs (VAF) [16, 17] are an extension of Dung-style AFs, where a VAF is a
tuple
V AF =< Args,Attacks, V, val, valpref >
where < Args,Attacks > is an AF, “V is a set of values, val is a function
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which maps from elements of Args to elements of V , and valpref is a pref-
erence relation [...] on V × V ” [17]. The introduction of preference relations
allows a distinction between an argument attacking another and that attack
succeeding. Successful attacks are defined as defeats, where an argument α
defeats and argument β iff
(α, β) ∈ Attacks AND not valpref(val(α), val(β)).
This means that, for the attack to be successful, the value promoted by
the attacked argument must not be preferred to the value promoted by the
attacking argument. An alternative way of incorporating preferences over
arguments is described by Modgil [138], where attacks are allowed not only
against arguments, but against attacks, as well. Here an Extended AF (EAF)
is a tuple
< Args,Attack,D >
where <Args,Attack> is an AFs and D ⊆ Args × Attack. In a further
extension to traditional Dung-style AFs probabilistic abstract argumentation
[59, 98, 99, 113, 210] assigns probabilities to arguments, so as to reflect
uncertainty in AFs. For example, a probabilistic AF may be a tuple
< Args,Attack, p >
where, again, Args and Attack are defined as in abstract AFs and “p →
[0, 1] is a probability function over arguments” [98]. Whereas in abstract AFs
the internal structure of an argument is of no relevance, structured argumen-
tation [18] covers a range of AFs where some sort of structure is imposed
upon individual arguments. In Assumption-Based Argumentation (ABA)
[58, 211] arguments are identified as deductions, supported by assumptions
and rules, and attacks in terms of contraries of assumptions, where assump-
tions are premises that form the support in arguments for conclusions. An
ABA Framework is a tuple
< L,R,A, ¯ >
where < L,R > is a deductive system, with language L and a set of rules
R. A ⊆ L is a non-empty set, whose elements are the assumptions, and ¯ is
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a total mapping from A into L, where a¯ stands for the contrary of a [211].
AFs in ASPIC+ [139, 140, 171] are defined as a tuple
< L, ¯,R, n >
where again L is a logical language and ¯ maps contrary formulae, R =
Rs ∪ Rd is a set of strict (Rs) and defeasible (Rd) inference rules and n :
Rd → L is a naming convention for defeasible rules [139].
Gorogiannis and Hunter [80] add expressiveness to abstract AFs by using
propositional logic to represent the internal structure of arguments. Here,
AFs are still tuples
< Args,Attack >
as defined by Dung [57], with elements of Args defined as pairs
< Φ, φ >
where Φ is a consistent, finite set of formulae from a knowledge base ∆,
i.e. Φ ⊆ ∆, and it entails φ, i.e. Φ ` φ. Φ constitutes the premises of such
an argument, which entails the conclusion φ. To avoid superfluous premises
no proper subset of Φ may entail φ. Attacks are then formalised as functions
D : Args×Args→ {>,⊥}
where >,⊥ represent truth and falsum, respectively. In this context the
notion of defeat then represents cases where, for two arguments α and β,
D(α, β) = >. D, in turn, is evaluated by means of attack functions, e.g.
α defeats β if C(α) ` ¬
∧
S(β)
where C(α) is the claim of argument α and
∧
S(β) is the conjunction
of all premises in β. See [80] for other notions of defeat defined as attack
functions, as well as the formalism through which to generate concrete AFs.
2.1.4. Argument Interchange Format
The Argument Interchange Format (AIF) [19, 47, 176, 179] provides a model
upon which one may define argumentative interactions between agents, tools,
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systems for argument manipulation and visualisation, etc. By postulating a
number of principles, explained below, the AIF provides guidelines on both
syntax and semantics of an AF and thus postulates a framework within
which arguments and relations are to be treated. Chesnevar and colleagues
[47] formulate an ontology of constraints and rules within whose boundaries
a set of arguments and their relations can be represented. Additionally, AIF
states rules of communication and context, guiding how an exchange between
multiple parties may unfold and which role the environment plays in which
an exchange occurs. More concretely, AIF organises related arguments as a
directed graph where the nodes of the graph can be one of two types:
• Information nodes (I-nodes), representing claims
• Scheme nodes (S-nodes), representing the application of argumenta-
tion schemes, e.g. as in [226]
Scheme nodes belong to one of three categories, each of which may be
divided into a number of subcategories, depending on how the AIF is applied:
• Inference schemes (rule of inference application nodes (RA-node))
• Preference schemes (preference application nodes (PA-node))
• Conflict schemes (conflict application nodes (CA-node))
One of the shortcomings of AIF is the fact that it was originally only able
to cope with monologic argumentation. This problem is addressed by Reed
and colleagues [179], who introduce AIF+. This extension of AIF’s original
ontology adds further argumentation schemes to cope with dialogue and also
introduces new node types:
• Transition Application (TA) nodes [179]
• Illocutionary Application (YA) nodes [178].
TA-nodes are a subclass of RA-nodes that signify transitions between only
a specific subset of I-nodes that contain locutions in dialogue, called L-nodes.
YA-nodes make explicit the illocutionary force of arguments uttered in di-
alogue, which expresses the intention underlying a statement. A YA-node
links a statement made with a formalisation of this intention, for example,
the question
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What should they do in order to look after their children?
taken from AIFdb [109, 110], connects via a YA-node to the statement
They should do xxx in order to look after their children.
The link established by the YA-node thus highlights that the question
has an illocutionary force by which the question illustrates the intention
towards doing something. AIFdb, which we describe in detail in section
5.5.2, is a corpus of so-called argument maps, graphs of arguments following
the structure defined by AIF.
2.2. Corpus-based Computational Linguistics
The second major field of research we draw upon is that of computational
linguistics. Specifically, the problem domain we are concerned with is corpus-
based computational linguistics. In this thesis we focus on solving natural
language problems through supervised learning approaches. This broadly
means that we take a corpus of instances of text, e.g. sentences, each as-
signed to one of a predefined set of classes, and train and evaluate a statis-
tical classification model on this corpus. This model is then used to classify
unseen instances according to patterns that were identified in the corpus to
occur more often in one class than any of the other classes.
Below we describe text processing tasks that are commonly involved in
many computational linguistics problems. Specifically, in section 2.2.1 we
describe preprocessing techniques frequently applied in computational lin-
guistics to render text cleaner. In section 2.2.2 we review the two broad ways
of representing text numerically to allow its classification: the bag-of-words
(BOW) [189] representation and that based on Feature Engineering [194].
Additionally in section 2.2.3 we describe the challenges posed by domain
dependence, a common problem in corpus-based computational linguistics.
2.2.1. Preprocessing
To process text computationally, extensive preprocessing may be needed to
make text amenable to computational analysis. Though text generally ex-
hibits some type of structure, guided by grammar, this is often not sufficient
to perform useful computational analysis on it. Preprocessing enables us to
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impose additional structure on text and to simplify it. Here we review the
following four low-level text processing tasks commonly employed ahead of





These four tasks are often strung together in a processing pipeline, where
we (1) divide text up into its individual words, then (2) identify sentence
boundaries, (3) determine word types and finally (4) break each word down
to its stem or lemma, i.e. its basic form.
Tokenisation
In tokenisation we take a piece of text and divide it into a sequence of
tokens, where tokens usually roughly correspond to words. This is often
achieved applying a set of rules, such as splitting text along white space
and considering every collection of contiguous letters or numbers a token.
The Penn Treebank tokeniser [135] uses a simple set of rules to split text
into tokens, using punctuation and whitespace to split text. Additionally
the tokeniser breaks down verb contractions and genetive nouns into their
constituents. For example, the word won’t would be represented by its stem
and the ending, giving wo and n’t. Brackets are replaced with placeholders
and double quotes with doubled single quotes. Based on this Manning and
colleagues have built a more sophisticated tokeniser that is shipped with
the Stanford CoreNLP library [128]. We use this tokeniser, as well as other
facilities described below, provided by the Stanford CoreNLP library, for all
our developments.
Sentence splitting
Sentence splitting, or sentence segmentation, alludes to a similar process as
tokenisation, though on a different level of granularity. Instead of splitting
text into word-like constituents, here the aim is to divide text into its sen-
tences. The Stanford CoreNLP library performs sentence splitting based
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on tokenisation. Here a sentence is considered to end whenever a sentence-
ending character, such as a full stop (.) or a question mark (?), occurs
that is not associated with other characters to form a token, such as dots in
abbreviations.
Part-of-Speech tagging
Part-of-speech (POS) tagging is one of the fundamental ways in which we
can abstract text away from word-level, representing every word in a text
with its type, e.g. proper noun or superlative adjective. A commonly used
tag-set is that developed as part of the Penn Treebank Project3. The tag-set
is comprised of 36 unique tags4 where, for example, the VB tag is assigned to
verbs in their base form, the RB tag is assigned to adverbs, etc. Represent-
ing any text with at most 36 unique tags allows tremendous dimensionality
reduction compared to treating individual words as features. It should be
noted, however, that this reduction comes at the price of discarding informa-
tion about the text that may be vital to its analysis. Though deterministic
rule-based taggers have been proposed in the past, e.g. [29, 84], the majority
of taggers today is based on statistical techniques, e.g. [192, 200, 216]. This
includes the Stanford part-of-speech tagger [213, 214], which we use for our
developments.
Lemmatisation/Stemming
An alternative way of abstracting away from the original text to reduce its
dimensionality comes in the form of lemmatisation, e.g. as in [121, 169], and
stemming, e.g. as in [123, 170, 220]. Working in a similar way, but producing
somewhat different results, these techniques abstract words not to their word
types, as is done in part-of-speech tagging, but rather reduce them either
to their lemmata or their stems. While stemming generally heuristically
shortens words to their stem, e.g. collapsing seeing to see, lemmatisation
reduces words to their basic forms in a more sophisticated manner. For
example, while stemming would not be able to process the past form saw of
the verb see, correct lemmatisation would collapse all the following verbs to





seeing, sees, saw, seen
Additionally, a well performing lemmatiser would leave the noun saw un-
touched during lemmatisation. Again, we use the Stanford CoreNLP lem-
matiser [128]. We have opted to use this library throughout for the above
preprocessing tasks because they both perform at state-of-the art levels and
provide an easy-to-use Application Programming Interface (API) and Java
libraries.
2.2.2. From text to numbers
To analyse text, using statistical classifiers, we need to come up with ways of
representing it numerically. We can broadly do so in two ways. First we may
represent our data using a bag-of-words (BOW), described in detail below.
In any of its variations this is generally the simplest way we can choose to
represent text numerically.
Secondly we may represent text using features that reflect some of its
semantic or syntactic properties, such as the length of a sentence, the oc-
currence of certain key words, or grammatical properties. We describe this
approach below, as well. The process of devising features to represent some
unit of text is referred to as feature engineering.
Each of the two approaches brings with it advantages as well as disad-
vantages. The simplicity of BOW representations often yields very sparse
representations of instances. Feature engineering, on the other hand, gener-
ally allows us to create more dense representations of data. This, however,
comes at the cost that is involved in identifying valuable features, which
may entail extensive quantitative and qualitative analysis of text. Hence
one needs to tailor the choice of representation according to various factors,
such as the type of problem at hand, the resources available, the size and
quality of training data, etc.
Bag-of-Words
Binary feature representation. When using a binary representation of
text we simply track the occurrence of words in each instance. Every instance
is represented by the same amount of features, one for each word appearing in
the vocabulary of the training data used. If, for example, our training corpus
contains 10, 000 unique words, the feature vector representing each instance
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will be comprised of 10, 000 features, as well. Each feature is instantiated
to a value of either 1 or 0, depending on whether the word represented by
a feature occurs in an instance or whether it doesn’t, respectively. This
approach generally yields sparse feature vectors, as the majority of features
will be set to 0. Assuming again a vocabulary of 10, 000 words, a sentence
comprised of 20 unique words would be represented by 9, 980 features set to
0 and 20 features set to 1. This sparsity means that, during classification, it
may be likely for us to encounter instances that were unseen during training,
which, in turn, does not allow us to achieve unambiguous classification in
many cases.
Term frequency - inverse document frequency (tf-idf). A slightly
more sophisticated BOW representation is the term frequency - inverse doc-
ument frequency (tf-idf), where a document is an instance, e.g. a sentence or
a Tweet. Instead of simply noting the occurrence of a word, tf-idf takes into
account the importance of a word within a document relative to the corpus
used as training data. Tf-idf assigns weights to words, or terms, according
to how often they appear in a document, or sentence, but offsets the weights,
depending on how often a word appears in the corpus, in general. This is
done to account for the fact that some words simply appear more often than
others, rendering their occurrence in any one instance less pertinent for class
prediction. There are variations of tf-idf, but in its basic form, for term t let
tf =
(Number of times t appears in a document)
(Total number of terms in the document)
and
idf = loge
(Total number of documents)
(Number of documents with t in it)
.
Then
tfidf = tf × idf.
Feature Engineering
Another option to represent text is to define features that describe traits of
the text we aim to classify. Instead of encoding individual words, features
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represent identifiable characteristics of a text that manifest themselves in
possibly more than one word. Such characteristics may reflect the structure
of the text, e.g. (parts of) their parse trees, their length, their similarity
to other text, etc. In this section we describe those linguistic traits that we
have used most frequently in our own work. This is not meant to serve as an
exhaustive discussion on feature engineering, but rather as an illustration of
what types of features we may come up with.
Word lists. While with the bag-of-words approach we construct vocab-
ularies from the entirety of words occurring in a training corpus, we may
also define just a certain category of words, whose occurrence in text is then
used as a feature. Word lists are generally a collection of words that share
certain characteristics, which, in turn, may tell us something about the na-
ture of the text we are trying to classify. Importantly for our work, they
have been popular in sentiment analysis, e.g. as in [96, 235], where many
lists, grouping words of positive and negative polarity, have been developed.
A feature vector representing text may then have either a single feature to
indicate the occurrence of one or more words from a word list or it may have
multiple binary features, one for each word in the list. The latter approach
is somewhat similar to the bag-of-words approach, but restricted to a subset
of the full vocabulary. Examples of positive and negative words are shown
in table 2.1. An alternative to simple sentiment word lists is offered by
SentiWordNet [63], a thesaurus based on WordNet [134] whose entries are
labeled with three sentiment scores, one each for positivity, negativity and
neutrality.
Another group of keywords that may help us to identify argumentative
relations are discourse markers, a category of words or phrases that broadly
signpost discourse, e.g. by indicating turns in a discussion, joining thoughts
together or illustrating attitudes. As part of the construction of the Penn
Discourse Treebank (PDTB) [172] a list of explicit discourse connectives [173]
has been proposed. These are split into three categories, Attacking, Support-
ing and Neither. We show example connectives in table 2.2, while the entire
list can be found in appendix B.
Similarity measures. When trying to classify text in comparison to other
text, as we do in our work (see chapter 5), similarity measures can offer
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Table 2.2.: Examples of explicit discourse connectives that are listed in the
Penn Discourse Treebank (PDTB) manual [173]
Attack Support Neither/Ambiguous
however additionally by then
instead thus until
otherwise hence while
handy ways of examining the relation between texts. Some of the more
prominent approaches to measuring similarity between words, phrases, etc.
have been
• WordNet measures [11, 92, 100, 112, 115, 164, 181, 165, 237];
• Word vector measures [132, 133]; and
• Word overlap measures.
WordNet [134] is a lexical database of the English language, providing
definitions of words, as well as their relations to other words. WordNet
links words via synsets, or cognitive synonyms, grouping different words that
describe the same concept, such as politician and legislator. Using synset
relations in WordNet we can calculate distance measures between words.
One measure commonly used is a count of how many steps one needs to
traverse through WordNet to connect two words. If, for example, a word
is a synonym of another, the distance between these words is simply 1. If
two words are not synonymous, but share a common synonym, the distance
between the two words is 2, and so on.
Word vector based measures determine the similarity between words,
phrases etc. by performing arithmetic operations on the vectors that repre-
sent instances. The word2vec tool [132, 133, 180] provides an implementation
of measuring word similarity based on the context in which a word appears.
The general spirit of the word representations used, continuous bag-of-words
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(CBOW) [132] and skip-grams [85], is that words that frequently appear
in the same context are considered more similar than those that do not.
Context here means being surrounded by certain words in a text. Both the
CBOW and skip-gram models learn vector representations of words using
Neural Net Language Models (NNLM) [144]. The learned word vectors can
then be compared using simple arithmetic operations, such as addition and
subtraction, to determine how closely related the vectors, and hence the
words, are.
Word overlap measures are generally simple comparisons of word occur-
rences in the texts we compare. In the simplest case we count the amount of
words that occur in both of the texts whose similarity we want to determine.
Edit Distance (see e.g. [151]) gives us a similarity measure by counting the
amount of replace, add and delete operations one needs to perform to turn
one string into another. Depending on the use case, Edit Distance may be
calculated at character or word level. For example, the Edit Distance at
character level between the words politician and politics is 3, where, to turn
the former into the latter, we need to replace one character, the last i in
politician with an s, and delete the final two letters.
Low-level (Syntactical, lexical and grammatical) features. The low-
level analysis of text provides us with numerous features that may be con-
ducive towards addressing more complex problems. Features deduced from
such analysis may include, but are not limited to
• Part-of-speech tags;
• sentence statistics;
• (partial) parse trees;
• punctuation;
• tense; and
• location within a larger text.
These features are often easily attainable, e.g. by using toolboxes such as
Stanford CoreNLP [128]. Recall that POS tags allow us to abstract from
the word level by replacing concrete words with their types, such as verb,
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pronoun, etc. One may then determine certain combinations of POS tags
that occur more frequently in one class than in another. Another option may
be to identify certain word types that appear with varying frequencies across
classes. Say, for example, we find that opinionated sentences contain more
superlative adjectives, e.g. worst or best, than non-opinionated sentences.
We could then formalise this with a POS-based feature that identifies the
occurrences of this particular type of words in the instances that we want to
classify. Sentence statistics may include the word count of a sentence, the
average word length, etc.
Other features. Certain corpora come with meta data, i.e. facts and
knowledge about the text being analysed that are provided by some source
other than the text itself. Such features may, for example, be provided by
the author of the text or by its publisher. For example, product reviews often
have ratings associated with them, which may help us determine a review’s
sentiment towards a product; a five star review ought to be more positive
than a two star review. Text may be assigned to certain categories, such as
the type of product that is under review. These features can be used in the
same manner as any engineered feature. They have the advantage of being
free, as they are readily available for all instances in a corpus. At the same
time the use of meta data to build a classification model may negatively
impact our ability to generalise this model to new data, as it may not come
with the same set of meta data. A review posted on Amazon is likely to
have a different set of meta data than a review posted on IMDB. We discuss
such issues of domain dependence more generally below.
2.2.3. Domain dependence
Domain dependence is a challenge that has blighted developments in virtu-
ally all corpus-based areas of computational linguistics, as described in e.g.
[8, 195]. It broadly refers to the problem that a classification model tailored
to one domain will often not generalise well to other domains. Say we are
trying to build a supervised classifier that identifies sentiment in Tweets, as
in fact we describe in chapter 4. To do so we need to obtain a, preferably
large, collection of Tweets and assign each one to the class it belongs to,
say C ∈ {Positive,Negative}. Often labelling, or annotating, instances
involves considerable manual labour. This is compounded because we gen-
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erally need to obtain multiple independent annotations for at least a subset
of instances in our corpus to ensure its quality by measuring inter-annotator
agreement.
Once we have successfully completed our annotation we are able to build
classification models based on the resulting corpus. Certain polarity clas-
sification problems have been solved with accuracy in the high seventies,
e.g. [26]. These results, however, are obtained by taking a single corpus
and either splitting it into training and test sets or using evaluation schemes
like cross-validation5. This means that, although training and test data do
not overlap, they are usually obtained from the same domain. Thus writing
style, topic and other characteristics are likely to be more or less homogenous
across training and test data.
Aue and Gamon [9] show in a case study of the portability of sentiment
classifiers across domains that reasonable in-domain classification perfor-
mance mostly does not translate into acceptable cross-domain classification
performance. They propose four possible approaches to adapting existing
corpora for the use of classifying instances from other domains, but each
requires at least some annotated data to be available for all domains in
question. In chapter 4 we describe our approach to increasing the portabil-
ity of sentiment classifiers across domains using CleAr.
Domain dependence is an issue that affects many areas beyond sentiment
analysis. Arguably, any task in which we build supervised classifiers from a
limited amount of data will be faced with this issue. Sekine and colleagues
describe decreases of performance when trying to perform parsing across do-
mains [195]. Other work on domain dependence in computational linguistics,
and attempting to overcome it, includes e.g. [8, 62, 143]
2.3. Rhetorical Structure Theory
Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST) [127] provides a framework for annotat-
ing text and has been widely used for identifying and characterising rela-
tions between units of text. In RST relations are defined between nuclei and
satellites. While the nucleus holds the more central piece of information, the
5Cross-validation, also referred to as n-fold cross-validation, is a method of evaluating
a classifier’s performance, where a dataset is split into n folds. A classifier is then
trained on n − 1 of these folds and tested on the held out fold. This is repeated for
each fold and classification performance is averaged across all evaluations.
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satellite holds additional information that is generally only interpretable in
context, together with the nucleus. In the example below the first part of
the sentence is the satellite s while the second part is the nucleus n:
[sThough he did a good job at his latest public appearance] [n
his overall popularity ratings are abysmal ]
There are 23 relations, or schemas, that can hold between text spans, de-
scribed in detail in [207], which usually exhibit a nucleus-satellite structure.
Each of these relations is defined in terms of four fields:
1. Constraints on the nucleus
2. Constraints on the satellite
3. Constraints on the combination of nucleus and satellite
4. Effect (achieved on the text receiver)
For a practical example of how RST is applied to text, refer to [126]. Since
it was first proposed, numerous parsers have been developed to automate the
identification of rhetorical structure in text, such as [61, 70, 71, 90, 202]. To
perform RST parsing one generally needs to perform discourse segmentation
and discourse parsing. The former entails splitting text into its elementary
discourse units (EDUs), which commonly correspond to clauses, while the
latter then seeks to link these units up according to how they relate to one
another. The RST Discourse Treebank [36] provides a corpus of linked EDUs
and has become a common standard on which many RST parsers have been
built, e.g. [90]. We describe how we use the distinction between nuclei and
satellites to support sentiment polarity classification in section 4.3.4. Here
we also describe options of using either a parser or hand labeled examples to
accomplish this. We did not, however, make use of the Discourse Treebank,
as it is not freely available.
2.4. Summary & Discussion
In this chapter we have provided background on the two research areas vital




In the following chapter we propose CleAr, a classification methodology
that uses argumentation, specifically bipolar argumentation frameworks de-
scribed in section 2.1.2, to integrate knowledge with conventional supervised
classifiers. We instantiate CleAr in chapters 4 and 6 to work on sentiment
analysis and argumentation mining, respectively. We compare ESAA and
DF-QuAD, described in section 2.1.2, as part of these instantiations to inves-
tigate how we may best integrate arguments via CleAr. Each instantiation
of CleAr works on text that has been passed through the preprocessing
pipeline described in section 2.2.1. Finally, we have also discussed Rhetor-
ical Structure Theory, aspects of which we use to contribute arguments to
the argument base built for sentiment polarity classification, described in
chapter 4.
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3. Classification enhanced with
Argumentation (CleAr)
From its early days in the 1940’s until well into the 1990’s, computational
linguistics was dominated by logic and rule-based solutions [35, 150]. With
the advent of ever increasing computing power, however, more data-driven
approaches came into focus. Building statistical models based on ever larger
datasets gained traction and more knowledge-heavy solutions began to fall
out of favour. More recently, however, a rekindling with the methods of old
has been taking place [91, 93], indicating that, after a prolonged period of
placing data at the centre of computational linguistics, it may be time to
consolidate the two streams of research.
To this end we propose CleAr (Classification enhanced with Arguments),
a novel classification methodology that incorporates reasoning through ar-
gumentation with corpus-based computational linguistics. With CleAr we
have at our disposal multiple ways of incorporating knowledge in a classifi-
cation procedure and are able to flexibly integrate knowledge as it becomes
available, without the need to retrain classifiers. A further advantage of us-
ing argumentation to represent knowledge is the ease of understanding that
the format offers. Arguments come in an easy-to-grasp format that may
possibly be more intuitively understood by non-experts than the numerical
representation of data used to build classifiers. Finally, the use of arguments
lends us some justificatory power over classification decisions. Each argu-
ment that contributes to classification can be consulted for its premise(s),
giving a justification for why the argument has a particular conclusion.
In section 3.1 we motivate the approach in detail and, based on this, in
section 3.2 we describe the procedure of arguing and how we integrate it
with conventional supervised learners to form a classification procedure. We
conclude with a discussion of related work in section 3.3 and a summary of
this chapter’s contribution in section 3.4.
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3.1. Why Join Argumentation & Computational
Linguistics?
We believe there are numerous ways in which computational linguists and
argumentation researchers may benefit from considering each other’s work.
Here we point out three particular advantages that illustrate the potential
of exploring synergies between the two fields.
3.1.1. Knowledge consolidation
To classify text we need to identify characteristics that, at a minimum, hold
true for a certain class of text more often than they would by chance. The
more such characteristics we can identify, and the more reliable they are, the
greater our chances to classify instances correctly. Using multiple means of
representation broadens our options of how we may consolidate knowledge
from different sources.
Say we want to classify the polarity of a Tweet tw. We may have a
generic sentiment classification model available, e.g. by using a tool such as
Stanford CoreNLP [128]. Let us assume that we additionally have access to
some domain-specific knowledge, e.g. a set of rules as shown in table 3.1.
These rules provide insights valuable to identifying sentiment in our domain
of interest, but integrating them as features in our classification model may
prove cumbersome. We would need to come up with a mapping of these rules
into features and would then need to retrain the classification model. Using
argumentation we can reformulate the rules as arguments of the format
tw is negative because tw contains the word scandal
where we treat the IF part of the rule as the premise and the THEN
part as the conclusion. Thus, if we had a way to integrate arguments with
classifiers, the mapping from the information represented by the rules format
to an improved classification method is simplified and there is no need to
retrain the model.
3.1.2. Accessibility for non-experts
By using argumentation we can develop rich representations of knowledge
on a particular subject that hand us intuitively understandable justificatory
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Table 3.1.: Examples of rules as they may be used to identify sentiment
polarity of a Tweet tw
IF THEN
tw contains the word scandal → tw is negative
tw contains the word awful → tw is negative
tw contains the word love → tw is positive
tw contains the word amazing → tw is positive
powers that are generally not available when using purely statistical meth-
ods. Supervised classifiers often work as black boxes that provide class labels
with limited insight into how a particular class label was chosen over another.
Though with such algorithms there are certain ways of gaining insights into
why something is classified the way it is, such as variable importance testing
in e.g. [131], argumentation more readily offers us insights into the why.
Say we are trying to determine whether a sentence is positive or negative.
In our approach, described below, we use arguments to help us determine
the answer to this question. An argument stating that a sentence should
be classified one way or the other not only does this, but it also provides a
justification in the form of one or more premises that make up the argument,
together with the conclusion. For our example an argument may conclude
that a sentence is positive, based on the premises that the sentence contains
the words lovely and great. Conventionally the occurrence of positive (or
negative) keywords would be reflected by one of a number of features. De-
termining how this particular feature impacts a classification decision may
then be a difficult task and require expert knowledge of classifiers and the
models they produce. The argument, on the other hand, naturally provides
this information.
3.1.3. Extensibility
Supervised classifiers tend to be used as batch-processing methods, where we
annotate a corpus, choose a set of features and then train a model. Should
we want to incorporate new features we can only do so by re-training the
model. Depending on the complexity and size of our corpus this may require
significant computational resources. Integrating knowledge as arguments of-
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fers an alternative to re-training models as new knowledge becomes available.
Here we can simply add arguments as desired to the existing ones, without
necessitating any changes to the classification model, itself.
3.2. Classification procedure
To classify an instance, e.g. a sentence whose sentiment is unknown, we first
apply a conventional classification model, trained on an annotated corpus,
which provides us with a class label, e.g. Positive/Negative. We then argue
about whether the suggested class label is appropriate by identifying, and
evaluating the strength of, arguments that apply to the instance in question.
These arguments may then strengthen the class label suggestion, they may
weaken it, or they may strengthen/weaken other class labels. If the sug-
gested class label is sufficiently weakened, or another class label suggestion
strengthened, we overrule the suggestion made by the classifier and base the
classification on what the arguments tell us. The classification procedure for
a given instance I is comprised of the following four steps:
1. Classify instance I and assign confidence scores to possible class labels,
using a given trained classifier
2. Identify arguments, and attack/support relations amongst them, ap-
plicable to instance I within a given argument base AB
3. Calculate dialectical strength of class labels according to argumenta-
tion semantics of choice, e.g. ESAA or DF-QuAD, taking into account
applicable arguments and relations determined in step (2)
4. Make final classification decision, based on dialectical strength calcu-
lated in step (3)
We describe each step in detail below.
3.2.1. Step (1): Instance classification
To make an initial classification decision for a particular instance I we take
as a starting point the output of a classifier C for I. C is a supervised
classifier, trained on a corpus of instances of text that have been assigned
to one of a predefined set of classes. An instance may be a Tweet in a
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collection of Tweets, a pair of sentences in a collection of sentence pairs, etc.
Broadly, the resulting model can then be used to classify instances, whose
classification is unknown, according to patterns that were identified to occur
more often in one class than any of the other classes. In argumentation
mining, for example, this may mean building solutions based on corpora
where instances are labeled to be either arguments or non-arguments, as
in e.g. [142]. In all evaluations reported throughout the remainder of this
thesis we limit ourselves to the use of three popular supervised classifiers,
which, compared to others we have tested (e.g. Multilayer Perceptrons [186]
and C4.5 decision trees [174]), have produced better results on the majority
of our experiments:
• Random Forests [28]
• Support Vector Machines [52]
• Naïve Bayes classifiers [102]
We provide brief descriptions of each classifier in appendix D. Note that
one may execute step (1) of CleAr using any other supervised classifier,
also. For CleAr we thus assume that the output of classifier C is the set
of all possible class labels of interest for the classification problem at hand.
Generically we assume that this set of class labels is
A = {a1, ..., an}, where n ≥ 2.
We also assume that each ai in A is assigned a score, where Pai is the




If C is a probabilistic classifier, such as Naïve Bayes, we can use the
confidence provided by the classifier as scores. Though classifiers such as
Support Vector Machines and Random Forests are non-probabilistic, ways
of assigning confidence measures have been proposed, e.g. [67, 79, 168]. As a
simple, somewhat ad-hoc alternative we may use F1 scores1 obtained during
1Precision denotes the fraction of instances assigned a class label that have the correct
label, while recall denotes the fraction of instances have been retrieved from each
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hno(h)0.4 yes(h)0.6
Figure 3.1.: Tree view of the output of step (1) for the hotel example, where
to root node is h and the second level of the tree denotes the
possible class labels, with their scores shown as superscripts.
the training of the classifier to inform our choice of scores. In this case we




to each aj not selected by the classifier. The output of step (1) is thus the
set of all class labels, each of which has a score assigned.
To exemplify, imagine we are considering whether or not to book a room
at a hotel h. We then classify instance I = h, where the possible class labels
are
A = {yes, no}.
Say our classifier determines that we should book h, and it does so with
a posterior probability of 0.6. We would then assign scores to our possible
labels as Pyes(h) = 0.6 and Pno(h) = 0.4. The output of step (1) can be viewed
as a tree, as shown in figure 3.1, where the root node is h and the second
level of the tree denotes the possible class labels. We adopt a convention to
show base scores of the arguments and class labels in superscripts and the
dialectical strength as subscripts to distinguish them. Here we use yes(h)
and no(h) to indicate that labels yes/no are under consideration for instance
I = h
class. For example, if we have a corpus of 100 positive Tweets and we label 90 of
them as positive, the recall for the positive class is 0.9. If we have wrongly labeled
30 negative Tweets as positive, i.e. a total of 120 Tweets are labeled as positive,
the precision of our classifier is 90/120 = .75. The F1 score, a standard measure of
classification performance that jointly considers precision and recall, is calculated as
F1 = 2× precision×recallprecision+recall .
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3.2.2. Step (2): Argument identification
In step (2) we identify arguments to deliberate on whether or not class labels
suggested by the supervised classifier in step (1) are correct. We assume as
given an argument base AB, i.e. a collection of arguments and relations,
where each argument formalises some sort of knowledge conducive to solving
the problem in question. We refer to all arguments in AB as Args(AB).
The arguments in AB are of the general form
id(I, I ′) : Premise(I, I ′)⇒ Conclusion(I, I ′)
where I is the instance that is to be classified, I ′ refers to optional ad-
ditional information, id(I, I ′) is an identifier univocally identifying the ar-
gument, Premise(I, I ′) formalises some domain knowledge about I and I ′
and Conclusion(I, I ′) may be one of the possible class labels in A or a
statement attacking or supporting another argument’s premise. When an
argument does not rely on any additional information we set I ′ = nil. As
shorthand, below we use id(I, I ′) to refer to the argument with that id. In
addition to its premise and conclusion, each argument is defined by three
metrics:
(i) A base score S0id(I,I′) ∈ [0, 1]
(ii) An argument type Tid(I,I′) ∈ {Pro,Con}
(iii) A relation Rid(I,I′) ⊆ {id(I, I ′)} ×Args(AB) ∪A
We consider an argument defined this way to be applicable to an instance
I, given additional information I ′, if any, whenever its premise holds for I
and I ′. If I ′ = nil, then I ′ plays no role in determining the applicability
of an argument. To continue our hotel example, say AB is concerned with
hotels, and includes arguments
α(I, nil) : I has star rating of 1⇒ I is labeled as no
β(I, nil) : I is in a good neighbourhood⇒ I is labeled as yes
γ(I, SR) : Expert gave star rating SR of I ⇒ I has star rating SR
Assume also that the argument metrics have the below values
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S0α(I,nil) = 0.6; Tα(I,nil) = Pro, ; Rα(I,nil) = {(α(I, nil), no)}
S0β(I,nil) = 0.3; Tβ(I,nil) = Pro; Rβ(I,nil) = {(β(I, nil), yes)}
S0γ(I,SR) = 0.3; Tγ(I,1) = Pro; Tγ(I,SR) = Con if SR 6= 1;
Rγ(I,SR) = {(γ(I, SR), α(I, nil))}
where no/yes are shorthand for I is labeled as no/yes, respectively. Argu-
ment α is concerned with a low star rating, e.g. on a review website, from
which the conclusion no is drawn with respect to making a booking at the
hotel. Argument β draws the opposite conclusion, based on a hotel being
in a good neighbourhood. Finally, argument γ either supports or attacks
argument α, based on an expert’s rating of the hotel. The scores S0 here
may, for example, reflect that it is more important to us that a hotel is
highly rated than it being well located. The general problem of choosing
scores for arguments is an on-going research question, which we discuss in
section 7.1.1. SR in γ modulates the argument type T based on the addi-
tional information provided. To determine the arguments’ applicability to
I = h we need to match their premises to information about h. If h indeed
has a one star rating, but we know nothing about its neighbourhood, nor
do we know who provided the rating, we select and instantiate only α(I)
from AB. Rα(h) tells us that α(h) is related to the label no. Tα : Pro, in
turn, tells us that the relation to the label is one of support. The result
of step (2) can be viewed graphically in tree form, as shown in figure 3.2;
this is before calculating the impact of the arguments on the scores of the
class labels, which is done in step (3). Note that the root node denotes the
instance in question, the second layer represents possible class labels, each
assigned their score, and subsequent nodes denote arguments and their base
scores. The output of step (2) is a thus a QuAD framework
< Ans, Pro, Con,R, S0 >
where Ans = A, i.e. all possible class labels, and Pro/Con is the set
of all applicable arguments in Args(AB) with Pro/Con, respectively, the






Figure 3.2.: Tree view of the output of step (2) for the hotel example
X,Y ∈ Pro ∪ Con ∪Ans
and (X,Y ) is an instance, with respect to I, in some Rid(I, I ′). The
example depicted in figure 3.2 can be seen as a QuAD framework as defined
above with Ans = {yes, no}, Pro = {α(h)}, Con = ∅, R = and S0 =. For
X ∈ Pro∪Con let S0 be defined as S0(X) = S0id(I,I′), where id(I, I ′) is the
unique identifier of argument X and S0(X) = PX if X ∈ Ans and P is the
confidence value returned by the classifier. This QuAD framework can be
represented alternatively as an ESAA framework
< Args,Attack, Support, S0 >
where S0 is defined as above and the relations of applicable arguments
to answers and other arguments are mapped as described in section 2.1.2.
Independently of how we represent it, the output of step (2) is thus an AF
for evaluating how to classify the instance in question.
3.2.3. Step (3): Answer strength calculation
In this step we calculate the dialectical strength of each class label, based
on the output of step (2). Figure 3.3 shows the result of calculating this
strength for our example using the ESAA algorithm, and thus treating the
output of step (2) as an ESAA framework, but note that we may use any
other algorithm to execute step (3), as long as there is a possible mapping
of the relevant metrics as we have given from QuAD to ESAA in the pre-
vious section. Once we have calculated the strength of a class label, as






Figure 3.3.: Tree view of the output after executing step (3) for the hotel









Figure 3.4.: Tree view of the output after executing step (3) for the hotel
example, where both α and β are applicable to h
probabilities Pno(h) and Pyes(h), as is shown in figure 3.2. We use these prob-
abilities as base scores, as discussed in section 3.2.1, for the calculation of
strengths. Note that, in general,
∑n
i=1 Sai 6= 1, and thus strengths cannot
be interpreted as probabilities.
To continue our illustration, say we also knew that the hotel was in a good
neighbourhood. The resulting calculation would be as shown in figure 3.4,
where we have added the appropriate support Sβ(h) to Syes(h). We may also
encounter arguments that are applicable to other arguments, instead of class
labels, such as γ(I, SR). If, for our example, we knew SR = 1 was provided
by an expert, γ(h, 1) would also apply and we would obtain the tree shown
in figure 3.5. Any further applicable arguments may be incorporated in the
same manner.
3.2.4. Step (4): Final classification decision
To obtain our final classification we only need to consider the dialectical












Figure 3.5.: Tree view of the output after executing step (3) for the hotel
example, where both α, β and γ are applicable to h
S = {Sa1 , ..., San}
where Sai is the strength of ai resulting from step (3). For the instantia-
tions of CleAr described in chapters 4 and 6 the final classification decision is
made by choosing the maximal element of S, but any other criteria, e.g. by
setting thresholds, may be employed to choose the final class label. Should
two or more class labels have the same strength after step (3) we use the la-
bel suggested by the classifier in step (1) as a tie breaker. In our example we
would hence choose no if arguments were applicable as in figure 3.3 and yes
if the situation were as shown in figures 3.4 and 3.5. Note that, for brevity’s
sake, we omit the instantiation of I ′ to nil in all examples throughout the
remaining chapters.
3.3. Related work
Gao and colleagues [74] work on integrating argumentation with Reinforce-
ment Learning (RL) throughArgumentation Accelerated Reinforcement Learn-
ing (AARL), while Mozina and colleagues focus on improving supervised
learning with Argument-based Machine Learning (ABML) [141, 145, 146,
147, 244]. AARL employs Value-Based Argumentation [16] to improve the
learning of agents’ strategies in the Multi-Agent game of RoboCup Keepaway-
Takeaway (KATA). KATA is a game in which two groups of agents compete,
where one group passes a ball between its members while the other attempts
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to steal the ball. The agents need to learn strategies to keep the ball within
their group and to steal the ball, respectively. Courses of action are modelled
using Markov Decision Processes (MDP) [14]. Heuristics on the quality of
actions using arguments are used to assign higher priority to more promising
actions in certain states.
ABML combines supervised methods, such as the CN2 algorithm [49],
with argumentation to enhance the algorithm’s performance. In ABML,
some of the training examples have associated with them one or more ar-
guments, explaining the reasoning for why an example is classified the way
it is. The CN2 algorithm takes as input pairs E = (a, c), where a is an
attribute-value vector and c is the class the example belongs to. Arguments
are acquired from experts who label the original training data to build an
extended corpus of which a subset has the form
AE = (a, c, Arguments)
where Arguments is a set of arguments Arg1, Arg2, ..., Argn. Each Argi
provides insights of the form c because Reasons or c despite Reasons.
Our work is similar in spirit to both AARL and ABML. As in ABML
we integrate argumentation with supervised learning, but additionally make
use of the dialectical power of argumentation. ABML does not create argu-
mentation frameworks, but uses a shallow structure, where single arguments
are attached to instances and do not relate to each other. AARL does build
upon dialectical relations between arguments, but instead integrates argu-
ments with Reinforcement Learning. Also, arguments are treated as heuris-
tics to speed up convergence in a learning problem that deals with time
series, instead of attempting to improve overall classification as we have. In
contrast to both AARL and ABML we also use a numerical representation of
argument strength. Also, differently from BAFs, our arguments in an argu-
ment base have a structure. Moreover, rather than being actual arguments,
they are templates for arguments, to be instantiated when I, and possibly
I ′, are known.
In their work Amgoud and Serrurier [6, 7] use training examples, as con-
ventionally used to build classification models, to construct arguments for
assigning instances to classes, instead. Arguments are understood to provide
reasons for assigning instances a ∈ A to one of the possible classes c ∈ C.
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Here a is an attribute-value vector as in ABML and A is the set of all pos-
sible instantiations of the vector. Arguments for assigning a to c are based
either on the pair (a, c) being part of the training data, i.e. an example
being present, or because there exists a hypothesis h that assigns a to c. A
hypothesis is a mapping from A to C, meaning that it provides a model, e.g.
a decision tree, that maps each possible a ∈ A to one unique c. Preference
relations over arguments are introduced by considering those whose premise
is taken directly from examples preferable over the more generic arguments
hypotheses. Instead of constructing arguments from knowledge external to
the training data then, as we do in our work, Amgoud and Serrurier focus on
constructing arguments directly from training data. Furthermore they do
not use numerical representations of argument strength, but instead focus
on preference relations based on where an argument’s support stems from.
Other examples that have more generally addressed the integration of
reasoning-, logic- or rule-based solutions with Machine Learning include,
but are not limited to, Villena and colleagues [222] who combine rule bases
and supervised learners to perform text categorization, as well as Inductive
Logic Programming, e.g. [51, 148, 149], where examples, e.g. attribute-value
vectors, background knowledge and hypotheses are represented using logic
programming. Gomez and Chesnevar [78] use argumentation to overcome an
issue faced by certain clustering technique Fuzzy Adaptive Resonance Theory
(ART) Neural Networks [37]. Clusters produced by this technique may
overlap and, conventionally, any data points that fall into overlapping regions
are randomly assigned to one of the possible classes. Gomez and Chesnevar
instead use preference-based argumentation to resolve the assignment to
classes of such data points.
Ontanon and colleagues [154] describe a logical model of Inductive Con-
cept Learning (ICL), i.e. the induction of general rules from a given set of
examples. Based on this logical model they define multi-agent ICL, where
“argumentation is used to model the communication between agents, and
ICL models their internal learning processes” [154]. To solve the ICL prob-
lem each agent has a set of examples and they share rules induced from
the examples amongst each other. Argumentation is used to identify attack
relations between shared rules and to thus identify inconsistencies.
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3.4. Summary & Discussion
In this chapter we have introduced CleAr, a novel classification method-
ology for supervised learning problems. In our methodology we integrate
argumentation with conventional supervised classifiers, illustrating how ar-
gumentation may help us move towards a classification regimen that joins
data-driven classification with more knowledge-heavy approaches. We be-
lieve that this is in line with recent trends that have recognised this as a
need to progress in certain areas of artificial intelligence [91, 93]. In chapters
4 and 6 we show how we instantiate CleAr to perform sentiment analysis
and argumentation mining, respectively.
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4. CleAr for binary cross-domain
Sentiment Polarity Classification
One of the tasks for which we have developed an implementation of CleAr
is sentiment analysis, which is broadly concerned with (1) distinguishing
factual text from opinionated text, see e.g. [12, 27, 88, 104, 182, 233, 245],
and (2) determining sentiment polarity, see e.g. [55, 162, 206, 217, 243]. The
identification of sentiment may take place at word-level, across phrases or
sentences, or larger texts.
We focus on challenge (2), where we classify sentences from movie reviews,
as well as Tweets, which we know to be opinionated, as either positive or neg-
ative. Furthermore we are interested in cross-domain classification, whose
potential to lessen the burden of domain dependence is of general interest
across the computational linguistics community [21, 89, 159, 228, 241], as we
discuss in detail in section 2.2.3. To achieve the classification of sentiment
polarity across domains we train models on an annotated corpus and then
classify instances from a separate corpus, using CleAr, as described in chap-
ter 3. We show empirically that the argument base lessens the impact of
domain-dependence, formalising knowledge that is more generally applicable
than a classification model is likely to be.
In section 4.1 we present the instantiation of CleAr for sentiment polarity
classification. We then describe the corpora we have used to train and test
CleAr in section 4.2, as well as its evaluation in section 4.3. We discuss
related work in section 4.4 and conclude the chapter with a summary of this
chapter’s contribution in section 4.5.
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mPos(m)0.4 Neg(m)0.6
Figure 4.1.: Tree view of the output of step (1) for binary polarity classifi-
cation for example sentence m
4.1. Applying CleAr to binary Polarity
Classification
To perform cross-domain sentiment polarity classification we have developed
an instantiation of CleAr, as described in section 3.2. This entailed training
classification models, as well as creating an argument base for binary polarity
classification. Below we reiterate each of the four steps as instantiated for
this particular problem.
4.1.1. Step (1): Instance classification
Instance I is either Tweet or a sentence, such as the following sentence m:
He was not capable of resolving disputes within his party.
For binary polarity classification the class labels are
A = {Neg, Pos}
where Pos stands for Positive and Neg stands for Negative. Instance
I classified as Neg/Pos is written as I ∈ Neg/Pos. Depending on the
classifier used in step (1), the scores PPos(I) and PNeg(I) (based on which
we calculate S in step 3) are assigned based either on posterior probabilities
provided by the classifier or based on F1 scores, as described in general in
section 3.2.1. E.g., by using a Naïve Bayes classifier, we may obtain posterior
probabilities for the above sentence of PPos(m) = 0.4 and PNeg(m) = 0.6,
which would constitute the result of step (1), which, viewed as a tree, is
shown in figure 4.1.
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4.1.2. Step (2): Argument identification
Once we have classified an instance we extend the tree produced in step (1)
by identifying arguments and relations amongst them from a given argu-
ment base that are applicable to the instance in question, as described in
section 3.2.2. The argument base ABSA we have built for binary polarity
classification is comprised of three types of arguments:
1. Keyword (6, 815 arguments)
2. Negation (6, 815 argument)
3. Rhetorical Structure (2 arguments)
Table 4.1 gives examples from each category, indicating the various com-
ponents and metrics of arguments as separate columns. These arguments
can be naturally represented in the format described in section 3.2.2. For
example, the topmost argument in table 4.1 may be viewed as follows:
κhate(I) : hate occurs in I → I ∈ Neg
with metrics
(i) S0κhate(I) = 0.5
(ii) T = Pro
(iii) R = κhate(I)× I ∈ Neg.
Note that, as part of our experiments, we have investigated the use of
these textual characteristics both as arguments and as features to be used
by the classifier, directly. We illustrate how using them as arguments, rather
than as features, helps us with classification in section 5.6.3. For each key-
word argument we have one negation argument that applies by attacking
the according keyword argument whenever the keyword is negated in the
instance. Note that, while negation arguments are assigned a score of 0.6,
all arguments supporting positivity are assigned the same score, 0.5, while
all those supporting negativity are assigned a score of 0.3. We assign dif-
ferent scores to the two groups of keyword arguments because we have a
total of 2, 014 arguments supporting positivity in ABSA, compared to 4, 801
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arguments supporting negativity. The rhetorical structure arguments have
a score of 0.4. We are investigating ways of assigning scores to individual
arguments or more fine-grained groups of arguments, but at this time we
consider all arguments in those broad categories to be equal. This is not
because we believe that they should be, but rather a choice owed to the
current lack of ways to make informed choices for scores. We have deter-
mined the scores currently assigned to arguments empirically through trial
and error, maximising classification performance on a subset of the experi-
ments described in section 4.3. We discuss possible ways of rendering score
assignment more flexible in section 7.1.1.
To construct keyword arguments we have used existing resources, namely
word lists of positive and negative words. Each word in such a word list is
used to create an argument, where the word itself is considered the premise,
and its polarity is treated as the conclusion. Table 4.1, top, shows example
keyword arguments. To create keyword arguments we have experimented
with lists from the General Inquirer collection1, but have eventually opted
to use the list compiled by Hu and Liu [96], as it is the larger list. This
list is comprised of a total of 6, 815 keywords, 2, 014 whose class is Positive
and 4, 801 whose class is Negative, while the General Inquirer collection
is comprised of 1, 915 positive and 2, 291 negative words, a total of 3, 106
keywords.
In addition to using arguments that are based on keywords, we include
a single argument per keyword to deal with negations preceding such key-
words. These arguments are also shown in table 4.1. A keywords’s sentiment
will broadly either be neutralised (e.g. not awful) or reversed (e.g. not good)
when negated. To reflect this, the presence of negations is formalised as an
attack on applicable keyword arguments. To illustrate, consider again sen-
tence m from above. The following three arguments from ABSA would be
applicable to this sentence, one of them dealing with negation:
• κdispute(m): dispute occurs in m
• κcapable(m): capable occurs in m




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 4.2.: Tree view of the output of step (2) for arguments and relations
applicable to example sentence m
We can represent these arguments and how they relate to the possible
class labels and to each other as a tree, as shown in figure 4.2. We see that
the negation argument attacks, and thus lowers the strength of the argument
purporting the keyword capable to be a support for positive polarity. Though
such keywords already influence the classification returned by the classifier
we find that additionally formalising them as arguments helps classification
performance, as shown in the evaluations described in section 4.3. We did
not perform any detailed analysis of why this is the case. One possibility
may be that, through their interaction with other arguments, the keywords’
dialectical strength, and thus their impact on classification, provides addi-
tional information on how important a keyword’s occurrence in a particular
instance is.
The third category of arguments is concerned with the rhetorical structure
of the text being analysed. As described in section 2.3 in RST we split texts
into nuclei and satellites. We describe ways of achieving this split in section
4.3.4. A nucleus generally contains the more central information conveyed
by a text, while a satellite’s content is less important. Hogenboom and col-
leagues [93], as well as Taboada and colleagues [206, 208] use this gradation
of importance of parts of a text to improve keyword-based sentiment anal-
ysis. Whenever a text in question contains multiple sentiment-laden words,
they identify each word’s position with regards to it being part of a satellite



















Figure 4.3.: Tree view of the output of step (2) for arguments and relations
applicable to example sentence t
portance than those that appear in satellites. We include two arguments in
ABSA to reflect the notion that sentiment-laden words appearing in nuclei
should be considered more important than those appearing in satellites. The
two arguments are shown in table 4.1, at the bottom. There are different
options for how we may identify nuclei and satellites. We discuss these in
detail in section 4.3.4.
To exemplify, consider again the example from section 2.3, where [s...]
frames the satellite and [n...] does the same for the nucleus:
t = [sThough he did a good job at his latest public appearance]
[n his overall popularity ratings are abysmal ]
Both the nucleus and the satellite contain a word that is covered by our
keyword arguments. Applying all arguments in table 4.1 to this example
would then yield the tree shown in figure 4.3, including the following argu-
ments to form the tree:
• κgood(t): good occurs in t
• κabysmal(t): abysmal occurs in t
• ρabysmal(t): The word abysmal in t is in a nucleus
• ρgood(t): The word good in t is in a satellite
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In addition to ABSA, described above, we create a separate argument base
ABSAext to investigate the following question:
If an argument supports one conclusion, should it also attack
arguments with a conflicting conclusion, and, conversely, if an ar-
gument attacks one conclusion, should it also support arguments
with a conflicting conclusion?
For example, consider argument κgood(t) in figure 4.3. The question we
pose is whether it should be a Con argument against Neg(t), rather than,
or in addition to, supporting Pos(t). To move towards finding an answer
to this question we conduct a series of experiments, described in section
4.3, where we take every argument in ABSA and create a duplicate. In
this duplicate we change T to its opposite value. We also change R so that
the duplicate argument relates to the opposing conclusion. To exemplify
consider argument κhate(I) in table 4.1. We add the following κhatea(I) to
ABSAext:
κhatea(I) : hate occurs in I ⇒ I ∈ Pos
with
S0κhatea(I) = 0.4, Tκhatea(I) = Con, Rκhatea(I) = {(κhatea(I), Pos)}
We add arguments analogously for every keyword argument in ABSA.
Retrieving applicable arguments from the ABSAext for our example in figure
4.2 would then yield the tree shown in figure 4.4. We describe the effect this
extension has as part of our evaluation in section 4.3.
4.1.3. Step (3): Answer strength calculation
In the third step of CleAr we determine the strength of each possible class
label, taking into account the applicable arguments and relations identified
in step (2), as described in section 3.2.3. For our experiments described
in section 4.3 we compare the ESAA algorithm, used in our example in
section 3.2, with the DF-QuAD algorithm. The output of step (3) is an AF






























Figure 4.4.: Tree view of the output of step (2) for arguments and rela-
tions applicable to example sentence m (when considering the
extended argument base)
figure 4.5, where we have taken the example output from step (2) shown in
figure 4.2 and have applied the ESAA semantics to calculate the dialectical
strength of all answers and arguments.
4.1.4. Step (4): Final classification decision
During the final step of CleAr we need to make a classification decision
based on the strength of the labels that we have calculated in step (3). For
example, we can determine the larger of the strengths
SPos(I), SNeg(I)
and when SPos(I) is larger than SNeg(I) we label the sentence in question
as Positive, if SNeg(I) is larger we label the sentence as Negative. Whenever
SPos(I) = SNeg(I) we use the original classification proposed in step (1).
4.2. Corpora
For our cross-domain classification experiments we have chosen three corpora
to work with. Table 4.2 shows an overview of the corpora, all of which
are annotated for polarity, with each instance in a corpus labeled as either
Positive or Negative. The Sanders corpus [190] and the STS corpus [188]












Figure 4.5.: Tree view of the output of step (3) for arguments and relations
applicable to example sentence m
and negative sentences, taken from movie reviews. Using these three corpora
gives us the opportunity to investigate classification performance on corpora
that differ to lesser or stronger degrees. The Twitter corpora share the style
of writing that is particular to the Twitter platform, yet the topics which
the Tweets are on differ from one corpus to another; their contents are from
different domains. While the Sanders corpus contains Tweets that address
certain companies, e.g. Google or Microsoft, the STS corpus contains Tweets
on a broader range of topics, including celebrities and health related topics.
The movie review corpus, on the other hand, shares neither writing style nor
topic with the Twitter corpora; its contents are from a different domain as
well as a different source. We distinguish the degree to which corpora differ
not only based on domain differences, but additionally according to whether
or not they are collected from the same source. Whether a corpus is collected
from a more or less similar source appears to be an important factor in cross-
domain classification. Our evaluation of using CleAr to classify polarity
across domains, described in section 4.3, corroborates this.
Throughout the remainder of this section we discuss each corpus in detail.
Apart from the three corpora described in detail here we have experimented
with other corpora that we did not choose for our evaluation; these are the
following:
• Multi Purpose Question Answering (MPQA) corpus [234]
• Sentiment 140 corpus [77]
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Table 4.2.: Corpora overview with counts for positive, negative and total
instances
Corpus # Positive # Negative # Total
Sanders Twitter 570 654 1,058
STS Twitter 588 1,211 1,799
movie reviews 5,331 5,331 10,662
We have opted not to use these corpora for our evaluation for different
reasons. The MPQA corpus was conceived with annotating opinions and
other private states2 in text, which meant that only a limited subset of
annotations is concerned with opinions. As for choosing Twitter corpora we
opted to limit ourselves to two of the available corpora. We selected the
Sanders and STS corpora over the Sentiment 140 corpus because they were
manually annotated, rather than using heuristics based on the occurrence
of emoticons, as is the case for the Sentiment 140 corpus3.
4.2.1. Sanders Twitter corpus
One of the two Twitter corpora we have used to conduct our experiments on
is the Sanders corpus described in [190]. It is comprised of 5, 513 manually





Table 4.3 shows a detailed breakdown of the corpus’ distribution across
categories and classes and table 4.4 shows descriptions of the four classes
each category is further broken down into. For our purposes (binary polarity
classification) we use a subset of the corpus, namely all Tweets that are
labeled as positive or negative. Some example Tweets selected from the




Table 4.3.: Class and category distribution of the Sanders Twittter corpus
Topic # Positive # Neutral # Negative # Irrelevant
Apple 191 581 377 164
Google 218 604 61 498
Microsoft 93 671 138 513
Twitter 68 647 78 611
Table 4.4.: Description of the Sanders Twitter corpus classes
Class Description
Pos - Positive indicator or topic
Neutral
- Neither positive nor negative indicators
- Mixed positive and negative indicators
- On topic, but indicator indeterminable
- Simple factual statements
- Questions with no strong emotions indicated
Neg - Negative indicator on topic
Irrelevant - Not English language- Not on topic (e.g. spam)
Table 4.5.: Example Tweets taken from the Sanders Twitter corpus
Class Tweet
Neg
- Why is #Siri always down @apple
- yo @apple this update is a disaster
- I hate #Microsoft PowerPoint!
- #Microsoft licensing process is annoying !!!
- @apple why is my iPhone battery so crappy #fail
- Life was easier when @apple @BlackBerry were just fruits!
Pos
- #Google + #Samsung = Perfect #Icecream sandwich
- @Apple: Siri is amazing!!! Im in love!
- Great up close & personal event @Apple in Regent St store!
- #iCloud set up was flawless and works like a champ!
- I keep forgettin how much I really like #Twitter lol
- #Microsoft store here I come to spend my hard earned cash
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Table 4.6.: Description of the STS corpus categories and the most frequent
entities for each category
Concept Most frequent 2nd 3rd 4th
Person Taylor Swift Obama Oprah Lebron
Company Facebook Youtube Starbucks McDonalds
City London Vegas Sydney Seattle
Country England US Brazil Scotland
Organisation Lakers Cavs Nasa UN
Technology iPhone iPod Xbox PSP
HealthCondition Headache Flu Cancer Fever
Table 4.7.: Example Tweets taken from the STS Twitter corpus
Class Tweet
Neg
- Hayfever time not good!
- I’m doing my homework. Its gosh darn hard!!
- this week is not going as I had hoped
- I’m so tired of work...i need a life....
- I don’t understand... I really don’t
Pos
- Nice my contract was extended for another month
- just got home from soccer. Mcdonalds is sooo good
- Momz just made it back from Vegas yayyyyy!
- Just saw Sunshine Cleaning. I love Amy Adams
- had the bestest day in london with dominic
4.2.2. STS Twitter corpus
The second Twitter corpus we use is taken from the STS Twitter corpus
[188]. The STS corpus has been developed with a focus on annotating en-
tities in Tweets alongside their sentiment. It is comprised of 2, 034 Tweets,
each of which contains a mention of one of the entities shown in table 4.6.
To ensure that the corpus only contains Tweets on topics that are different
from those that make up the Sanders corpus we removed all Tweets from
the Technology category, giving us a total of 1, 799 Tweets. Of those Tweets
1, 211 are negative and the remaining 588 are positive. We show examples
in table 4.7.
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Table 4.8.: Example sentences taken from the movie review corpus
Class Sentence
Neg
- simplistic, silly and tedious.
- doesn’t add up to much.
- constantly slips from the grasp of its maker.
- it’s mildly amusing, but I certainly can’t recommend it.
Pos
- highly engaging.
- the entire movie establishes a wonderfully creepy mood.
- the movie has several strong performances.
- it’s a satisfying summer blockbuster and worth a look.
- a model of what movies like this should be like.
- clever, brutal and strangely soulful movie.
4.2.3. Movie review corpus
The third corpus we use, which is also the only one not made up of Tweets,
is comprised of sentences taken from movie reviews. The corpus was built
by Pang and colleagues [160, 161, 162] as part of a larger sentiment analysis
task of assigning star ratings to movie reviews. It is comprised of 10, 662
sentences, with 5, 331 sentences labeled as positive and the other 5, 331 la-
beled as negative. All text is taken from the rotten tomatoes website4. We
show some example sentences in table 4.8.
4.3. Evaluation
We discuss three sets of experiments with which we have evaluated the
performance of CleAr for binary polarity classification. In each we have
used one of the corpora described in section 4.2 to train a classification
model and another to test the classifier on. For our experiments we were
provided with a natural split between training and test data: we have simply
trained our models on one corpus and classified all instances from another
corpus. For each of the three experiment runs we have trained and compared
three different models:
1. Random Forest (see appendix D.1)
2. Support Vector Machines (see appendix D.2)
4www.rottentomatoes.com
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3. Naïve Bayes (see appendix D.3)
After initial experiments to gain a gauge of performance we opted to train
the Support Vector Machines using polynomial kernels, rather than, for ex-
ample, radial basis function or linear kernels. For Random Forests Oshiro
and colleagues [156] point out that little gain in classification performance
seems to be made when using any more than 128 trees in a forest. We have
found, however, that increasing the tree count from 128 to 256 helps per-
formance for some corpus combinations and we have hence opted to report
results from building Random Forests with 256 trees.
For each combination of classifiers and corpora we compare three scenar-
ios. Our baseline in each run is provided by running the classifier on its own,
without applying CleAr. In the second and third scenario we apply CleAr,
using the original and extended argument bases, respectively, described in
section 4.1.2. For these experiments we remove the rhetorical structure ar-
guments from the argument base. We also compare the performance when
using different argumentation semantics, either ESAA or DF-QuAD, on each
argument base. In a separate experiment we then added the RST arguments
to identify their impact on performance. We did this to illustrate how our
methodology is modular: whenever we acquire some knowledge, such as in-
formation about the text’s rhetorical structure, we can simply add it to the
argument base and see whether performance improves, without having to
expand and retrain the classifier. In this last experiment we take the best
performing combination of classifier and argumentation semantics and try to
improve upon the results by adding the rhetorical structure arguments. We
describe this additional experiment in section 4.3.4. We report the confusion
matrices5 for each classifier, as well as the following standard measures:
• Accuracy6
• Precision & Recall
5A confusion matrix shows the labellings obtained from a classifier for all instances in
a test set in comparison to the True labels, i.e. the labels provided with annotated
instances. In each matrix the columns show the class labels returned by the classifier
while the rows show the true class labels. Thus the diagonal from the top left to the
bottom right in a matrix shows the correct classifications, while from the remaining
fields we can read the classification errors that have been committed.
6Accuracy denotes the overall proportion of correct classifications made by a classifier,
e.g. when we correctly classify 160 instances from a corpus that is comprised of 200
instances, in total, the accuracy is 160/200 = .80.
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• F1 score
Additionally we report on significance of performance improvements, using
standard tests. This yields a total of 120 experiments, 6 (corpus combina-
tions) ×3 (models) ×3 (baseline vs. two argument bases with CleAr) ×2
(argumentation semantics) + 12 (rhetorical structure arguments addition:
2 (corpus combinations) × 3 (models) × 2 (argumentation semantics)).
4.3.1. Sanders vs. STS
In the first iteration of our experiments we have used the Sanders Twitter
corpus to train the classification models, which we then tested on the STS
corpus, and vice versa. This run constituted the only one in which we com-
pared corpora whose contents have been collected from the same source, i.e.
Twitter. The difference between the two corpora, then, is not their source,
and thus their style, but rather the topic the instances are concerned with.
Accordingly, we consider this scenario to fall under near-domain classifica-
tion.
As discussed in sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2, while the Tweets that make up
the Sanders corpus are concerned with certain technological entities, the
STS corpus is made up of Tweets that mention persons, locations, etc. We
avoided any overlap in topical domain by manually pruning Tweets from the
STS corpus that deal with the same topics that make up the Sanders corpus.
Table 4.9 and figure 4.67 show the results of using each of the corpora for
training once and the other for testing, while tables 4.10 and 4.11 show the
confusion matrices for each combination of corpora and classifiers. In table
4.9, as well as in all subsequent such tables, each row signifies the perfor-
mance of a certain combination of classifiers, argumentation semantics and
argument base. For example, row 4 in table 4.9 tells us that using a Random
Forest classifier together with the DF-QuAD semantics and ABSA produces
Accuracy = 0.66, Precision = 0.664, Recall = 0.66 and F1 = .662. The
confusion matrix in table 4.10, as well as all subsequent such matrices, tells
us that, using the Random Forest baseline, the classifier correctly labels 445
instances as positive (top left cell in the matrix) and 293 instances as nega-
tive (bottom right cell), while it mistakenly classifies 290 negative instances
7We do not show accuracy scores in any of the graphical representation of the results





















































































































































































































































































































(b) Trained on Sanders; tested on STS
Figure 4.6.: F1 scores for the Sanders vs. STS experiment, where the x-axis
labels combinations of Classifier/Semantics/AB. The best
performing combination is shown in bold.
as positive (bottom left cell) and 138 positive instances as negative (top
right cell).
4.3.2. Sanders vs. movie reviews
The second run of experiments pitted the Sanders Twitter corpus against the
movie reviews corpus. Again, on the one hand we trained a classifier using
the Sanders Twitter corpus. Here, however, we classified instances from
the movie reviews corpus. Secondly, we trained a model using the movie
reviews corpus and classified instances from the Sanders Twitter corpus.
Results for both runs are shown in table 4.12 and figure 4.7, while tables
4.13 and 4.14 show confusion matrices for different corpus and classifier
combinations. Here we thus couple two corpora that are not only topically
different, as was the case in the previous experiments, but, in addition, have
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Table 4.9.: Classification results for the Sanders vs. STS experiment, where
Acc. stands for Accuracy, Prec. for Precision and Rec. for Recall.
The best performing combinations of semantics and AB for each
classifier are shown in bold.
Classifier Semantics AB Acc. Prec. Rec. F1
RF
- - 0.633 0.643 0.633 0.638
ESAA ABSA 0.683 0.683 0.683 0.683
ABSAext 0.645 0.645 0.645 0.645
DF-QuAD ABSA 0.66 0.664 0.66 0.662
ABSAext 0.657 0.658 0.657 0.658
SVM
- - 0.629 0.629 0.629 0.629
ESAA ABSA 0.676 0.681 0.676 0.678
ABSAext 0.642 0.651 0.642 0.646
DF-QuAD ABSA 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.66
ABSAext 0.654 0.657 0.654 0.656
NB
- - 0.642 0.645 0.642 0.643
ESAA ABSA 0.678 0.685 0.678 0.681
ABSAext 0.646 0.658 0.646 0.652
DF-QuAD ABSA 0.66 0.661 0.66 0.661
ABSAext 0.66 0.664 0.66 0.662
(a) Trained on the Sanders corpus and tested on the STS corpus
Classifier Semantics AB Acc. Prec. Rec. F1
RF
- - 0.629 0.629 0.629 0.629
ESAA ABSA 0.672 0.675 0.672 0.674
ABSAext 0.65 0.658 0.649 0.653
DF-QuAD ABSA 0.652 0.652 0.652 0.652
ABSAext 0.661 0.662 0.661 0.662
SVM
- - 0.639 0.642 0.639 0.641
ESAA ABSA 0.68 0.68 0.68 0.68
ABSAext 0.653 0.654 0.653 0.654
DF-QuAD ABSA 0.665 0.666 0.665 0.666
ABSAext 0.663 0.663 0.663 0.663
NB
- - 0.657 0.658 0.657 0.657
ESAA ABSA 0.68 0.681 0.68 0.681
ABSAext 0.661 0.666 0.661 0.663
DF-QuAD ABSA 0.664 0.664 0.664 0.664
ABSAext 0.668 0.669 0.668 0.668
(b) Trained on the STS corpus and tested on the Sanders corpus
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Table 4.10.: Confusion matrices for classification of classifiers trained on the
Sanders corpus and tested on the STS corpus
Classified as
Pos Neg







































































Table 4.11.: Confusion matrices for classification of classifiers trained on the
STS corpus and tested on the Sanders corpus
Classified as
Pos Neg































































































































































































































































































































































































(b) Trained on movie reviews; tested on Sanders
Figure 4.7.: F1 scores for the Sanders vs. movie reviews experiment, where
the x-axis labels combinations of Classifier/Semantics/AB.
The best performing combination is shown in bold.
also been collected from different sources. Hence we consider this scenario
as out-of-domain classification, where most, or all, aspects of the corpora in
question differ.
4.3.3. STS vs. movie reviews
For our third run of experiments we used the STS Twitter corpus and the
movie reviews corpus. Table 4.15 and figure 4.8 show the results of training
models on the STS Twitter corpus and classifying instances from the movie
reviews corpus, and vice versa, while tables 4.16 and 4.17 show confusion
matrices for different corpus and classifier combinations. The setting in this
experiment was thus very similar to that described in section 4.3.2, where
both topic and source of the two corpora are different and we hence deal
with out-of-domain classification, rather than near-domain.
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Table 4.12.: Classification performance for the Sanders vs. movie reviews
experiment, where Acc. stands for Accuracy, Prec. for Preci-
sion and Rec. for Recall. The best performing combinations of
semantics and AB for each classifier are shown in bold.
Classifier Semantics AB Acc. Prec. Rec. F1
RF
- - 0.538 0.538 0.538 0.538
ESAA ABSA 0.599 0.6 0.599 0.6
ABSAext 0.583 0.59 0.583 0.586
DF-QuAD ABSA 0.601 0.602 0.601 0.601
ABSAext 0.58 0.581 0.58 0.58
SVM
- - 0.527 0.534 0.527 0.531
ESAA ABSA 0.594 0.603 0.594 0.599
ABSAext 0.579 0.598 0.579 0.588
DF-QuAD ABSA 0.596 0.596 0.596 0.596
ABSAext 0.573 0.579 0.573 0.576
NB
- - 0.549 0.56 0.549 0.554
ESAA ABSA 0.608 0.618 0.608 0.613
ABSAext 0.589 0.608 0.589 0.599
DF-QuAD ABSA 0.604 0.604 0.604 0.604
ABSAext 0.584 0.59 0.584 0.587
(a) Trained on the Sanders corpus and tested on the movie reviews corpus
Classifier Semantics AB Acc. Prec. Rec. F1
RF
- - 0.565 0.584 0.564 0.574
ESAA ABSA 0.617 0.635 0.616 0.625
ABSAext 0.604 0.629 0.603 0.615
DF-QuAD ABSA 0.622 0.627 0.621 0.624
ABSAext 0.604 0.62 0.603 0.611
SVM
- - 0.575 0.579 0.574 0.576
ESAA ABSA 0.645 0.654 0.644 0.649
ABSAext 0.633 0.649 0.632 0.64
DF-QuAD ABSA 0.641 0.643 0.641 0.642
ABSAext 0.637 0.644 0.636 0.64
NB
- - 0.634 0.636 0.634 0.635
ESAA ABSA 0.673 0.675 0.673 0.674
ABSAext 0.662 0.669 0.662 0.665
DF-QuAD ABSA 0.672 0.672 0.672 0.672
ABSAext 0.664 0.666 0.664 0.665
(b) Trained on the movie reviews corpus and tested on the Sanders corpus
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Table 4.13.: Confusion matrices for classification of classifiers trained on the
Sanders corpus and tested on the movie reviews corpus
Classified as
Pos Neg




Pos 1, 553 3, 772




Pos 1, 781 3, 544








Pos 2, 374 2, 951




Pos 2, 475 2, 850








Pos 1, 917 3, 408




Pos 2, 030 3, 295








Pos 2, 045 2, 280




Pos 3, 118 2, 207








Pos 2, 292 3, 033





Pos 2, 414 2, 911
Neg 1, 523 3, 799
(o) NB-DF-QuAD-Extended
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Table 4.14.: Confusion matrices for classification of classifiers trained on the
movie reviews corpus and tested on the Sanders corpus
Classified as
Pos Neg







































































Table 4.15.: Classification performance for the STS vs. movie reviews ex-
periment, where Acc. stands for Accuracy, Prec. for Precision
and Rec. for Recall. The best performing combinations of se-
mantics and AB for each classifier are shown in bold.
Classifier Semantics AB Acc. Prec. Rec. F1
RF
- - 0.57 0.57 0.57 0.57
ESAA ABSA 0.625 0.625 0.625 0.625
ABSAext 0.608 0.613 0.608 0.611
DF-QuAD ABSA 0.619 0.621 0.619 0.62
ABSAext 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61
SVM
- - 0.557 0.559 0.557 0.558
ESAA ABSA 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62
ABSAext 0.603 0.604 0.603 0.604
DF-QuAD ABSA 0.616 0.62 0.616 0.618
ABSAext 0.606 0.606 0.606 0.606
NB
- - 0.568 0.568 0.568 0.568
ESAA ABSA 0.622 0.622 0.622 0.622
ABSAext 0.606 0.609 0.606 0.607
DF-QuAD ABSA 0.618 0.62 0.618 0.619
ABSAext 0.608 0.608 0.608 0.608
(a) Trained on the STS corpus and tested on movie reviews corpus
Classifier Semantics AB Acc. Prec. Rec. F1
RF
- - 0.579 0.608 0.579 0.593
ESAA ABSA 0.65 0.682 0.65 0.667
ABSAext 0.617 0.658 0.617 0.637
DF-QuAD ABSA 0.642 0.653 0.642 0.648
ABSAext 0.626 0.654 0.626 0.64
SVM
- - 0.601 0.613 0.601 0.607
ESAA ABSA 0.672 0.688 0.672 0.68
ABSAext 0.66 0.687 0.66 0.673
DF-QuAD ABSA 0.669 0.674 0.669 0.676
ABSAext 0.664 0.678 0.664 0.671
NB
- - 0.6 0.61 0.6 0.605
ESAA ABSA 0.664 0.673 0.664 0.668
ABSAext 0.648 0.665 0.648 0.656
DF-QuAD ABSA 0.663 0.665 0.663 0.664
ABSAext 0.65 0.658 0.65 0.654
(b) Trained on the movie reviews corpus and tested on the STS corpus
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Table 4.16.: Confusion matrices for classification of classifiers trained on the
STS corpus and tested on movie reviews corpus
Classified as
Pos Neg







































































Table 4.17.: Confusion matrices for classification of classifiers trained on the
movie reviews corpus and tested on the STS corpus
Classified as
Pos Neg




























































































































































































































































































































































































(b) Trained on movie reviews; tested on STS
Figure 4.8.: F1 scores for the STS vs. movie reviews experiment, where the
x-axis labels combinations of Classifier/Semantics/AB. The
best performing combination is shown in bold.
4.3.4. Adding rhetorical structure arguments
To illustrate the modular nature of our approach we have held out the ar-
guments pertaining to the rhetorical structure of sentences from the above
experiments. In a separate experiment we compared the effect of applying
CleAr with an argument base that is comprised of keyword and negation ar-
guments, only, to applying CleAr with an argument base that additionally
contains the two rhetorical structure arguments. Here we use ABSA together
with the the rhetorical structure arguments; we ignore ABExt because, as
the above evaluations show, with one exception the use of ABSA yields bet-
ter results throughout. This illustrates how we may extend or change the
scope of CleAr by adding arguments to the existing argument base, and how
this may affect classification.
To be able to test whether including rhetorical structure arguments has an
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effect on classification performance we need instances that are labeled with
nucleus and satellite spans. We have two options to obtain these labelings.
On the one hand we may use existing RST parsers [61, 70, 71, 90, 202], as
described in section 2.3, as part of the classification procedure to automati-
cally label instances with nucleus and satellite spans. On the other hand we
may classify instances that have already been labeled with the spans, e.g.
via manual annotation. Though the second option is more labour-intensive,
as we need manual annotations, and arguably does not translate as well into
real-life applications, we have nevertheless opted for this approach. Here
our intuition was that we wanted to test the impact of actual rhetorical
structure relations. If we were to use the output provided by a parser, we
would be determining whether the parser’s output, rather than rhetorical
structures proper, helps us in improving classification. These parsers are
prone to err in their classifications, e.g. Heilman and Sagae [90] report an
F1 score of 0.681 for identifying nuclei in text, and any statement on the
impact of actual rhetorical relations would thus be less informed if it were
based on the output of a parser.
To run this experiment we took a subset of 500 instances from the movie
reviews corpus, split evenly among classes, and manually annotated these
instances for nucleus and satellite spans. We decided to test the movie cor-
pus, only, because Tweets are arguably rather poor subjects for an analysis
of rhetorical structure. For simplicity’s sake we chose a subset of instances
that were unambiguously comprised of one nucleus and one satellite, giving
us a small corpus of 110 negative and 101 positive instances. We then ran a
further 12 experiments on this corpus, 2 (corpus combinations) × 3 (models)
× 2 (argumentation semantics). An overview of the results is shown in table
4.18, as well as figures 4.9 and 4.10.
4.3.5. Evaluation Discussion
Throughout our experiments we observe improved classification when using
CleAr, compared to using classifiers, only. We achieve improvements on F1
scores of up to 7.4 points, with an average improvement of 4.3 points across
all experiments. Table 4.19 and figure 4.11 show the classification results
averaged over all experiments, while figure 4.12 shows the baselines for each
combination of classifiers and corpora, in comparison to the results achieved
when applying CleAr with ESAA and ABSA.
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Table 4.18.: Classification performance for the RST annotated movie corpus,
where Acc. stands for Accuracy, Prec. for Precision and Rec.
for Recall. The best performing combinations of semantics and
AB for each classifier are shown in bold
Classifier Semantics Arguments Acc. Prec. Rec. F1
RF
- - 0.545 0.544 0.544 0.544
ESAA ABSA 0.564 0.562 0.562 0.562
ABSA+RST 0.626 0.625 0.624 0.624
DF-QuAD ABSA 0.583 0.582 0.579 0.58
ABSA+RST 0.659 0.67 0.652 0.661
SVM
- - 0.578 0.578 0.573 0.575
ESAA ABSA 0.607 0.607 0.602 0.605
ABSA+RST 0.635 0.636 0.631 0.634
DF-QuAD ABSA 0.602 0.604 0.596 0.6
ABSA+RST 0.64 0.65 0.633 0.641
NB
- - 0.559 0.559 0.559 0.559
ESAA ABSA 0.611 0.610 0.609 0.61
ABSA+RST 0.621 0.62 0.62 0.62
DF-QuAD ABSA 0.597 0.596 0.594 0.595
ABSA+RST 0.659 0.672 0.652 0.662
(a) Trained on the STS corpus
Classifier Semantics Arguments Acc. Prec. Rec. F1
RF
- - 0.592 0.605 0.598 0.602
ESAA ABSA 0.592 0.599 0.596 0.597
ABSA+RST 0.63 0.635 0.633 0.634
DF-QuAD ABSA 0.602 0.601 0.602 0.602
ABSA+RST 0.645 0.646 0.641 0.643
SVM
- - 0.54 0.558 0.549 0.554
ESAA ABSA 0.597 0.607 0.587 0.597
ABSA+RST 0.611 0.618 0.615 0.617
DF-QuAD ABSA 0.602 0.603 0.603 0.603
ABSA+RST 0.654 0.655 0.65 0.653
NB
- - 0.573 0.607 0.584 0.595
ESAA ABSA 0.597 0.609 0.603 0.606
ABSA+RST 0.602 0.612 0.607 0.61
DF-QuAD ABSA 0.607 0.607 0.607 0.607
ABSA+RST 0.645 0.645 0.641 0.643






















































































































































































































































































































(b) Trained on Sanders
Figure 4.9.: F1 scores for the RST annotated movie reviews corpus, where
the x-axis labels combinations of Classifier/Semantics/AB.
The best performing combination is shown in bold.
We observe significant differences (p < 0.018,9) between baselines and the
application of CleAr in all cases shown in figure 4.12.
Apart from overall performance improvement we are interested in deter-
mining changes in performance along choices of three parameter settings:
1. Classification model
8To determine whether we observe a statistically significant difference between the per-
formance we test the null hypothesis, which states that there is no difference between
the classification performance. The p-value represents the probability of observing the
same, or a more extreme, result than the one obtained. A small p-value, e.g. p < 0.05,
thus indicates that the null hypothesis should be rejected, based on which we judge
the difference to be statistically significant.





























Figure 4.10.: Summary of evaluation results of applying CleAr to cross-
domain sentiment polarity classification, where we compare
the F1 scores of applying models trained on either the STS
or Sanders corpus to the RST annotated Movie reviews cor-
pus, where the x-axis labels Training corpus/Classifier combi-
nations, using three classifiers, RF/SVM/NB
2. Argumentation semantics
3. Argument base
As for (1) which classifiers we should choose for the task described in this
chapter, there appears to be no clear-cut answer. While in three of the six
experiment runs Naïve Bayes classifiers yield the highest F1 scores, in two
runs Random Forests produce the best results and in one Support Vector
Machines do so. The average F1 scores across all experiments for Random
Forests, Support Vector Machines and Naïve Bayes classifiers lie at 0.624,
0.631 and 0.639, respectively. As for the other two parameters the picture
appears to be more clear. In all six runs, using the ESAA semantics in
combination with ABSA produced the best results. The average F1 score













































































































































Figure 4.11.: Average classification performance over all corpus & argument
base combinations
significantly better than other combinations (p < 0.0110), which produce an
average F1 score of 0.636.
While the use of ABExt, on average, produced inferior classification in
comparison to the use of ABSA, the addition of rhetorical structure argu-
ments appears to be more successful.. As figure 4.10 illustrates introducing
the rhetorical structure arguments improves classification across the board,
where, on average, F1 score improves by 6.53 points compared to the base-
line and by 3.98 points compared to the application of CleAr without the
rhetorical structure arguments. The overall difference between the F1 scores
shown in figure 4.10 is statistically significant (p < 0.019). Apart from using
ABSA with DF-QuAD we achieve significant improvements upon the base-
line in all cases. However, we need to be careful to compare these results
with the rest of our evaluation, as we use only a small subset of one of
10p was calculated using a paired t-test, see http://www.mathworks.com/help/stats/
ttest.html for details. We use a t-test instead of an ANOVA because we compare
two groups of F1 scores. We use the ANOVA when we have more than two groups of
F1 scores to compare
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Table 4.19.: Average classification performance over all corpus & argumen-
tation semantics combinations
Classifier Semantics AB Acc. Prec. Rec. F1
RF
- - 0.586 0.595 0.586 0.59
ESAA ABSA 0.641 0.65 0.641 0.646
ABSAext 0.618 0.632 0.618 0.625
DF-QuAD ABSA 0.633 0.637 0.633 0.635
ABSAext 0.623 0.631 0.623 0.627
SVM
- - 0.588 0.593 0.588 0.59
ESAA ABSA 0.648 0.654 0.648 0.651
ABSAext 0.628 0.641 0.628 0.634
DF-QuAD ABSA 0.641 0.643 0.641 0.643
ABSAext 0.633 0.638 0.649 0.635
NB
- - 0.608 0.613 0.608 0.61
ESAA ABSA 0.654 0.659 0.654 0.657
ABSAext 0.635 0.646 0.635 0.64
DF-QuAD ABSA 0.647 0.648 0.647 0.647
ABSAext 0.639 0.643 0.639 0.641
the three corpora to test this scenario. The evidence that the addition of
rhetorical structure arguments improves classification should accordingly be
treated as anecdotal, and demands more in-depth evaluation in the future.
One may expect to observe better classification results when classifying
Twitter data with a model trained on other Twitter data when compared to
training models on the movie review corpus and classifying Twitter data, or
the other way around. This is indeed the case when we consider the average
F1 scores shown in table 4.20. The performance in scenarios where both
Table 4.20.: Average F1 scores, split according to whether both training and
test data were Twitter corpora or one of the two was the movie
review corpus
Semantics AB Twitter/Twitter Twitter/Movies
Baseline - 0.64 0.576
ESAA ABSA 0.68 0.637
ABSAext 0.661 0.628
DF-QuAD ABSA 0.652 0.627
ABSAext 0.662 0.621






























Figure 4.12.: Summary of evaluation results of applying CleAr to cross-
domain sentiment polarity classification, where we compare
the F1 scores across all three baseline classifiers for each cor-
pus combination with the results of applying ESAA together
with the basic argument base, where the x-axis labels corpus
combinations as Training corpus/Test corpus. The baselines
are shown as dotted bars while the results of applying CleAr
are shown in solid bars.
training and test data are provided by the Twitter corpora is, on average,
4.1 points higher than in those scenario where the Movie reviews corpus is
used as either training or test data (significant with p < 0.0110). Based on
these results we believe that the choice of training corpora for performing
cross-domain classification is an important factor in achieving useful per-
formance. In our case, the fact that the corpora are drawn from the same
source helps our classification performance, even though the domains dis-
cussed are considerably different. This may hold lessons for choosing future
training data when considering cross-domain classification. There may be
corpora that are nearer to the problem at hand than others, whether that
be in terms of content, style or both. We summarise the best performing
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Table 4.21.: Summary of best performing combinations of corpora, classi-
fiers, argumentation semantics and argument bases, according
to F1 scores
Train Test Classifier Semantics AB F1
Sanders STS RF ESAA ABSA 0.683
STS Sanders NB ESAA ABSA 0.681
Sanders Movies NB ESAA ABSA 0.613
Movies Sanders NB ESAA ABSA 0.674
STS Movies RF ESAA ABSA 0.625
Movies STS SVM ESAA ABSA 0.68
STS Movies subset NB DF-QuAD ABSA+RST 0.662
Sanders Movies subset SVM DF-QuAD ABSA+RST 0.653
combinations of corpora, classifiers, argumentation semantics and argument
bases from the experiments reported above in table 4.21.
4.4. Related work
Below we provide a brief summary of related work in sentiment analysis. We
describe, in turn, the two primary challenges of sentiment analysis, (1) the
identification of sentimental text and (2) the classification of text’s polarity.
Though we separate the two challenges here they have also been addressed
as a single, three-class problem (positive, negative, neutral), as in e.g. [106,
122]. Indeed, Agarwal and colleagues [1] analyse Tweets both in a three-
class and two-class setting, where, for the latter, they preselect opinionated
Tweets and classify them as positive or negative, as we do.
Both supervised and unsupervised classifiers, e.g. [97, 158, 217], have been
employed to perform sentiment analysis, as well as combinations of the two,
e.g. [124]; we focus here on supervised classification, the approach we have
taken in our work. For a more thorough treatment of sentiment analysis,
refer to e.g. [34, 120].
As for challenge (1), a popular approach towards determining sentiment
on sentence-level has been to identify opinion-bearing words in sentences
and using them as a proxy for deciding a sentence’s opinionatedness, as in
e.g. [27, 104]. In section 7.1.2 we discuss ways of how we may integrate
this approach with our use of opinion-bearing words as part of arguments
to apply CleAr to the problem of sentiment detection. Other approaches to
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challenge (1) have included the use of context in which text appears, e.g.
as in [15], as well as rule-based classifiers that identify sentiment according
to certain patterns appearing in text, see e.g. [232]. In the future such rule
bases may prove to be useful guides in further extending our argument bases
for sentiment analysis.
Challenge (2), polarity classification, has been our focus in this chapter.
Whereas we classify the polarity of sentences or Tweets, the identification
of polarity on a coarser level has generated much interest, also. Dave and
colleagues [55] label whole reviews from C|Net and Amazon as positive or
negative, while Pang and colleagues [162] classify movie reviews. They use
various features to represent the reviews, including review metadata and
n-gram occurrences to train the classifiers. Regardless of the level of granu-
larity, certain classifiers have proven popular in polarity classification. These
include those we have used in our work, e.g. Support Vector Machines in
[116, 160] and Naïve Bayes in [60, 229]. Other classifiers commonly used
include, but are not limited to, Maximum Entropy classifiers, e.g. [55], and
various forms of Neural Nets, e.g. [209, 246].
While we focus on binary polarity classification, i.e. positivity vs. nega-
tivity, more fine-grained polarity scales have been proposed, also. In their
research Pang and colleagues [160, 161, 162] address not only determining
the polarity of text, but a broader rating-inference problem in which they
attempt to infer star-ratings on a scale from one to five. Though we focus
on a binary decision problem here, it may be worthwhile applying CleAr to
more fine-grained classification problems such as the inference of ratings.
We have mentioned that there is a broad interest in developing solutions
for cross-domain classification in computational linguistics. This appears to
be particularly true for sentiment analysis, illustrated by the wealth of work
on this particular topic, e.g. [21, 22, 89, 114, 159, 215, 230, 231, 236, 240].
For example, Bollegala and colleagues [21, 22] construct a sentiment sensi-
tive lexicon, whose contents are used to expand feature sets that represent
text. Tsai and colleagues [215] build a concept-level sentiment lexicon based
entirely on common sense knowledge. We may use such lexicons to try
and expand on argument bases and thus incorporate more knowledge in our
classification methodology. Xia and colleagues [240] propose the feature en-
semble plus sample selection (SS-FE) method; they also provide an overview
of domain adaptation work in sentiment analysis. They create ensembles of
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features based on how domain-dependent they appear to be, determining
features whose sentiment carries across domains and those whose sentiment
changes across domains. Sample selection refers to the process of determin-
ing a useful subset of available annotated instances, based on which feature
ensembles are then built. Weichselbraun and colleagues [230] propose con-
textualised sentiment analysis, identifying and resolving ambiguous terms
according to the domain in which they are used. They take domain-specific
corpora and extract features from them that translate well across domains.
Again, both SS-FE and contextualised sentiment analysis may guide future
extensions of argument bases.
4.5. Summary & Discussion
In this chapter we have described our work on binary sentiment polarity
classification. In particular, we have focused on classifying sentiment across
domains, i.e. training models on a certain corpus and classifying instances
from a separate, marginally related or entirely unrelated one. This is relevant
because domain dependence restricts the applicability of many solutions in
terms of what type of text they work well on. Here, the domain specificity
of the trained model limits its transferability to sentences, or Tweets, from
other domains. We lessen the impact of this by building an argument base
that is comprised of arguments that are more generically applicable than
the model itself. It consists of arguments whose premises are mostly un-
ambiguously positive or negative words and the conclusion is the according
sentiment. Additionally we have formalised arguments that reflect the im-
pact of negations on such keywords, as well as arguments that reflect where,
in terms of a sentence’s rhetorical structure, keywords appear. Through the
application of CleAr we have been able to improve commonly poor cross-
domain classification to more promising levels, showing what may prove to
be an alternative to the often costly construction of annotated resources.
To conclude, we believe that, depending on the problem at hand, it may be
prudent to infuse a more or less domain specific model with more generally
applicable knowledge in the way we did, as opposed to manually building
new corpora for every new domain of interest. It may also prove useful
to pursue a combination of these two strategies, flexibly integrating new
knowledge either as features or arguments, depending on format, require-
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ments, etc. Apart from identifying how to best utilise new knowledge we
will also need to identify useful sources from which to obtain such knowl-
edge, in the first place. As we have illustrated as part of the discussion of
related work in section 4.4, much work is already in existence that may offer





Argumentation mining is a fairly young subfield of corpus-based compu-
tational linguistics where we broadly aim to identify (1) natural language
arguments from text and (2) relations between them. An argument may
be related to one or more other arguments by attacking/supporting them
or by being attacked/supported, itself. However, the separation of identify-
ing arguments and their relations to each other into two independent steps
raises a number of issues, such as the disregard of context in which a text
appears. With Relation-based Argumentation Mining (RbAM) we offer a
novel approach to identifying argumentative text. Instead of attempting to
identify individual arguments, and then relate them, we classify sentence
pairs according to the relation that holds between the two sentences. We
classify a directed relation from one sentence, the Child, to another, the
Parent. Whenever this relation is classified to be an attack or support we
consider both sentences to be argumentative, irrespective of their individual
argumentative quality.
In section 5.1 we first motivate placing our focus on argumentative rela-
tions, rather than arguments, themselves. We then give a detailed descrip-
tion of RbAM in section 5.2. Throughout our work it has been important
to consider ways of matching sentences to build sentence pairs. To do so
we currently consider two options, which we describe in section 5.3. We can
take sentence pairs extracted from text and connect them further to build
directed trees of arguments. We discuss the process of doing so in section
5.4. We then describe the corpora we have worked with in section 5.5. We
describe and discuss the evaluation of our work on argumentation mining in
section 5.6. To conclude the chapter we discuss related work in section 5.7
and give a brief summary of this chapter’s contribution in section 5.8.
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5.1. Why Relation-based Argumentation Mining?
The separation of identifying arguments and the relations between them
raises a number of problems. Here we focus on two issues we believe to be
particularly relevant:
1. The disregard of a sentence’s context in identifying its argumentative-
ness (section 5.1.1)
2. The added workload that potentially results from splitting the problem
into a two-step process (section 5.1.2)
We discuss each issue in detail below. Apart from at least partially ad-
dressing these problems, considering relations between texts is necessarily
part of any attempt at fully fledged argumentation mining. Our approach, as
described in detail in this chapter, may thus prove useful not only on its own,
as we purport in this thesis, but also in unison with argumentation mining
solutions that aim to identify arguments in isolation. Should we be able to
identify arguments, matching them to form pairs and classifying them may
still be a viable approach towards establishing argumentative structures and
relations in text. In this setting, the classification of individual sentences as
argumentative or non-argumentative would function as a pruning step that
precedes the identification of argumentative relation.
5.1.1. This is a fact - why does it attack this other sentence?
The context in which a sentence appears can change its meaning signifi-
cantly, and with it a sentence’s argumentativeness. Consider the following
statement:
(1) Nigel Farage1 has attended private school and used to work
as a banker in the City.
This is a simple enough fact and, on its own, conveys no particular attitude
towards Nigel Farage, his education, or his professional past. If, however, we
consider the above sentence in relation to the sentence below, the situation
changes:
1Nigel Farage is the leader of the UK Independence Party (UKIP), see www.ukip.org
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(2) Nigel Farage understands the common folks; he is the face
of UKIP, the people’s army!
It now becomes quite possible that sentence (1) is meant to be an attack
on sentence (2) and the notion of Nigel Farage being the leader of a peo-
ple’s army. After all, how could someone who attended private school and
has a history as a banker possibly understand the common people? This
conclusion is not stated explicitly, but one may easily infer it. Trying to
identify arguments in isolation may lead us to discard factual sentences such
as sentence (1), even though, when considered in context with sentence (2),
they should arguably considered to be argumentative.
5.1.2. Relating found arguments is a three-class problem
Let us consider again the task of identifying a sentence as argumentative
or non-argumentative. Say we have built a model that provides us with
a good split between the two classes, so that we can reliably discard non-
argumentative sentences (though, as we contend in section 5.1.1, this concept
may be questionable in itself). We now need to find relations, e.g. attacks
and supports, between the sentences that have been classified as argumenta-
tive. In spite of our knowledge of all sentences in question being arguments,
we are still faced with a three-class problem, as three scenarios need to be
accounted for. A sentence may attack another, it may supports another, or,
lastly, both sentences may be argumentative, but otherwise unrelated. Ad-
ditionally, to fully cover the possible set of argumentative relations we may
also need to classify every pair of arguments twice, once to classify whether
an argument α attacks or supports an argument β and a second time to
determine the relation from β to α. Thus, while we do reduce the dimen-
sionality of our hypothesis space for the construction of an AF by discarding
non-argumentative sentences, the problem itself remains a three-class prob-
lem.
5.2. RbAM overview
To address the issues described above, and to offer a way of identifying argu-
mentative relations, we have set out to offer an alternative, relation-based,
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view on argumentation mining (RbAM) [42]. Instead of identifying sen-
tences, or other text, as (non-)argumentative we classify pairs of sentences,
or sentence-like structures, according to the relation one sentence exhibits to
another. To do so we create sentence pairs either directly from a text or by
using some provided structure. For example, when working with text taken
from debating platforms such as Quaestio-it [65], described in section 5.5.4,
where each post is aimed at another post through an attack or support re-
lation, we are naturally dealing with pairs of sentences. The resulting pairs
are comprised of a Parent and a Child, where we want to determine whether
the Child attacks or supports the Parent, or whether it does neither. When
extracting sentence pairs from text the Parent is the sentence appearing ear-
lier in the text. When taking pairs from a platform such as Quaestio-it, the
earlier post is considered the Parent and the later post, which is in reply to
it, is considered the Child. Whenever a Child is classified to Attack or Sup-
port its Parent we consider both to be argumentative, irrespective of their
stand-alone argumentativeness. We assign sentence pairs to one of three
classes
A = {Att, Sup,N}
where Att stands for Attack, Sup stands for Support and N stands for
Neither. The Neither category may include both sentence pairs where the
sentences are unrelated and those where a relation is present, but one that
is not argumentative. Say, for example, two sentences describe the same
entity, but do not address each other’s description of it, as is the case for
the following two sentences:
Mr. Farage and his Eurosceptic UKIP party clearly pander to
unreasonable fears of foreigners.
Nigel Farage, leader of the Eurosceptic UKIP party, survived
a plane crash in 2010.
Though these two sentences are related insofar as discussing Nigel Farage,
they stand in no argumentative relation, and would hence need to be as-
signed to the Neither class.
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5.3. Sentence pair construction & representation
To construct sentence pairs we have considered two strategies:
1. Compare a text to a single given sentence: The sentence serves as a
fixed parent and the text is analysed in search of possible children.
2. Construct sentence pairs directly from a text: The text is analysed in
search of both possible parents and possible children.
For strategy (1) we use a single sentence to serve as the Parent to each
sentence in a text. Take, for example, the following sentence α:
As the population across Western European countries ages
quickly, refugees will eventually be a boon to the societies that
welcome them.
We may want to compare this argument to other arguments from relevant
text, e.g. a collection of news articles. To do so we take text and split it into
a set of sentences {β, γ, ...}. Using our above argument α we then construct
sentence pairs
(α, β), (α, γ), ...
where each needs to be assigned a class label (Att, Sup,N). Say sentences
β and γ, retrieved from a news article, respectively go as follows:
It will be a tall order to integrate all the refugees currently
streaming into Europe to be successful members of society.
Studies show that immigrants are often young and overall pay
far more into the state’s coffers than they claim in benefits, and
refugees will be immigrants should we allow them.
We would then want to label the pair (α, β) with Att and (α, γ) with Sup
since, arguably, β expresses doubts on the possibility of refugees being a boon
to society, while γ points to studies supporting just that claim, and proceed
likewise with any additional sentences. This provides us with an overview
of arguments for and against our original argument, without having to sift
through entire articles.
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For strategy (2) we want to create sentence pairs directly from text, in-
stead of relating sentences to an external sentence serving as the Parent.
If the text is not very large and/or we have the computing power available
we may simply create sentence pairs by matching every sentence with every
other sentence appearing in the article, thus generating multiple instances
of scenario (1). This, however, means that we have to classify a quadrati-
cally growing number of pairs as we consider larger texts. It may hence be
prudent to preselect pairs.
To this end we match sentences to construct pairs based on them contain-
ing one or more of the same nouns. If two sentences in a text contain the
same noun we create a pair, where we consider the sentence appearing ear-
lier in the text as the Parent and the one appearing later as the Child. Both
the focus on nouns and the consideration of directionality based on where
sentences appear are simplifying assumptions to narrow the search space.
We discuss alternatives in section 7.1.3. As our intention is to construct
trees of arguments we want to minimise the number of isolated sentence
pairs. We hence only consider nouns that appear at least three times within
a text. Say the above sentences, α, β and γ appeared in a text, in that same
order. Since they all share common nouns we would construct the following
sentence pairs:
(α, β), (α, γ), (β, γ)
Once we have constructed sentence pairs, by either strategy (1) or strategy
(2), we need to represent them as vectors. This then enables us to train
classification models and classify new instances. We considered two of the
options described in section 2.2.2:
1. Binary bag-of-words representation
2. Feature-based representation
The bag-of-words representation is handled by the Weka toolbox [87] and
there is no need to process the text beyond the preprocessing we describe
in section 2.2.1. For the feature-based representation we use a collection of
semantic and syntactic features. The feature engineering conducted during
this development also formed the foundation of what was to later shape our











Figure 5.1.: Example argument tree created from sentence pairs that share
common arguments, using strategy (2).
specifically we represent each sentence pair with the features shown in table
5.1.
5.4. Argument tree construction & visualisation
Once we have constructed sentence pairs we may link them further, forming
trees of related arguments. In our work we construct trees of linked argu-
ments, based on them sharing either a Parent or a Child. We have chosen
to build trees, rather than more general directed graphs, because this allows
us to use quantitative argumentation semantics like ESAA and DF-QuAD
to evaluate the strength of the arguments that make up a tree.
Consider again our example sentences α, β and γ from the previous sec-
tion, when using strategy (2). When passing through a text that contains
these three sentences, in this order, we would construct the pairs (α, β),
(α, γ) and (β, γ) and represent their relations to each other as a tree struc-
ture, as shown in figure 5.1.
When we opt for strategy (1) and compare a text to a single sentence the
result is a simple tree with two levels, where the provided sentence forms the
root node and all sentences identified to be attacking or supporting it form
the second level of the tree. When we apply argumentation semantics here
the strength calculation provides an aggregate of the amount of attacks and
supports on the root node in a single measure. Say, for example, we assign
the root node a default strength of 0.5. Whenever there are more arguments
attacking the root node than there are ones supporting it, applying DF-
QuAD will yield a score that is lower than its base score of 0.5. The larger
the count of attacking arguments in comparison to supporting arguments
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Table 5.1.: Overview of features used to represent sentence pairs
Type Name Details
Similarity
word2vec Measuring of similaritybased on word vectors
WordNet
Measure of semantic simi-
larity based on word dis-
tances in WordNet
Edit Distance
Count of replace and delete
operations to turn the
Child into the Parent




tion (Full stop, question
mark, etc.)
Sentence length Word count of the Childand Parent
Average word length Average word length acrossChild and Parent
Word lists Discourse markers
Three counts of discourse
marker occurrences, one




Two counts of sentiment
word occurrences, one each




obtained by running the
Stanford CoreNLP senti-
ment library, one each for
the Child and Parent
SentiWordNet
Average sentiment scores of
words, three each (Positiv-
ity, Negativity, Neutrality)























Figure 5.2.: Example argument trees resulting from employing strategy (1).
is the further the root node’s score will move towards zero, away from its
base score. Conversely, it will move towards one as the count of supporting
arguments grows in comparison to attacking arguments. For example, a
root node with a base score of 0.5, two attacks and one support, as shown
in figure 5.2a, would have a score of 0.375, while one with two supports and
one attack, as shown in figure 5.2b, would have a score of 0.625.
When we choose strategy (2) and create sentence pairs directly from text,
we generate tree structures whose depth and breadth are limited only by
the size of the text and the amount of argumentatively related sentences
in it. This means that visualising the argumentative structure may help us
in understanding and interpreting the arguments and their relations to one
another. The analysis of a text may yield multiple trees, one for each group
of sentences that share common nouns and are related through attacks or
supports. Say, for example, the argumentative structure of a piece of text
is as in figure 5.1 and of a separate set of sentences is as shown in figure
5.3. Once we have calculated the dialectical strength of the arguments we
can store such trees in a format that allows their combined visualisation as
subtrees of a single tree. We generate a file that can be opened in a browser
to view the tree structure as shown in figure 5.4. We borrow the visualisation
from Evripidou and Toni [65], where it is used to visualise trees of connected
arguments in the online debating platform Quaestio-it.
Quaestio-it provides an interactive way of leading debates, which are then
evaluated using the ESAA argumentation semantics. In the visualisation
the calculated strength is highlighted by rendering stronger nodes visibly
larger. This provides a quick insight about the dominant (strongest) nodes
within a tree. Hovering over each node displays additional information for
each comment or answer, including its text and calculated strength. The











Figure 5.3.: Example argument tree resulting from employing strategy (2).
lations between question, answers and arguments. Dashed edges indicate
direct answers to the question, while solid, red (-) or green (+), edges show
attacking or supporting arguments on the answers or on other arguments.
This visualisation is well aligned with our needs: the root nodes of the sub-
trees are akin to answers in Quaestio-it, while the question in Quaestio-it is
replaced with a dummy node that allows us to visualise individual trees as
a single one.
5.5. Corpora
The computational linguistics community has produced ample resources
when it comes to publicly available corpora. For our research we have ex-
plored numerous such corpora and their applicability to our aims, while also
developing our own corpora. Below we describe the following corpora, each
of which we have used to build classification models:
1. Internet Argument Corpus (IAC) [225]
2. AIFdb corpus [109, 110]
3. News articles corpus [41]
While corpora (1) and (2) are based on third party corpora, we have
purpose built corpus (3) as part of our developments. Corpora (2) and (3)
consist of pairs of sentences or sentence-like structures. The constituents of
corpus (1) may be comprised of multiple sentences. While corpora (1) and
(2) are comprised of instances from the Att and Sup classes, only, corpus
(3) contains instances assigned to the N class. We describe each corpus
in detail below. We have explored the use of a number of other corpora
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Figure 5.4.: Schematic view of Quaestio-it visualisation, joining example ar-
gument subtrees from figures 5.1 and 5.3
that we ultimately chose not to use for our developments, e.g. due to them
being too small or their structure not being amenable to our analysis. We
have compiled these corpora from the online debating platform Quaestio-
it, as well as the Amazon2 and IMDB3 web presences. Additionally we
have used the Arguana corpus [224], a collection of annotated Trip Advisor4
hotel reviews, which formed a review corpus together with data taken from
Amazon. We summarise these corpora in section 5.5.4. A summary of corpus
sizes and class distributions for all five corpora is shown in table 5.2.




Table 5.2.: Corpora overview with counts split by class labels
Corpus Att Count Sup Count N Count total Count
IAC 318 637 0 955
AIFdb 1, 014 6, 518 0 13, 995
News articles 413 456 1, 385 2, 254
Quaestio-it 74 75 0 149
Reviews 198 500 0 698
5.5.1. Internet Argument Corpus
The Internet Argument Corpus (IAC) [225] is comprised of text extracted
from the debating website 4forums5. As part of their posts 4forums users
have the option of quoting other users and replying to the quoted text.
From posts that contain quotes Walker and colleagues [225] have created
annotated pairs of quotes and responses to the quotes, Q-R pairs, as well
as chains of related posts. As these text passages are clearly marked in the
forum, they are easily identifiable. The format of this corpus, however, is
problematic for our purposes, due to the fact that quotes and responses need
not be limited to single sentences. To illustrate consider the Q-R pair below,
taken from a discussion on the topic of evolution:
Q: How can you say such things? The Bible says that God
CREATED over and OVER and OVER again! And you reject
that and say that everything came about by evolution? If you
reject the literal account of the Creation in Genesis, you are
saying that God is a liar! If you cannot trust God’s Word from
the first verse, how can you know that the rest of it can be
trusted?
R: It’s not a literal account unless you interpret it that way.
The structure of the Q-R pairs is rather similar to that needed in RbAM,
as we may consider the quote of the pair to be the Parent and the response
to be the Child. However, the quote in this pair is substantially longer than
one sentence. This holds true for quotes, as well as responses, in other pairs,
also. Despite this we use the corpus to experiment with the range of text
from which we may extract argumentative relations.
5www.4forums.com
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Table 5.3.: Example pairs from the IAC
Parent Child Label
most pro lifers do not care
about women hence why they
are pro life
it is idiotic thinking like this
that makes me respect you less
and less
Att
the author seems to think
there is no extra-biblical evi-
dence of a young earth.
all of those so called evidence
have been debunked by real
scientists with real degrees
and have true understanding
of science.
Att
yeah free to do whatever you
want without worrying about
the consequences the joy of a
life without believing in god
that is right I do not want an-
other parental figure to tell me
what to do when to do it and
how to do it
Sup
did anyone else expect any-
thing less these evil fundie
christians can have affairs or
even marriages yet gay peo-
ple are a threat to marriage by
wanting to get married
you hear that cry allowing
gays to marry will cause the
downfall of civilization but
you never hear how or why
Sup
The IAC is split into a number of categories, each of which is a con-
tentious topic, such as the acceptance or dismissal of evolution. The anno-
tations provided by the IAC were obtained using theMechanical Turk service
from Amazon. Here, human annotators complete Human Intelligence Tasks
(HITs), which, in this case, were the annotation of Q-R pairs according to
a number of features. The annotators are then paid for each HIT, providing
the HIT is approved according to some predefined quality measure. Using
this web service the developers of the IAC have obtained a total of 10, 003
annotated Q-R pairs. The annotators executing the HITs, the Turkers, fol-
lowed an annotation scheme to provide judgements on certain qualities of
the Q-R pairs. The annotation scheme asks questions such as the following:
Agree/Disagree: Does the respondent agree or disagree with
the prior post?
Fact/Emotion: Is the respondent attempting to make a fact
based argument or appealing to feelings and emotions?
Such judgements were either scalar or binary. In some cases the Turkers
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thus needed to provide a numerical value, e.g. on how factual a response was.
In other cases they needed to provide true/false judgements, e.g. whether
statements were sarcastic or not. We constructed our corpus based on an-
notations where the Turkers judge Q-R pairs on a scale from −5 (attack) to
+5 (support). We chose a subset of Q-R pairs based on three criteria:
1. The score for a Q-R pair, averaged across Turkers, needed to be below
or equal to −2 for attacks and above or equals to 2 for supports
2. The word count of members of a Q-R pair needed to be above three
3. The word count of members of a Q-R pair needed to be below 50
We applied criterion 1 to avoid the use of examples where the Turkers
either assigned differing scores or agreed on a middling score, pointing to
the Q-R pair being ambiguous or not argumentatively related, respectively.
It may have been possible to assign those Q-R pairs with a middling score to
the Neither class, but we decided against doing so. We did so because from
the averages assigned it was not possible to determine whether Turkers had
actually assigned middling scores or whether they simply disagreed, in which
case the score would not allow us to conclude that the response is actually
neither an attack on nor a support for the Quote. We applied criteria 2 and
3 to avoid overly short and long Q-R pairs. Example pairs are shown in
table 5.3.
5.5.2. Argument Interchange Format corpus
Based on the Argument Interchange Format, described in section 2.1.4,
Lawrence and colleagues [109, 110] have built the Argument Interchange
Format corpus, or AIFdb6, an online repository of corpora annotated ac-
cording to AIF specifications. It is comprised of 54 sub-corpora concerned
with a variety of topics, ranging from discussions that have taken place on
the BBC Moral Maze7 to argumentative micro-texts. Each corpus is sub-
divided into a collection of argument maps, graph structures like the one
shown in figure 5.5. This visualisation is offered in addition to a variety




Table 5.4.: Class distribution of AIFdb corpora according to S-node types
(see section 2.1.4 for more details)
S-Node type Count Class label
CA 1, 014 Att
MA 595 N/A
PA 32 N/A
RA 6, 518 Sup
TA 6, 497 N/A
YA 14, 187 N/A
individual such argument maps or whole corpora. Of the 54 corpora we have
chosen a subset of 18 and downloaded them in json format. We used this
subset because the remaining 36 corpora were either small (below 20 argu-
ment maps) or the content was in a language other than English. We also
decided not to use the subset of corpora on the Language of Opposition [76],
because argument maps were generally comprised of single pairs of I-nodes
and thus exhibited little argumentative structure.
To build a corpus of sentence pairs, or pairs of sentence-like structures,
from the 18 corpora, we extracted all pairs of Information nodes (I-nodes)
from the argument maps that are connected through a single Scheme node
(S-node). We then grouped the resulting pairs according to the type of the
S-node connecting them. Throughout the 18 corpora, six types of S-nodes
are used, those that are part of the original AIF definition described in
section 2.1.4, as well as three types introduced as part of AIF+ [178, 179]:
MA, Y A and TA-nodes. The overall class distribution is shown in table
5.4. For details on the node types refer to section 2.1.4. Table 5.5 shows
example pairs from each class, apart from PA-nodes, which we discarded
due to their low number of occurrence.
We created two corpora from the AIFdb, one binary and one with five
classes. To create a Two-class corpus we treated CA-nodes as attacks, while
RA-nodes were considered supports. For the Five-class corpus, on the other
hand, we simply retained the original S-node types and used them as class
labels. To ensure that the sentence pairs were comprised of sentences or
sentence-like structures we removed all instances where either the Parent or
the Child were shorter than two words.
We additionally considered creating a Three-class corpus, where MA-
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Figure 5.5.: Screenshot of visualisation provided by AIFdb [109, 110]
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Table 5.5.: Example pairs from the AIFdb corpus, where the RST labels are
given, with class labels (Att,Sup,N) in brackets
Parent Child Label
the fireman has used too much
water to quench the fire
these judgments are very diffi-
cult to make CA (Att)
With regard to the second
premise it is far from obvious
that the Bible teaches eternal
punishment for minor sins.
The Bible teaches that God
will eternally punish minor
sins
CA (Att)
Therese should tell him what
she does want, what she would
like Paul to do for her.
Therese has to tell Paul what
she would like. MA
Men and women just think
differently.
part of it has to do with the
way men and women think. MA
families have low income.
And the family cannot afford
a number of food and clothing
items.
RA (Sup)
Strawberries are good for your
ticker, too.
Strawberries are the best
choice for Your breakfast
meal!
RA (Sup)
Family lives in overcrowded
housing.
there are 5 million people on
the waiting list for social hous-
ing.
TA (Sup)
No parent in the family is in
work.
we have a huge problem with
unemployment. TA (Sup)
What should they do in order
to look after their children?
they should do xxx in order to
look after their children. YA
Wife: ’I don’t think that
would uh I wouldn’t agree to
that!’
Wife wouldn’t agree to that. YA
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nodes would have been labeled as N . We eventually opted against creating
such a corpus, however, as there was no clear link between MA-nodes and
the N class. Reframing someone else’s statement may have a variety of
purposes, such as reinforcing someone’s statement; this may arguably make
the restatement a support of the original statement. It thus seemed like
somewhat of a leap to consider MA-nodes as neither attacks nor supports.
For both the Two- and the Five-class corpora the class distribution is
skewed heavily towards instances labeled as Sup, i.e. RA and TA, with
13, 015 instances belonging to these classes. To train unbiased classification
models we hence balanced the corpora, where we subsample from each class
to obtain an even split among class labels. This gave us a total of 2, 028
instances for the Two-class corpus and 2, 975 instances for the Five-class
corpus.
5.5.3. News articles corpus
To build a corpus of sentence pairs concerned with political news we have
used data dumps extracted from The Juicer, a web application developed by
the BBC News labs8. The Juicer provides a database of news articles from
various sources that are tagged for entities such as people, places, events
and other concepts. In addition to providing such metadata the Juicer also
allows users to filter articles based on keywords and categories. We have
used the filter and keyword search facilities to create a corpus comprised
only of sentence pairs that are concerned with the UK Independence Party
(UKIP). In the News articles corpus each pair is assigned to one of the
three classes Att, Sup,N . In a first phase we annotated a preliminary set of
sentence pairs constructed in the following manner: We extracted 84 single
sentence comments concerned with UKIP from the comments sections of
articles on the Guardian website9. We then selected 15 sentences from the
UKIP article data set and created 1, 260 (84 ∗ 15) sentence pairs where each
of the sentences taken from the Guardian website serves as a Parent node
to each of the sentences taken from the UKIP article data set. The strategy
to match sentences taken from news articles with arguments from comment
sections is based on the aim to try and model strategy (1) for sentence pair




such as the one below, in relation with full texts, such as news articles:
I think Farage makes a much better leader than any of the
other parties because he’s not a PR man like the current leaders
of the 3 main parties.
Since the amount of sentence pairs that fall into class N far outweighs the
pairs belonging to the first two classes, balancing the data set resulted in
an initial set of 363 annotated sentence pairs (121 sentence pairs from each
class). We created this initial corpus as an aide to developing first RbAM
solutions and to allow us to run the entire pipeline of extracting pairs and
classifying them based on a real model. Since this corpus is neither large
enough nor created in a principled manner (we did, for example, not test for
inter-annotator agreement), in the second phase we developed an annotation
scheme based on which we have obtained a larger corpus.
After initial attempts at crowd-sourcing the annotation of this larger cor-
pus, described below, we have opted to obtain the corpus annotations oﬄine,
after all. The instructions given to the annotators are shown in appendix
C. Following the instructions we gave three example sentence pairs, one for
each possible class in (Att, Sup,N). Additionally we clarified the task by
explaining the role of implicit information in text, as well as providing defi-
nitions for arguments, premises and conclusions. The corpus resulting from
the second run of oﬄine annotation is comprised of 2, 274 instances. The
split between classes in the corpus is as follows:
• Att = 413
• Sup = 456
• N = 1, 385
We selected a random subset of 200 instances to be labeled by three anno-
tators to test for inter-annotator agreement. We calculated agreement using
Fleiss’ kappa, which provides an agreement measure that takes the probabil-
ity of chance agreement into consideration. Agreement on the 200 instances
lay at κ = 0.4287 (Standard Error = 0.0705, 95% Confidence Interval =
0.2905 to 0.5670). Though the significance of kappa values varies from one
problem to the next, a popular rule of thumb, proposed by Landis and Koch
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[108] states that a kappa larger than 0.4 may be considered to signal mod-
erate agreement between annotators, where a kappa larger than 0.6 would
mean substantial agreement. We believe that, given that the annotation of
argument relations is a rather ambiguous task, agreement at this level is en-
couraging. Other complex tasks have yielded similar levels of agreement, as
shown for example in [187, 196]. Furthermore, the reported kappa is based
on just one iteration of annotations. With more resources we may have run
multiple iterations of annotation, revising the guidelines at each pass and
hopefully achieving higher agreement.
As with the AIFdb corpora we created two corpora, a Two-class (Att, Sup)
corpus and a Three-class (Att, Sup,N) corpus and balanced the class distri-
bution in each, retaining 413 instances per class, a total 826 for the Two-class
corpus and 1, 239 for the Three-class corpus. Example sentence pairs, taken
from the final corpus, are shown in table 5.6.
Crowdsourcing experiments
To build the News articles corpus we initially considered using one of the
Crowdsourcing platforms Crowdflower10 or Amazon Mechanical Turk11. We
decided against using Mechanical Turk early on because one needs a US-
based IP address in order to use it. To determine the viability of using
Crowdflower we conducted an annotation test run. This test run yielded
rather discouraging results, both in terms of inter-annotator agreement and
usefulness of feedback provided by the annotators. Accordingly, we opted to
run annotations oﬄine with a smaller group of annotators, in a more con-
trolled environment. The experiments on Crowdflower did, however, provide
some anecdotal insights towards understanding why the identification of ar-
guments may be a complicated task, even for humans. To illustrate these
we summarise the results of the initial experiment on Crowdflower below.
During the experiment each instance was labeled by three separate anno-
tators. Though the instructions were generally judged to be clear and the
participants considered the task to be complex, but achievable, we achieved
rather poor agreement between the annotators. Fleiss’ Kappa for 3 raters
lay at κ = 0.1532 (Standard Error = 0.0438, 95% Confidence Interval =




Table 5.6.: Example pairs from the News articles corpus
Parent Child Label
I think Farage makes a much
better leader than any of the
other parties, he’s full of en-
thusiasm and is not a PR man
like the current leaders of the
3 main parties.
I was delighted to cast my
vote for [UKIP leader] Nigel
Farage’s team in Sussex,
where I live, said Lynam.
Sup
UKIP do not bear scrutiny ei-
ther as a coherent policy offer
or a group of potential min-
isters , they are an insurgent
party of protest with one mes-
sage.
Mr Cameron dismissed
UKIP’s showing as a protest
by voters and promised to
stay true to his principles.
Sup
The sooner we are out of the
EU, the sooner we can start
making this country great
again.
Isolating Britain and damag-
ing Britain’s reputation is not
the right history to write, he
said.
Att
A forensic examination of
UKIP’s policies would nail
once and for all the Establish-
ment lie that they’re a bunch
of swivel-eyed racists.
Asked whether some UKIP
members were closet racists,
he added that the truth is
some UKIP members are.
Att
A forensic examination of
UKIP’s policies would nail
once and for all the Establish-
ment lie that they’re a bunch
of swivel-eyed racists.
The question now, for
Farage’s nervous rivals in the
big three parties, is what
next?
N
UKIP are a joke outfit full
of small-minded Neanderthals
who think the 1950s are the
future.
On Friday, Mr Farage ac-
cepted the Lib Dem leader’s




and support relations. Only 1 percent of instances were labeled as attacks
by all annotators while 5 percent were labeled as supports. We believe that
a variety of reasons may have played their part in yielding faulty annotations
and poor agreement between annotators.
First, instances often seemed to be labeled according to the sentiment of
the Child, rather than the relation between the sentences. This meant that
pairs were labeled as an attack when the Child appeared to be negative and
as a support when the Child seemed positive. The below examples illustrate
this:
Parent: UKIP are an independent party and have shown that
their appeal is broad, making big dents in staunchly Labour
voting areas as well as the recent bi-election successes.
Child: He was accused of sexism by fellow panelist Claire Ger-
ada, chairman of the Royal College of GPs.
This sentence pair was labeled as an attack, despite the two sentences
being clearly unrelated. It may be that the annotators conflated the nega-
tivity of the Child with its argumentative quality in relation to the Parent,
leading them to consider it to be an attack. In a similar example, the Child’s
positivity may have had the same effect:
Parent: The people and media that are criticising UKIP are
highlighting the genuine concerns about UKIP and their policies
towards immigrants.
Child: In Barnsley Central last month, UKIP came an impres-
sive second to Labour - on the back of a locally focused campaign,
which argued that money going to Europe should be spent on
the town instead.
This sentence was labeled as a support, again seemingly based on the
sentiment of the Child sentence. One may concoct a justification for labelling
this instance as an attack, saying that an impressive second place counteracts
the notion of concern about UKIP in the media. Alternatively one may judge
the Child to neither attack nor support the Parent. There is, however, hardly
a way to reasonably claim that the Child sentence supports the Parent.
Another issue that appeared to cause problems was the use of discourse
markers in the Child sentence, such as also or but. In many cases, sentence
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pairs that were unrelated were labeled as attack or support, seemingly be-
cause the Child sentence started with an apparent discourse marker. This is
arguably caused by the way we construct sentences, not generally preserv-
ing adjacency of sentences in their original context. In the future it may be
valuable to incorporate some sort of consideration of adjacency, for example
by preferring sentence pair candidates that appear in text right after one
another. For example, the below sentence pairs were labeled as support:
Parent: It is because of UKIP that we are finally discussing
the European question and immigration, and thank goodness for
that.
Child: It was also reported, by The Times, that UKIP MEP
Godfrey Bloom told, at the same event, he and party leader Nigel
Farage wanted an invitation to a bunga bunga party hosted by
former Italian prime minister Silvio Berlusconi.
Parent: It is because of UKIP that we are finally discussing the
European question and about immigration and thank goodness
for that.
Child: And we used to be the natural governing party of this
country when I joined it.
while the following sentence pair was labeled as an attack:
Parent: UKIP’s strong performance in traditional working-
class constituencies could see it snatch a number of Labour seats
at this year’s general election.
Child: But there are questions about how effective this strat-
egy will be, and there is still perhaps a large cultural gulf between
a typical UKIP member and a typical Lib Dem.
We also found some evidence that the use of colloquial language appeared
to cause issues. The below sentence pair was labeled as a support, though,
if considered to be related at all, the pair should arguably be labeled as
an attack. The description of UKIP as a local pub bore may have caused
confusion among non-native speakers attempting the task as to what the
sentiment of this term is.
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Parent: UKIP defied the odds again at last year’s European
elections, beating Labour into third place, much to the dismay
of those, on the left and right, who had written the party off as
a busted flush.
Child: UKIP are the political manifestation of the local pub
bore.
5.5.4. Other corpora
Throughout our work on argumentation mining we have worked with a range
of corpora, while also developing our own corpora. Below we provide a brief
description of two corpora we eventually opted not to use for our exper-
iments, that have nonetheless guided the developments presented in this
thesis. Other corpora recently developed to aid Argumentation Mining in-
clude, but are not limited to, [2, 103, 198].
Quaestio-it corpus
Quaestio-it [65], described in section 5.4, is an online debating platform
where users can create topics, ask questions, post answers, comment and
vote for good answers. It provides an interactive way of engaging in conver-
sation, regarding any question within the platform. In order to obtain the
relations between arguments within a debate, each user, when posting an ar-
gument, has to explicitly state the nature of the comment (i.e. attacking or
supporting argument). Accordingly, Quaestio-it provides us with data in the
exact format needed. Pairs of text, usually sentences, are linked via attack
and support relations, provided by the users of the platform. This obviates
any need for manual annotation on our side. From Quaestio-it we can thus
directly extract tuples of related Child and Parent sentences. Note that,
due to the nature of the platform, this corpus does not contain any sentence
pairs labeled as N . Each argument has a maximum length of 160 characters,
but its contents are otherwise unrestricted. This means that each Child or
Parent need not be proper sentence, but their structure generally resembles
some sort of sentence structure. The exception to this have been very short
posts, where, for example, users may have posted attacks by simply posting
No or Not true!. From the data retrieved from Quaestio-it we have hence
removed any tuple where either the Child or Parent are shorter than four
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Table 5.7.: Example pairs from the Quaestio-it corpus
Parent Child Label
nuclear energy is the most ef-
ficient once all potential haz-
ards are eliminated
zero co emissions and can now
be produced much safer than
previous generations
Sup
friends best comedy series ever
nothing comes close to that
friends is my favourite televi-
sion series it has a great sense
of humor and very entertain-
ing
Sup
samsung produces some great
tvs since they have fantastic
image quality and are full of
features
I have had some bad expe-
rience with the reliability of
samsung products
Att
marihuana is the worst
smelling thing in the world
legalising it would kill my
sense of smell
I do not like the smell of fish
that does not mean it should
be illegal
Att
words. Examples from the final corpus are shown in table 5.7. The reason
we decided not to use this corpus as part of our evaluations was its small
size of less than 200 instances.
Customer reviews
Apart from using third party corpora we have built a corpus of sentence
pairs, comprised of hotel reviews taken from TripAdvisor and reviews posted
on the UK presence of Amazon. Like the Quaestio-it corpus this corpus is
comprised of instances of two classes Att/Sup. To create the corpus we
extracted sentence pairs from reviews in the following manner:
• Crawl website for all reviews on a single product (Amazon only)
• Concatenate individual reviews into one larger text
• Create sentence pairs from sentences mentioning the same entities
• Extract resulting pairs together with metadata provided by reviews
(e.g. star rating of the review in which each sentence appears)
We did not have to crawl the web for TripAdvisor reviews since we used
an existing corpus of hotel reviews [224]. Once we had created sentence pairs
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Table 5.8.: Example pairs from the Customer reviews corpus
Category Parent Child Label
TripAdvisor
there were no restau-
rants or shops nearby,
and driving back to the
airport was also a bit of
a challenge.
the hotel is very close
to the airport, about 2
miles from university and
about 6 miles from the
car rental.
Att
the bed was hard as a
rock.
the bed was comfy and
there was a fridge and mi-
cro.
Att
the restaurant is fantastic
as well.
I ordered food from the
restaurant and it was
good.
Sup
the manager that we
spoke to was efficient,
helpful, and super con-
cerned with the quality of
our stay.
we particularly booked
here for the golf and
were not disappointed,
mr gaffney the manager
and the golfing support
staff were so professional
in all their roles.
Sup
Amazon
there were no restau-
rants or shops nearby,
and driving back to the
airport was also a bit of
a challenge.
the hotel is very close
to the airport, about 2
miles from university and
about 6 miles from the
car rental.
Att
the bed was hard as a
rock.
the bed was comfy and
there was a fridge and mi-
cro.
Att
the restaurant is fantastic
as well.
I ordered food from the
restaurant and it was
good.
Sup
the manager that we
spoke to was efficient,
helpful, and super con-
cerned with the quality of
our stay.
we particularly booked
here for the golf and
were not disappointed,
mr gaffney the manager
and the golfing support
staff were so professional
in all their roles.
Sup
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in the above manner we manually annotated each pair. Example sentence
pairs, taken from the final corpus, are shown in table 5.8.
5.6. Evaluation
To test the performance of RbAM and gain insights into its general feasibility
we have built a number of classification models for each corpus discussed in
sections 5.5.1 to 5.5.3. Below we describe the results of training models
using the classifiers described in appendix D:
1. Random Forest (see appendix D.1)
2. Support Vector Machines (see appendix D.2)
3. Naïve Bayes (see appendix D.3)
We have experimented with both modes of representation described in
section 5.3. We exemplify this in section 5.6.3, but otherwise focus on re-
porting results obtained using the bag-of-words representation. We have
chosen to focus on this representation as it is considerably simpler in terms
of preprocessing and computation needed to represent instances numerically,
and choosing the more complex representation actually produced marginally
inferior results. For each corpus we choose the most successful classification
models yielded by the below evaluation to serve as our baselines in devel-
oping CleAr for RbAM, which we describe in chapter 6. Again, we report
the confusion matrices for each classifier, as well as the standard measures,
accuracy, precision, recall and F1 scores.
5.6.1. Internet Argument Corpus
Table 5.9 shows the classification performance of classifiers trained on the
IAC. Random Forests yield the best performance, with an F1 score of 0.676.
This is, however, not significantly higher than the F1 score achieved by the
Naïve Bayes classifiers, which lies at 0.675. Table 5.10 shows the confusion
matrices for each classifier. All three classifiers exhibit similar distributions,
with no apparent bias towards either of the two classes.
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Table 5.9.: Classification performance for the IAC, obtained using ten-fold
cross-validation. The highest F1 score is shown in bold.
Classifier Accuracy Precision Recall F1
Random Forest 0.676 0.676 0.676 0.676
Support Vector Machine 0.583 0.583 0.583 0.583
Naïve Bayes classifiers 0.675 0.675 0.675 0.675
Table 5.10.: Confusion matrices for classification of the IAC
Classified as
Att Sup




True label Att 187 131Sup 134 184
(b) Support Vector Machines
Classified as
Att Sup
True label Att 217 101Sup 106 212
(c) Naïve Bayes classifiers
5.6.2. AIFdb
For AIFdb we report results on the two versions described in section 5.5.2.
Results for the Two-class corpus are shown in tables 5.11 and 5.12, while
tables 5.13 and 5.14 show results for the Five-class corpus. For the Two-class
corpus it is again Random Forests that achieve the highest performance, with
an F1 score of 0.868, while for the Five-class corpus Support Vector Machines
produce the best performing classifier, with an F1 score of 0.642. For the
Two-class corpus both the Random Forest and the Support Vector Machines
appear to exhibit a slight bias towards classifying instances as attacks, while
for the Naïve Bayes classifiers the opposite seems to be the case.
It appears that the MA class in the Five-class corpus is the one most
reliably identified. This seems reasonable, as this class is comprised of sen-
tence pairs where the Parent reframes the Child, as illustrated in table 5.5.
These pairs are thus generally comprised of a Parent and Child that are
both semantically and syntactically very similar. Perhaps surprisingly, this
does not quite hold true for the Y A class in the Five-class corpus, which
addresses connections explaining illocutionary force, despite most sentence
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Table 5.11.: Classification performance for the Two-class AIFdb corpus, ob-
tained using ten-fold cross-validation. The highest F1 score is
shown in bold.
Classifier Accuracy Precision Recall F1
Random Forest 0.836 0.836 0.836 0.836
Support Vector Machine 0.762 0.766 0.762 0.764
Naïve Bayes classifiers 0.669 0.676 0.669 0.673
pairs in this class being comprised of two similar sentences, as well.








True label Att 835 179Sup 304 710
(b) Support Vector Machines
Classified as
Att Sup
True label Att 781 233Sup 438 576
(c) Naïve Bayes classifiers
Table 5.13.: Classification performance for the Five-class AIFdb corpus, ob-
tained using ten-fold cross-validation. The highest F1 score is
shown in bold.
Classifier Accuracy Precision Recall F1
Random Forest 0.645 0.645 0.645 0.642
Support Vector Machine 0.668 0.666 0.668 0.665
Naïve Bayes classifiers 0.596 0.619 0.596 0.588
5.6.3. News articles corpus
Finally, we report the results on building classifiers for the News articles
corpora. Again we show them in order of class count, starting with the
Two-class corpus, followed by the Three-class corpus. Table 5.15 shows the
classification performance for the Two-class corpus and table 5.17 provides
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Table 5.14.: Confusion matrices for classification of the Five-class AIFdb
corpus
Classified as
CA MA RA TA YA
True label
CA 365 33 100 39 58
MA 15 537 10 14 19
RA 67 24 319 61 124
TA 46 29 84 309 127
YA 39 32 60 78 388
(a) Random Forest
Classified as
CA MA RA TA YA
True label
CA 394 54 101 21 25
MA 27 536 11 9 12
RA 149 49 319 38 40
TA 43 30 52 388 82
YA 51 39 63 91 351
(b) Support Vector Machines
Classified as
CA MA RA TA YA
True label
CA 272 102 83 120 18
MA 60 460 26 48 1
RA 88 68 279 116 44
TA 23 42 30 487 13
YA 29 46 53 193 274
(c) Naïve Bayes classifiers
Table 5.15.: Classification performance for the Two-class News articles cor-
pus, obtained using ten-fold cross-validation. The highest F1
score is shown in bold.
Classifier Accuracy Precision Recall F1
Random Forest 0.695 0.695 0.695 0.695
Support Vector Machine 0.691 0.692 0.691 0.691
Naïve Bayes classifiers 0.663 0.663 0.663 0.663
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Table 5.16.: Classification performance for the Two-class News articles cor-
pus when representing instances with features instead of a bag-
of-words, obtained using ten-fold cross-validation. The highest
F1 score is shown in bold.
Classifier Accuracy Precision Recall F1
Random Forest 0.684 0.684 0.684 0.684
Support Vector Machine 0.57 0.57 0.57 0.57
Naïve Bayes classifiers 0.561 0.562 0.562 0.562
the confusion matrices for each classifier. The same is shown for the Three-
class corpus in tables 5.18 and 5.19, respectively. To illustrate why we have
decided to represent instances with a bag-of-words, rather than with the set
of features described in section 5.3, in table 5.16 we show the results of train-
ing classifiers for the Two-class corpus where instances are represented by
the features summarised in table 5.1. Note that all three classifiers perform
poorer than they do when we represent instances with a bag-of-words, as
shown in table 5.16. This is the case not just for the results shown for this
particular corpus; rather, for all corpora the feature-based representation
of instances yields performance that is either on-par with or inferior to the
bag-of-words representation. This may point to us having chosen features
that do not represent the true class distribution amongst the corpora. How-
ever, we construct our argument base, which we use to instantiate CleAr
for RbAM (see chapter 6), upon these very features and, in the form of
arguments, they do help us improve classification, as we show in chapter 6.
For the Two-class corpus, Random Forests again yield the highest perfor-
mance, with an F1 score of 0.695. For the Three-class corpus, on the other
hand, Support Vector Machines yield the best results, with an F1 score of
0.608, while the Naïve Bayes classifier produces the poorest performance
with F1 = 0.583. It appears that distinguishing Attacks from Supports is
more challenging than distinguishing between the presence or absence of an
argumentative relations. Indeed, with the exception of Random Forests, all
classifiers commit the largest amount of misclassifications between Attack
and Supports.
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True label Att 295 118Sup 137 276
(b) Support Vector Machines
Classified as
Att Sup
True label Att 272 141Sup 137 276
(c) Naïve Bayes classifiers
Table 5.18.: Classification performance for the Three-class News articles
corpus, obtained using ten-fold cross-validation. The highest
F1 score is shown in bold.
Classifier Accuracy Precision Recall F1
Random Forest 0.588 0.591 0.588 0.589
Support Vector Machine 0.605 0.609 0.605 0.607
Naïve Bayes classifiers 0.584 0.583 0.584 0.583





Att 206 92 115
Sup 85 217 111





Att 268 89 56
Sup 127 220 66
N 89 63 261




Att 220 113 80
Sup 104 229 80
N 68 70 275
(c) Naïve Bayes classifiers
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5.7. Related work
There have been two basic interpretations of how systems may support,
or indeed automate, the task of argumentation mining. One is found in
programs that support the manual construction of arguments and AFs by
human experts. The largest group of applications that fall in this category
are debating websites such as Debatepedia12 or Quaestio-it, described in
section 5.4. Beyond such websites, Wyner and colleagues [193, 238, 239]
have built annotation interfaces, e.g. based on the GATE framework [53],
highlighting various syntactical and lexical features in text that help identify
its argumentative parts more easily. The actual argumentation framework
is then constructed by a human expert who is guided through the text’s
content by the annotations. Another support tool, Araucaria [177], was
designed as an interface that lets its users create diagrams of arguments,
which are then stored in the Argument Markup Language (AML). While
our focus has been the automatic identification of arguments, as discussed
below, we have used data that such systems have proposed to build solutions.
For example, as discussed in section 5.5.2, we have used argument maps
produced through Araucaria to build classification models. There is thus an
important link between semi-automatic systems such as the ones described
and fully autonomous solutions, such as we have developed.
The second stream of research is concerned with the automatic identi-
fication of arguments and relations in text, which has been our focus, as
well. Much work here has focused on the identification of individual argu-
ments in text, e.g. [24, 163], as opposed to considering relations the way we
have. AraucariaDB [177], which constitutes a significant chunk of AIFdb de-
scribed in section 5.5.2, has been a popular target for argumentative analysis.
Rooney and colleagues [185] train Support Vector Machines on Araucari-
aDB, based on words, word lemmata and part-of-speech tags. Another de-
velopment on AraucariaDB is presented by Moens and colleagues [142], who
focus on identifying argumentative sentences using multinomial Naïve Bayes
classifiers. For each sentence, eleven features are extracted upon which the
classifier is trained. Among those features we find key words, punctuation,
verb and adverb occurrences, etc., a similar collection of features to the
one we have used. Palau and colleagues [157] compare the performance of
12debatepedia.idebate.org/
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Maximum Entropy models for the classification of text as argumentative
or non-argumentative with Support Vector Machines and Naïve Bayes clas-
sifiers, noting that for the investigated setting Maximum Entropy models
and Naïve Bayes classifiers outperform Support Vector Machines. In com-
parison, in our experiments we have found that Support Vector Machines
outperform Naïve Bayes classifiers on all corpora. We believe that much
work on identifying individual arguments is complimentary to our work on
identifying argumentative relations. While we propose that the focus on in-
dividual arguments may entail certain problems, as discussed in section 3.1,
it may help us preselect argument candidates where necessary (i.e. when
working with large texts). In similar spirit to our work, Lawrence and Reed
[111] combine more than one approach to identifying arguments to improve
overall performance. In particular, they use discourse indicators, topical
similarity and argumentation scheme structures in text in unison to identify
argumentative structures in text based on AIFdb.
Some research has also addressed the challenges of trying to identify rela-
tions between arguments [105, 163], as well as within arguments, such as the
detection of evidence supporting claims [183]. Boltuzic and Šnajder [23] use
Textual Entailment (TE) [54] to identify support relations between posts in
discussion fora. Similarly, Cabrio and Villata [32] use TE to extract argu-
ments and their relations from debates, Depatepedia13, in particular. Based
on the extractions provided by TE they then apply abstract argumentation
to determine sets of acceptable arguments prevalent in an online discussion.
In our work we have decided not to use TE as a proxy for argumentative re-
lations, as initial experiments we conducted yielded rather poor performance
in trying to classify sentence pairs. One reason for this is the complexity
of the TE task, itself; existing TE parsers tend to produce F1 scores in the
mid-sixties, as, for example, in [125]. When applied to argumentation min-
ing we expect this performance to be lower, still, as TE relations do not
perfectly translate to argumentative relations. Apart from the performance
we achieve on the Three-class news articles corpus, this would mean lower
performance than what we have achieved. Indeed, the highest (macro)-F1
score reported in [23] is 0.511.
In addition to their work with conventional supervised classifiers, Palau
and colleagues [136, 137] also offer an alternative route to training classifiers
13http://www.debatepedia.org
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Table 5.20.: Summary of best performing RbAM classifiers to be used as
baselines in chapter 6
Corpus Classifier Class labels
IAC Random Forest Att,Sup
Two-class AIFdb corpus Random Forest Att,Sup
Five-class AIFdb corpus SVM CA,MA,RA,TA,YA
Two-class News articles corpus Random Forest Att,Sup
Three-class News articles corpus SVM Att,Sup,N
to find arguments. They instead build a Context free grammar (CFG) to
represent argumentative structures in case law texts. As a base for their
developments they use a corpus of cases from the European Court of Hu-
man Rights (ECHR)14. Similarly, Amgoud and colleagues [3] define a logical
language with which to represent arguments that have been extracted from
natural language text. For our own work such knowledge-heavy approaches
may provide resources upon which to extend our argument base (see chap-
ter 6) and thus incorporate the insights gained by such developments with
other, data-driven argumentation mining solutions.
More application domains for argumentation mining have included other
legal texts, e.g. [95, 137], biomedical texts, e.g. [66, 82, 83, 94], persuasive
essays, e.g. [152, 153, 201, 203, 205], and social media [81, 155, 191]. Despite
these, and other, developments, only few attempts, such as [204], appear to
have been made at fully automating the process of building AFs from text.
For more in-depth surveys of the field refer, for example, to [117, 119, 136,
157, 166, 221].
5.8. Summary & Discussion
In this chapter we have introduced RbAM, a relation-based interpretation of
argumentation mining, where we identify argumentative relations between
sentences, rather than considering individual text spans. We believe that this
circumvents a number of issues caused by classifying sentences, such as the
impact of context on a sentence’s argumentativeness. We have considered
multiple ways of constructing and representing sentence pairs. To build
useful classifiers we have used both existing corpora and have developed a
14http://www.echr.coe.int/Pages/home.aspx?p=caselaw/analysis&c=
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novel corpus from scratch. This has allowed us to test RbAM on a variety
of types of text. To the best of our knowledge this is the first attempt to
identify arguments by considering pairs of sentences as single instances.
RbAM offers a novel way of approaching argumentation mining, placing
argumentative relations at the centre of analysis. We provide a first step
towards building a fully fledged argumentation mining solution that not only
identifies arguments, but, crucially, the relations between arguments. RbAM
may prove to be successful on its own, but we believe that combining it with
conventional argumentation mining approaches holds promise, as well. We
describe how such consolidation with other argumentation mining solutions
may be brought about in section 7.1.3. We use the best performing classifiers
identified in section 5.6 as our baselines for developing an instantiation of
CleAr for RbAM, described in detail in the following chapter. The classifiers
we choose, based on the achieved F1 scores, are shown in table 5.20.
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6. CleAr for Relation-based
Argumentation Mining
As with polarity classification we have developed an instantiation of CleAr,
as described in chapter 3, for RbAM. Again, our focus was to build a variety
of classification models and an informative argument base that helps us
improve upon the baseline provided by the classifiers. We describe each
step of CleAr, as instantiated to perform RbAM, in sections 6.1 to 6.4.
To evaluate the impact the application of CleAr has on RbAM we use the
baselines established in chapter 5 and attempt to improve upon them. We
describe the evaluation and its results in section 6.5. We conclude with a
summary of this chapter’s contribution in section 6.6.
6.1. Step (1): Instance classification
The first step amounts to classifying a given instance I, using a model trained
on one of the corpora described in section 5.5, where an instance is a sentence
pair such as pair pc below:
Parent : With her cautious attitude Mrs. M. will struggle as
party leader!
Child : And we can all agree that her reserved character will
not please voters, either!
In the evaluation described in section 6.5 we use a binary bag-of-words
(BOW) [189] representation, instead of the more complex, feature-based,
representation, described in section 5.3. Indeed, we established as part of
our evaluation of classification models in section 5.6 that the simpler bag-of-
words representation actually outperforms the more complex feature-based




Figure 6.1.: Tree view of output of step (1) for RbAM for example pair pc
A = {Att, Sup,N}
while for Two-class RbAM A = {Att, Sup}. To illustrate, say that we
have used a Support Vector Machine from section 5.6.3, trained on the News
articles corpus, whose F1 score is 0.607 to label the above example, pc, and
it has returned the class label Sup. The result of Step (1) for this situation,
viewed as a tree, is shown in figure 6.1, where the scores have been calculated
as described in section 3.2.1.
6.2. Step (2): Argument identification
Once we have classified I we identify arguments and relations that are ap-
plicable to the instance in question, as described in section 3.2.2. We have
built an argument base ABRbAM that currently consists of 171 arguments
and contains arguments from 5 categories:
1. Keyword (73 arguments)
2. First word (10 arguments)
3. Sentiment (3 arguments)
4. Similarity (12 arguments)
5. Negation (73 arguments)
We show examples from each category in table 6.1, the full list can be
found in appendix A. Here, I ∈ Att/Sup stands for instance I belonging to
Att/Sup. Arguments may support or attack either the class labels Att, Sup
or other arguments from ABRbAM . When arguments support/attack other
arguments they do so by supporting/attacking the other arguments’ premise.
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Note that at present there are no arguments in ABRbAM attacking or sup-



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 6.2.: Tree view of output of step (2) for RbAM for example pair pc
Arguments from the Keyword category are concerned with words appear-
ing in either the Parent or the Child that are indicative of discourse, i.e.
discourse markers. We use the discourse connectives proposed as part of
the PDTB [172]. Additionally we check whether certain discourse mark-
ers are the first word of the Child sentence, further supporting the notion
of a relation being present. This is reflected by the FirstWord category,
whose applicable arguments support the relevant Keyword argument. Con-
sider again our example sentence pair, where the keyword And appears as
the first word in the Child. This renders two arguments applicable, namely
κand(I) and φand(I), illustrated as a tree view in figure 6.2.
For the Sentiment category we use the Stanford CoreNLP sentiment li-
brary [199] to classify the individual sentiment of the Child and the Parent.
We have found that the sentiment of the Child is a good indicator of the
argumentative relation to another sentence, if one is present, which may be
mediated by the Parent’s sentiment. The Similarity category contains var-
ious arguments reflecting different types of relatedness between the Parent
an the Child. The degree of similarity is measured using Wu and Palmer’s
wordNet similarity measure [237] and we argue for or against relatedness
depending on whether this similarity is above or below a threshold of 0.1,
respectively. We have determined this threshold empirically by determining
the average relatedness measure for a held out collection of sentence pairs,
split by class. Whenever the similarity surpasses the determined threshold
arguments apply that support both the labels Att and Sup, indicating that











Figure 6.3.: Tree view of output of step (3) for RbAM for example pair pc
other hand, arguments that attack the same class labels apply. We further
argue about where the similarity between Parent and Child stem from, e.g.
from stop words or non-stop words. Whenever the majority of words that
contribute to a high degree of relatedness are stop words an argument applies
that attacks the similarity arguments. θ3(I) in table 6.1 attacks both θ1(I)
and θ2(I) whenever applicable. Finally we have arguments dealing with
negation, νKeyword(I) in table 6.1, analogous to those used for sentiment
analysis.
6.3. Step (3): Answer strength calculation
In the third step of CleAr we determine the strength of each possible class
label by including the applicable arguments identified in step (2), as de-
scribed in section 3.2.3. As with our experiments for polarity classification,
described in section 4.3, we compare two ways of calculating answer strength
for RbAM, as well. Again, on the one hand we use ESAA semantics, while,
on the other hand we use DF-QuAD semantics, described in section 2.1.2.
We compare results of using the different schemes as part of our evaluation
in section 6.5. The output of step (3) for our running example is shown in
figure 6.3, where the dialectical strength has been calculated for all nodes
by applying the ESAA semantics. Since Sup(pc) is the only node in the
tree that has other nodes pointing towards it, it is also the only node whose
dialectical strength is different from its initial score.
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6.4. Step (4): Final classification decision
The classifier needs to make a choice based on the final scores of the labels
that we have calculated in step (3). For example, we can determine the
maximum of the scores
SSup(I), SAtt(I), SN(I).
Whichever score is the highest determines the final class label. For our
example, we would thus choose Sup(pc). As before, if two or more of the
scores are the same we revert to the class label originally chosen in step (1).
6.5. Evaluation
To evaluate the performance of applying CleAr to RbAM we chose the best
performing classifiers identified in section 5.6 for each corpus described in
section 5.5 and tried to improve upon their performance. All classifiers were
trained using the Weka toolbox [75, 87]. We did not use the 5-class AIFdb
corpus in this context as this corpus’ class labels do not align with ABRbAM ,
which argues about instance labels (Att, Sup). We chose the classifiers based
on F1 scores, resulting in the following combinations of corpora and classi-
fiers:
• Internet Argument Corpus & Random Forest
• Two-class AIFdb corpus & Random Forest
• Two-class News articles corpus & Random Forest
• Three-class News articles corpus & Support Vector Machines
We compare the performance of using classifiers, only, with that of using
CleAr, applying either ESAA or DF-QuAD for class label and argument
strength calculation. We conduct a total of 12 experiments, 4 (corpora)
×1 (model per corpus) ×3 (baseline vs. two argumentation semantics with
CleAr).
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Table 6.2.: Classification performance for the IAC, comparing the Random
Forest baseline from section 5.6 with results of applying CleAr.
The highest F1 score is shown in bold.
Classifier Accuracy Precision Recall F1
RF baseline 0.675 0.675 0.675 0.675
RF baseline & ESAA 0.675 0.675 0.675 0.675
RF baseline & DF-QuAD 0.692 0.692 0.692 0.692
6.5.1. Internet Argument corpus
For the first run of experiments we took the best performing model trained
on the IAC, Random Forest, and used this model as part of CleAr. The
aim was then to identify whether, by using ESAA or DF-QuAD, we may
improve upon the baseline provided by the Random Forest. Table 6.2 shows
the baseline classification performance in comparison to the two applications
of CleAr. We found that applying CleAr with ESAA yielded no improve-
ments on the baseline. Using DF-QuAD, on the other hand, gave us an
improvement on the baseline F1 score of 1.7 points. The confusion matrices
in table 6.3 show that the improvements are similarly spread across the two
classes, with six more Attacks and five more Supports classified correctly.
Table 6.3.: Confusion matrices for classification of the IAC, comparing the








True label Att 213 105Sup 102 216
(b) RF baseline & ESAA
Classified as
Att Sup
True label Att 219 99Sup 97 221
(c) RF baseline & DF-QuAD
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Table 6.4.: Classification performance for the Two-class AIFdb corpus, com-
paring the Random Forest baseline from section 5.6 with results
of applying CleAr. The highest F1 score is shown in bold.
Classifier Accuracy Precision Recall F1
RF baseline 0.836 0.836 0.836 0.836
RF baseline & ESAA 0.836 0.836 0.836 0.836
RF baseline & DF-QuAD 0.843 0.843 0.844 0.843
6.5.2. AIFdb corpus
For the application of CleAr to the AIFdb corpora we limited ourselves to
the two-class version. This is due to the fact that our argument base is
concerned with determining attack and support relations, whereas in the
5-class AIFdb corpus instances are labeled according to the RST node types
connecting the I-nodes. Table 6.4 shows the results of applying CleAr in
comparison to the baseline. Again, applying CleAr with ESAA produced
no performance improvement. Applying CleAr with DF-QuAD did yield
an improvement in F1 score by 0.6 points. Table 6.5 shows the confusion
matrices for all three runs. Here we see that the only improvement made is
by bettering the classification of Supports, while the classification of Attacks
has actually worsened, though only by a single instance.
Table 6.5.: Confusion matrices for classification of the Two-class AIFdb cor-
pus, comparing the Random Forest baseline from section 5.6 with
results of applying CleAr
Classified as
Att Sup




True label Att 843 171Sup 161 853
(b) RF baseline & ESAA
Classified as
Att Sup
True label Att 844 170Sup 148 866
(c) RF baseline & DF-QuAD
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Table 6.6.: Classification performance for the Two-class News articles cor-
pus, comparing the Random Forest baseline from section 5.6 with
results of applying CleAr. The highest F1 score is shown in bold.
Classifier Accuracy Precision Recall F1
RF baseline 0.695 0.695 0.695 0.695
RF baseline & ESAA 0.695 0.695 0.695 0.695
RF baseline & DF-QuAD 0.717 0.717 0.717 0.717
6.5.3. News articles corpus
For the final run of experiments we compared the baseline from section
5.6.3, obtained from training Random Forests and Support Vector Machines
on the Two- and Three-class News articles corpora, respectively, described
in section 5.5.3. Tables 6.6 and 6.7 show the results for the Two-class corpus,
while tables 6.8 and 6.9 show the results for the Three-class corpus. Again,
in both cases, applying CleAr with ESAA had no impact on classification,
while applying it using DF-QuAD yielded an improvement in both cases. For
the Two-class corpus the F1 score was improved by 2.2 points, for the Three-
class corpus we achieved an improvement of 1.4 points. For both corpora
we saw the largest improvement in the Att class, while for the Three-class
corpus there is no improvement for the N class. This was to be expected,
as we currently do not use any arguments that apply to N .
Table 6.7.: Confusion matrices for classification of the Two-class News ar-
ticles corpus, comparing the Support Vector Machine baseline
from section 5.6 with results of applying CleAr
Classified as
Att Sup




True label Att 281 131Sup 121 293
(b) RF baseline & ESAA
Classified as
Att Sup
True label Att 298 114Sup 120 294
(c) RF baseline & DF-QuAD
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Table 6.8.: Classification performance for the Three-class News articles cor-
pus, comparing the Support Vector Machine baseline from section
5.6 with results of applying CleAr. The highest F1 score is shown
in bold.
Classifier Accuracy Precision Recall F1
SVM baseline 0.605 0.609 0.605 0.607
SVM baseline & ESAA 0.605 0.609 0.605 0.607
SVM baseline & DF-QuAD 0.618 0.624 0.618 0.621
Table 6.9.: Confusion matrices for classification of the Three-class News
articles corpus, comparing the Support Vector Machine baseline




Att 268 89 56
Sup 127 220 66





Att 268 89 56
Sup 127 220 66
N 89 63 261




Att 279 88 46
Sup 124 226 63
N 86 66 261
(c) SVM baseline & DF-QuAD
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Table 6.10.: Summary of best performing combinations of corpora, classi-
fiers and argumentation semantics, according to F1 scores
Corpus Classifier Semantics F1
IAC RF DF-QuAD 0.692
Two-class AIFdb RF DF-QuAD 0.831
Two-class News articles corpus RF DF-QuAD 0.717
Three-class News articles corpus SVM DF-QuAD 0.621
6.5.4. Evaluation Discussion
To evaluate the application of CleAr to RbAM we have conducted experi-
ments on four of the corpora described in section 5.5. For each of the corpora
we have compared the baseline established in chapter 5 to the application of
CleAr using either ESAA or DF-QuAD semantics. Figure 6.4 and table 6.10
show an overview of the results, where we compare F1 scores of each combi-
nation of corpora and argumentation semantics. Note that the application
of ESAA produces the exact same results as the baseline, while the applica-
tion of DF-QuAD yields improvements across the board. It appears that the
difference in impact of the two different frameworks stems from the way ar-
guments affect comparatively low and high values of the answers/arguments
they attack/support. In ESAA the same argument will have a larger impact
on a high-scoring argument than it will on a low-scoring argument. Say we
have three arguments, α, β, γ, where
(α, β) ∈ Support
(α, γ) ∈ Support
so that α supports both β and γ and say their initial scores are S0α = 0.3,
S0β = 0.6 and S
0
γ = 0.2. In this case we would get Sβ = 0.78 and Sγ = 0.26,
a change of 0.18 and 0.06, respectively. Note that the change in score is
higher for Sβ , which had a relatively high score to begin with. This means
that, unless a fairly large number of arguments were applicable to one of
the alternative arguments, any increase in the score of the label suggested
by the classifier will render it more or less out of reach of the other possible
class label, whose S0 is considerably lower. Analogously, for class labels not
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chosen by the classifier to overtake the scores of the chosen class label, we
need to identify a considerable amount of arguments. When we compare
this result to those obtained as part of our sentiment analysis evaluation, we
see the impact that the size of the argument base appears to have. For the
polarity classification problem we have used a considerably larger argument
base, and, on average, we thus identify more applicable arguments for each
instance. This means that the application of ESAA ought to have a larger























Figure 6.4.: Summary of evaluation results of applying CleAR to RbAM,
where we compare the F1 score of the baseline with the appli-
cation of CleAr using ESAA or DF-QuAD for each corpus
With the application of CleAr with DF-QuAD we improve on all four
baselines. We do not, however, achieve statistically significant differences
(p = 0.6861). Note, however, that the statistical power of the significance
tests is low, due to the small number of experiments we compare. Yeh [242]
also points out that standard tests for statistical significance often under-
1p is calculated using a paired-sample t-test, see www.mathworks.com/help/stats/ttest.
html for details
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estimate the significance of differences in classification for natural language
problems. We believe that more tests are needed to confirm or disprove
the results provided here, but we see it as an encouraging sign that, using
DF-QuAD semantics, we do obtain improvements on all four corpora.
6.6. Summary & Discussion
In this chapter we have presented our instantiation of CleAr for RbAM.
We have built an argument base that is comprised of a combination of five
different types of arguments, with a total of 171 arguments. We have for-
malised arguments based on both individual qualities of sentences, such as
sentiment, and qualities two sentences exhibit in relation to each other, such
as similarity measures. With this argument base we were able to improve
upon the performance of the best classifiers, as chosen in chapter 5, for all
four corpora tested in this chapter. Though these improvements were not
statistically significant we do believe the outcome to be encouraging, in so
far as having consistently made small improvements across very disparate
corpora, on a linguistically challenging problem.
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7. Future work & Conclusion
In this thesis we have described our work at the intersection of argumenta-
tion and supervised learning to help us in solving computational linguistics
challenges. Specifically, in chapter 3 we have introduced Classification en-
hanced with Argumentation (CleAr), a novel classification methodology that
integrates knowledge in the form of arguments with supervised learning for
computational linguistics. With CleAr we classify instances using super-
vised classifiers and subsequently argue about the validity of the class label
proposed. For this we use quantitative argumentation semantics, specifically
ESAA [65] and DF-QuAD [175]. Whenever we identify sufficient arguments,
either arguing against the proposed class label or for another, we overturn
the classifier’s decision and follow what the arguments propose, instead. We
have developed two instantiations of CleAr to address specific computational
linguistics tasks:
1. Cross-domain sentiment polarity classification
2. Relation-based Argumentation Mining (RbAM)
RbAM is a novel approach to argumentation mining that capitalises on
argumentative relations between sentences. While for sentiment polarity
classification we have mostly used existing resources, i.e. corpora used to
train classifiers, we have expended considerable effort towards developing re-
sources for performing RbAM. This has included the construction of a tailor-
made corpus of annotated sentence pairs. For both tasks we have conducted
extensive evaluations, described in sections 4.3 and 5.6/6.5, respectively,
showing that the application of CleAr improves classification throughout.
Throughout the remainder of chapter we describe challenges we have en-
countered throughout our work, but that remain to be addressed in detail,
and we conclude the thesis with a brief reflection on our main contributions.
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7.1. Future work
Many avenues at the intersection of argumentation and computational lin-
guistics remain to be explored and to conclude the thesis we highlight some
challenges that we believe to be particularly relevant. We distinguish be-
tween general challenges in section 7.1.1 and those specific to the two fields
we have worked on, sentiment analysis in section 7.1.2 and argumentation
mining in section 7.1.3. Additionally, in section 7.1.4 we discuss how sen-
timent analysis and argumentation mining challenges both overlap and di-
verge, and how we may capitalise on their commonalities.
7.1.1. General challenges
While certain challenges we face apply only to one of the tasks we have ad-
dressed in this thesis, others apply to any instantiation of CleAr. One we
have only marginally addressed both for argumentation mining and senti-
ment polarity classification is the assignment of base scores to arguments.
The choice of base scores is important because through them we determine an
argument’s impact on others, as well as its initial, non-dialectical strength.
In table 4.1 we have shown example arguments, each of which is assigned
a base score. We have noted that, at this juncture, we only create rough
groups of arguments, e.g. by grouping arguments of the same type. Within
each group all arguments are then assigned the same score, whose value we
have determined empirically. By changing the scores for all arguments in
a group we can change the overall impact this group has on reconsidering
the class label suggested by the classifier. When we increase the argument
scores we need fewer arguments to overturn a suggested class label; when we
decrease the scores we need to find more applicable arguments, instead. It
may, however, be useful to assign different scores to smaller groups of argu-
ments, or indeed individual ones. This would allow us to tailor the impact
an argument has to how reliably its conclusion holds. Recall the example
argument from section 4.1.2:
κhate(I) : hate occurs in I ⇒ I ∈ Neg
If, for instance, we found that instances containing the word hate are
almost exclusively negative, while those containing other keywords are not
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as reliably classified, we may want to increase the score of this argument,
and others that are similarly reliable, but leave the score of other arguments
unchanged. To develop a more tailored way of assigning scores to arguments
we will need to identify ways of identifying the desired impact of arguments
that go beyond cumbersome empirical approaches.
Secondly, we believe it will be interesting to identify new application areas
for CleAr. We have defined our methodology in chapter 3 in such a way that
it may be applied to any supervised learning problem, using any combina-
tion of (supervised) classifiers and (quantitative) argumentation semantics.
This means that we need not limit ourselves to applying CleAr to the tasks
presented in this thesis. We believe that the ability to flexibly combine
various sources of knowledge and to equip oneself with justificatory powers
over classification outcomes may prove beneficial to many other classifica-
tion problems, as well. Villena and colleagues [222], for example, combine
rule bases and supervised classifiers to perform text categorization. To ap-
ply CleAr to this problem we would need to translate the rule base into an
argument base, akin to the process we describe in section 3.1. Uzunu and
colleagues [218], on the other hand, compare two approaches to assertion
classification in patient medical records, one rule-based and the other using
machine learning. In assertion classification one attempts to determine from
text whether a certain (medical) problem is present or absent (in a patient),
or whether it is uncertain. In situations such as this, where both rule-based
and machine learning classifiers are used to address the same problem, CleAr
may offer ways of consolidating the different approaches, where we translate
the rules into arguments and subsequently chain the different approaches
into a single solution. Additionally, with CleAr we can express and resolve
conflicts between arguments, as they are naturally integrated through attack
relations.
Apart from applying CleAr to novel problems we may also investigate
ways of making CleAr more successful at solving the problems we have de-
scribed in this thesis. We have seen in section 6.5 that, while DF-QuAD
does help us to improve results, the way ESAA calculates the dialectical
strength of arguments appeared to nullify any possible impact of arguments
on the answers/arguments they attack or support. Other, qualitative se-
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mantics, such as those described in section 2.1.3, e.g. [58, 139], may prove
to incorporate arguments more successfully in the context of CleAr.
There are also a number of avenues which we may explore to identify
new arguments to help us with classification. For example, the rhetorical
structure of text [127], which we have used to help us with polarity classifi-
cation in chapter 4, may prove conducive towards identifying argumentative
structures, as well. RST not only categorises texts as nuclei or satellites, it
also defines a set of relations that hold between text spans, such as those
shown in figure ??. Should we be able to determine that two sentences
stand in a contrast relation, for example, this may point towards them be-
ing in an attacking relation rather than in a supporting one. Motivation
and Enablement relations, on the other hand, may point towards the pres-
ence of a support relation. Peldszus and Stede [166] provide an outline of
how we may interpret argumentation mining as the task of representing text
through rhetorical structure. If we were able to distinguish between argu-
mentative and non-argumentative rhetorical relations, we may be able to
exploit available RST parsers, such as [71, 90], to label sentences as attack-
ing or supporting others. Indeed Azar [10] proposes such a categorisation,
where he considers five of the defined RST relations to be argumentative,
and the grammar developed by Mochales and colleagues [136] to represent
argumentative structures is at least inspired by RST, as well.
At the same time the use of nucleus and satellite labelings does not seem
to translate as neatly to our understanding of argumentation mining as
rhetorical relations might. The distinction of nuclei and satellites occurs
on sentence level and it may thus be more suited to distinguishing between
premises and conclusions. Consider again our example from section 2.3:
[sThough he did a good job at his latest public appearance] [n
his overall popularity ratings are abysmal ]
Here the nucleus forms the conclusion, while the satellite contains the
premise. We currently do not consider the internal structure of arguments
and this aspect of RST is not applicable, accordingly. However, as we men-
tion in section 5.1, it may be interesting to join our approach with others,
where the internal structure of arguments is considered. In this case, iden-
tifying satellites and nuclei in sentences may prove a potent mechanism
towards solving this problem.
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7.1.2. Sentiment Analysis challenges
The most pressing shortcoming of our work on sentiment analysis is arguably
the fact that we have limited ourselves to polarity classification. As we have
focused on investigating the value of applying CleAr to sentiment analysis,
this limitation was prudent, but fully fledged sentiment analysis solutions
must address the initial detection of sentiment, as well. We believe that
our approach has applicability to sentiment detection in the same manner
in which we have applied it to polarity classification. To develop a sen-
timent detection solution that uses CleAr, we will need to define either a
new argument base or an altered and extended version of the one we have
worked with thus far. It may be feasible to jointly consider the arguments
for negativity and positivity as arguments for the presence of sentiment. If
we were able to translate the arguments in this manner we would need to
extend our existing argument base with arguments that reason either for an
instance being non-sentimental or against being sentimental.
In our experiments in section 4.3 we have distinguished between near-
domain and out-of-domain classification. It seems as though the degree to
which domains differ has a substantial impact on the ability to transfer clas-
sification performance across domains. The differences between corpora may
stem from their being concerned with dissimilar topics, e.g. movie reviews
vs. politics, as well as their having different writing styles, e.g. Tweets vs.
sentences from movie reviews. We have noted in section 4.3 that the perfor-
mance of classification across domains drops markably when both the topics
and writing styles differ across corpora, as opposed to corpus combinations
where only one of the two differs. We believe that systematically identifying
nearness of domains and content sources may help us identify corpora more
amenable to performing cross-domain classification. This may then help
us to identify existing resources and corpora to be used for classification
problems more successfully.
7.1.3. Argumentation Mining challenges
Argumentation research has produced numerous formalisms to represent ar-
guments and how they relate, as described in section 2.1. These, however,
have not necessarily been conceived with natural language in mind, but
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have often instead been based on more formal interpretations of arguments,
e.g. as in [17, 43, 138]. We thus need to consider whether and how cer-
tain representations of arguments are amenable to representing arguments
encountered in natural language. For our research we have mostly deferred
this problem by interpreting language akin to the understanding of argu-
ments proposed in abstract argumentation [57]. By considering relations,
primarily, we do not need to translate arguments themselves into any par-
ticular logical form. If, however, we were to deal with the internal structure
of arguments, linking representations conceived for argumentation to natu-
ral language may prove more difficult. Take, for example, Lippi and Torroni
[118], who aim to identify claims in text, thus partially addressing the iden-
tification of fully fledged arguments. They find claims by identifying partial
parse trees more commonly found in argumentative claims than in other
types of text. It is not clear how we may consolidate more fine-grained
representation of natural language arguments such as this with logical rep-
resentations in argumentation and we will need to investigate novel ways of
doing so. In [3], Amgoud and colleagues extrapolate a formal representa-
tion of arguments, as described in section 2.1.3, and their internal structure
as part of a framework to represent arguments that have been mined from
natural language text. This constitutes a first attempt at intertwining argu-
mentation mining with formal representations of arguments. This perhaps
indicates a path through which we may bridge the apparent gap between
arguments as they are used in natural language and arguments as they are
used in formal representations of argumentation.
In section 5.3 we have described three ways of building sentence pairs.
First, we may use a brute force approach and generate every possible sen-
tence pair from the text we are trying to extract arguments from. This,
however, is generally only feasible when we analyse small text passages.
Secondly we may generate pairs by relating a text to a single sentence,
building pairs in which the separate sentence always functions as the Parent
and the sentences from the text are considered Children of this sentence.
This approach is of use only when we are interested in how a text relates to
a single external argument. Thirdly we may create sentence pairs directly
from text, but, unlike in the first approach, we only consider those sentences
to be candidates that contain the same nouns. We believe that the third op-
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tion has the most general applicability, as we can ensure its computational
feasibility, while also being able to analyse a text in its own right. Our
current approach, however, is defined based on the simple heuristics that
sentences containing the same nouns may be more prone to being related
and that argumentative directionality is based on the sentences’ order. We
need to reconsider our choices and possibly redesign the selection process
used to construct sentence pairs. One option to render the generation of
candidate sentence pairs more sophisticated may be to consider not only the
presence of common nouns/entities, but to also take into account the prox-
imity of sentences. For this we may assign a loss factor to potential sentence
pairs, where, the further removed sentences are from each other, the larger
the factor and the less the likelihood of them being related. In addition to
identifying more sophisticated ways of building sentence pairs we may also
need to re-examine the choice of working at sentence-level granularity. An
alternative to considering sentence may, for example, be the use of Argumen-
tative Discourse Units (ADU) [166], where not only sentence boundaries are
considered boundaries, but splits are also made at sub-sentence level. This
tends to split text into its phrases, but an ADU may be also be comprised
of multiple phrases, should multiple phrases have a single argumentative
purpose.
Having illustrated the usefulness of RbAM theoretically we now need to
identify concrete use cases to show how it may be used in practise. We have
defined one such use case together with the BBC News labs, where the aim
is to integrate RbAM functionalities with the Juicer, described in section
5.5.3. Concretely, the Juicer currently offers a range of search capabilities
for a large database of news publications, based on both search filters and
annotations of entities. The aim is to add a search option, based on strategy
(1) described in section 5.3, where we compare sentences from one or more
texts to a single external argument. This option would be provided in the
form of a free text field, added to a search window, where a user could provide
the external argument and compare it to a (possibly filtered) collection of
news articles. This way the Juicer would provide a simple way for a user
to search a large amount of e.g. news articles for arguments supporting or
attacking the argument provided. One way of integrating this functionality
with the Juicer may be the development of an API, which, if implemented in
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a sufficiently generic manner, may enable the integration of argumentation
mining capabilities in other applications, as well.
7.1.4. Argumentation Mining and Sentiment Analysis
Argumentation mining and sentiment analysis share common problems, yet
they also differ decidedly in complexity and scope. In sentiment analysis we
are faced with a classification problem in which we need to assign a word,
a sentence, or any larger piece of text to one of at least three classes, neu-
tral, positively opinionated or negatively opinionated. These classes may be
further subdivided to achieve a more fine grained classification. To success-
fully tackle argumentation mining not only do we need to perform a similar
task, i.e. distinguishing arguments from non-arguments, but we also need to
identify relations between arguments once we have found them. As such, ar-
gumentation mining is somewhat more challenging than sentiment analysis,
since the range of problems it needs to address is broader.
Another difference we observe is the larger flexibility when it comes to
analysing sentiment at varying granularities. We may try and identify the
sentiment of a word, but we can do the same for phrases, sentences, para-
graphs, etc. Argumentation mining, on the other hand, generally needs
to consider individual arguments, and there is no clear-cut answer to the
question of whether arguments should be searched for on sub-sentence level,
sentence level or on combinations of sentences. Though most current work
in argumentation mining analyses sentences, e.g. [142], we are unaware of
anybody proposing a well-founded justification for doing so. The reason
we have opted to work on sentence level, as well, is simply that sentence
boundaries provide convenient delimitations to textual units. To identify
arguments proper it may well be prudent to develop schemes that allow
flexibility in the level of granularity at which one searches for arguments.
We believe one of the more relevant commonalities between the two fields
to be the fact that in both cases we aim to identify subjective language of
some sort. This may offer ways of cross-fertilisation between the two prob-
lems, one of which we have already used in RbAM, described in section 6.2.
Here we use sentiment scores to help us identify attack and support rela-
tions between sentences. It seems intuitive that in tackling argumentation
mining and sentiment analysis we may search for similar language, such as
subjective words and phrases, structure, etc.
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7.2. Conclusion
We believe that our developments illustrate a novel and promising appli-
cation area for argumentation, namely the improvement of corpus-based
classifiers for computational linguistics problems. We have shown that by
applying the CleAr methodology we can improve performance both in (cross-
domain) sentiment polarity classification and in (relation-based) argumen-
tation mining. Additionally we have highlighted the importance of con-
sidering text in relation to what surrounds it to identify arguments and
argumentative structures in text. By applying argumentation to computa-
tional linguistics problems and by using computational linguistics to identify
argumentative text we have highlighted the reciprocal link between the two
fields, illustrating how we stand to benefit from considering insights from
both fields in unison.
Finally our approach to classification illustrates a modular way that may
provide quick access to gains in classification performance, for example in an
environment where the development of complex machine learning solutions
needs to give way to pragmatic and easily implemented solutions. As Chiti-
cariu and colleagues [48] succinctly point out in the paper titled Rule-based
Information Extraction is Dead! Long Live Rule-based Information Extrac-
tion Systems!, there seems to be a divide between academia and industry
when it comes to placing value in rule-based systems. Approaches such as
ours may offer an avenue towards consolidating this divide and provide value
for researchers and industry professionals alike.
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Table B.1.: All Explicit Discourse Connectives that are listed in the Penn
Discourse Treebank (PDTB) manual [173], as described in sec-
tion 2.2.2, grouped by classes Attacking, Supporting and Nei-
ther/Ambiguous (1/2)
Attacking
alternatively although as an alternative
as though but by comparison
by contrast conversely else
except however in contrast
instead lest much as
neither...nor nevertheless nonetheless






and as a result as soon as
as well because besides
consequently earlier finally
for example for instance further
furthermore hence in addition
in other words in particular in short
in sum in the end in turn
indeed insofar as later
likewise moreover next
now that overall plus
previously similarly simultaneously





Table B.2.: All Explicit Discourse Connectives that are listed in the Penn
Discourse Treebank (PDTB) manual [173], as described in sec-
tion 2.2.2, grouped by classes Attacking, Supporting and Nei-
ther/Ambiguous (2/2)
after afterward as
as if before before and after
by then either...or for
Neither/ if if and when if...then
Ambiguous in fact meantime meanwhile
once or separately
still then until
when when and if while
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C. News articles corpus annotation
instructions
Table C.1.: Instructions that were given to annotators to label sentence
pairs as (Att, Sup,N) to create the corpus described in section
5.5.3 (1/2)
For this task you will need to decide how two sentences are related.
You will be presented with pairs of sentences, sentence A and sentence B,
and you will need to decide whether sentence B attacks or supports sentence A,
or whether it does neither.
Here are some examples:
- A: I like apples because they are so sweet.
B: Most of the time apples are quite sour, actually.
B Attacks A
- A: I like apples because they are so sweet.
B: Apples are often red or green.
B Neither attacks nor supports A
All sentences you will come across are, in one way or another,
about British politics (not apples!), more specifically
the UK Independence Party (UKIP), whose leader is named Nigel Farage.
Before you start this task a few definitions may be useful:
- An argument is a group of statements,
comprised of one or more premises and one conclusion.
- A statement is either true or false, e.g. "The cat is on the mat."
- A premise (or ’claim’) is a statement in an argument
that provides reason or support for the conclusion.
- A conclusion is a statement in an argument that indicates of what the arguer
is trying to convince the reader/listener. What is the argument trying to prove?
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Table C.2.: Instructions that were given to annotators to label sentence
pairs as (Att, Sup,N) to create the corpus described in section
5.5.3 (2/2)
In natural language parts of an argument are often left implicit.
A sentence may thus be ’argumentative’,
despite not containing both premises and a conclusion.
A sentence may neither attack nor support another sentence because
- it is not aimed at a claim/opinion stated in the sentence it is being compared to or
- the two sentences are simply not related.
Below please enter whether
sentence B attacks (Att) or
supports (Sup) sentence A
or if whether does neither (N)
Sentence A Sentence B Att/Supp/N
This is an example sentence. Yes, indeed it explains howto do this task! Sup
The sooner we are out of the EU,
the sooner we can start making
this country great again.
The UK should quit the EU, with





The tasks of both argumentation mining and sentiment analysis are ones of
recognising patterns in text that reveal which class an instance ought to be
assigned to. The algorithms we use in our work to do so are all supervised
and thus rely on annotated corpora, consisting of a set of instances, each
assigned a class label. We have experimented with a number of supervised
algorithms, mostly using either the Weka tool [75] or libSVM [45]. The ones
we have eventually focused on are the following:
• Random Forests
• Support Vector Machines
• Naïve Bayes classifiers
Below we describe each algorithm in turn.
D.1. Random Forests
A Random Forest [28] is an ensemble classifier in which we construct a
number of decision trees and aggregate the results to obtain classifications.
Each tree classifier is constructed in a two-step process:
1. Randomly draw a sample d = {d1, d2, ..., dn} from training data, where
each di is represented by a feature vector θi, comprised of M features
2. Grow a classification tree from d as follows: at each node randomly
select a predefined number ofm < M features and split the node based
on the selected features so that the best split between the classes in d
is achieved
This process is repeated to grow a predefined number of decision trees.
Formally, a Random Forest then consists of a collection of decision trees
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{h(x, θ1), ..., h(x, θk)}
where θj is an independent identically distributed (iid) random vector
and x is the input to the decision tree. Each tree in the forest contributes
a unitary vote to the most popular class at input x. The final class label
is then decided according to a majority vote. Two variables have to be set
when using random forests:
1. The number of trees
2. The size of the subset of features selected from at each tree node
D.2. Support Vector Machines
Support Vector Machines (SVM), pioneered by Corinna Cortes and Vladimir
Vapnik [52], have been one of the more popular Supervised Learning algo-
rithms not just in sentiment analysis and argumentation mining, but various
other fields, as well, such as spam filtering, e.g. [56, 184], or medical research,
e.g. [31, 73, 86]. Originally an algorithm used to solve binary classification
problems, SVM have been adapted to perform multi-class classification, as
well. The description below has been adapted from [20].
Consider first a binary classification problem, such as determining a text
as being either argumentative or non-argumentative. We can describe such
a problem with a model of the form
y(x) = wTφ(x) + b
where φ(x) is a feature-space transformation of the data x, wT is a weight
vector and b is a bias. Transforming data into feature space can yield linear
separability of data that is not linearly separable in the original data space.
A training data set consists of N input vectors x1, ..., xN , all of which have
a class label C ∈ {1,−1} and new data is classified according to the sign of
y(x). If the training data is linearly separable in feature space, we can per-
fectly split the data according to their class with one hyperplane in feature
space. When this is not the case, so called slack variables may be introduced
to allow some of the training instances to be misclassified. SVM find the
hyperplane that not only separates the data but that maximises the margin,
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Figure D.1.: Illustration of support vectors. “The margin is defined as the
perpendicular distance between the decision boundary and the
closest of the data points” [20]. The support vectors are those
data points that lie on the decision boundaries.
i.e. the distance between the hyperplane and the support vectors, as well.
This means, the separating hyperplane is placed in such a manner that the
distance between the separating plane and the nearest points of both classes
is maximised. This is illustrated in figure D.1. One of the crucial benefits of
SVM is the fact that, in order to classify new data, we only need to retain
the support vectors, i.e. those data points that define the maximum margin
planes that separate the classes.
To apply SVM to multi-class problems we use either one-versus-one or
one-versus-all SVM. For one-versus-all we construct K binary SVM “in
which the kth model yk(x) is trained using the data from class Ck as the
positive examples and the data from the remaining K − 1 classes as the
negative examples” [20]. For the one-versus-one SVM we also use multiple
binary classifiers, one for each possible combination of classes. A test point
is then classified through a majority vote.
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D.3. Naïve Bayes classifiers.
We adopt the below explanation of Naïve Bayes Classifiers from [162]. A
Naïve Bayes Classifier assigns an instance s the class c∗ = arg maxc P (c|s)
where, according to Bayes rule,
P (c|s) = P (c)P (s|c)
P (s)
in which P (s) is a normalising factor. The probability of an instance be-
longing to one of the possible classes, e.g. argumentative/non-argumentative,
is decided upon on the basis of a set of m possibly occurring features,
{f1, f2, ..., fm}. Assuming conditional independence between all fi, the
above equation may be rewritten as
P (c|s) = P (c)(
∏m
i=1 P (fi|c)ni(s))
P (s)
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